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a

. ~TRODUCTION

:
The major software functions in the DABS sensor are channel

.
management, surveillance processing, data link processing, and network

mamgement. Channel management regulates the use of the RF channel,

and this task is the subject of the present report. The interaction Of channel

management witi the other functions is also discussed. Surveillance pro-

cessing carries out tracking and position reporting, data link proces sing

regulates the transfer of messages on the DABS data link, and network

management coordinates the sensors of the network.

Any sensor which repeatedly transmits pulses (radar) or interrogations

(beacon) and then listens for echoes or replies exercises “channel manage-

ment, ,t the regulation of activity on the RF channel. In a radar/beacon

system of conventional type, charnel management is very simple and its

design amounts to little more than application of the radar seaming equation.

h tie DABS sensor, channel management is more complex. The major

reasons are the following:

a) The DABS sensor must operate with two classes of transponder --

ATCRBS and DABS transponders -- which share the ATCRBS

frequencies on uplink and downlink. Thus, One channel is used

to support two surveillance systems at tie same time.

b) DABS interrogations address single aircraft discretely, therefore
.

the sensor must be able to predict when the aircraft will be

.
within the antema beam.

1



c) Channel time must be allocated to each individual DABS interro-
6

gation and reply. Therefore, a prediction of aircraft range is

,
required. &

d) DABS surveillance procedures often require more than one interro - .

gationto each aircraft, and the needs of data link will sometimes

require still further calls. If a given interrogation fails to pro-

duce a useable reply, the sensor must be able to repeat the

attempt as long as the aircraft remains in the beam.

The channel management strategy used to meet the above requirements

has two main features. First, the RF channel is time-shared between the

ATCRBS function and the DABS function as shown in Figure 1. ATGRBS

interrogations are transmitted at a rate which is low enough to leave time

between successive ATGRBS interrogation/listening periods. This time is

used to perform the DABS functions. Second, the sensor maintains a regularly

updated list of DABS targets within the antenna beam and it utilizes the DABS

time to make repeated passes through this list, scheduling discretely-address -

ed DABS interrogations and replies on a non-conflicting basis. A single air-

craft may appear on one or more of the resulting schedules of interrogations

and replies, so that multiple surveillance and communications tasks can be ,

accomplished. h the case of reply failure, the repeated scheduling of

interrogations to an aircraft provides a high overall surveillance/ communi-

cations ,reliability.

Channel maria gement is supported by the other software functions in

several ways. Surveillance processing provides the predicted position of

2
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each DABS target in track, so that the aircraft may be interrogated while

it is within tie antema beam. Predicted range is also needed in the
#

scheduling process so that replies can be anticipated and received without
o
4

interference from interrogations or other replies. Data link processing v

provides organized lists of pending messages for each DABS-equipped

aircraft so that channel management can determine in advanc,e the number

and character of the interrogation/ reply pairs to be scheduled to each target

when it appears within the beam. Network management exercises dyr.amic

control over the kinds of service, both surveillance and communications,

to be afforded each aircraft.

Channel management has complete control over the transmitter/

modulation control unit and the DABS and AT CRBS reply processors.

Channel management communicates with these units by means of a stream

of interrogation and reply control commands, issued by channel management,

and by a stream of DABS reply data blocks, is suing from the DABS reply

processor. When a target leaves the beam, a recOrd Of channel activitY

and downlink message data is passed on to the other software functions.

Channel management is also in contact with the real-time clock and the

antenna azimuti register. I

Channel management is organized intO five subfunctions, as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Channel control

Roll-call scheduling

Transaction preparation

Target list update

Transaction update

4
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Parts I and II of this report are devoted to the first two subfunctions,

respectively, and discussions of the remaining three are combined in

Part IH. The interaction of the five subfunctions is summarized in

Figure 2, which illustrates the data flow (solid lines) through processing

functions and data buffers, and control (dOtted lines) emanating from

channel control. The remainder of this introduction consists of brief

summaries of the operation of each of the channel management subfunctions.

Channel control is the heart of the channel management function.

It monitors tie sYstem real-time clock and the antenna pointing direction,

seeing to it that all ATCRBS and DABS activities take place at the proper

time and in the proper sequence. Channel control regulates the otier

channel management subfunctions, activating them periodically. Also.

channel control manages the flow of controI commands to the hardware

units and it directs the transfer of DABS reply data blocks from the reply

processor to charnel management memory.

At regular intervals, channel control directs transaction preparation

to provide a list of targets abOut tO enter the beam. Transaction Preparation

consults the surveillance file which contains predicted position, the pending

uplink messages and downlink message requests placed there by data link

processing, and control information generated by network management. ,

H basic surveillance, synchronous service, and various mes sages

are all pending for a target entering the beam, then transaction preparation

will determine the number and type of interrogations required to accomplish

this task. Each interrogation elicits a definite type Of reply, and a particular
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pairing of interrogation and reply types is ca~eda “transaction.” A transaction

may involve a single interrogation paired with a single reply, multiple interro-

gations paired wifia single reply, or a single interrogation paired with multi-

ple replies.

A number of “standardt ransactions, ” which combine the pOssible

message lengths used by the system for single interrogations and replies,

are illustrated in Figure 3. Extended length message (ELM) transactions

are shown in Figure 4.

k general, more than one transaction is planned for a given target

in a given scan. The output of transaction preparation is a list of “target

transaction blocks, “ one for each new target, containing a complete speci -

fication of the required set of transactions needed to accomplish all pending

surveillance and communication tasks.

The basic DABS sensor utilizes a rotating ftied-beam antenna. This

antenna will be of the fan beam type, covering 45° or mOr e in elevation, and

only a few degrees in azimuth. Thus a given target is “visible” on the order

of one percent of the time, and channel management must execute all the

planned transactions to this target while it is witkin the beam. This is

accomplished by maintaining an “active target list, “ which contains in-

formation on every target which is presently within the beam and with ‘

transactions still pending execution. The entries on this list are target

transaction blocks, supplied in groups by transaction preparation. The

active target list is maintained by target list update, which is activated

intermittently to accept a new group of target transaction blocks and
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merge them with those on the existing list. Target transaction blocks of

targets which have either been folly serviced or have fallm behind the
●

beam are removed by target list update at this time. The active target
.

list is organized in order of decreasing target range, for the benefit Of
●

roll-call scheddtig, and this order is maintained as new targets are added

to the list.

Within each tar get transaction block is a pointer which indicates

which transaction is to be executed neti for this target. It is the responsi-

bility of roll-call scheduling to produce a set of interrogation and reply

times, or !Iroll-call schedule, 11which aUows the sensor to carry out the

indicated transaction for some or all of the targets on We active target

list. ktervals of time devoted to this activity are the DABS periods

illustrated in Figure 1. The active target list is updated in advance of

each DABS period, and during such a period, one or more roll-call

schedules are produced.

To prOduce a schedule, roll-call scheduling will begin with the

first (longest-range) target on the list, scheduling an interrogation at an

assigned start time of the schedule, and it computes the expected reply

~rrival time and provides for a suitable listening pefiod. Subsequent

targets are scheduled by placing tieir reply listening periods in sequence I

and computing the corresponding interrogation times. The process continues

until an interrogation, so scheduled, would overlap the first reply. kstead,

this interrogation is deferred to start a new “cycle, ” as the set Of interro-

gation and reply times just produced is called. A cycle is illustrated in

10



* Figure 5, top line, This cycle contains four transactions, and would be

. part of a roll-call schedule which consists of several such cycles, as
$

illustrated in Figure 6. Since the aircraft on tie active target list are in
.

various stages of completion, with respect to DABS activity, each one is

likely to be represented on a given schedule by a different kind of transaction.

The cycle of Figure 5, top line, illustrates this featire by including long

and short interrogations, coupled witi long and short replies.

The cycle also includes one synchronized transaction, shOwn cross-

hatched, which differs from tie others in that the reply is separated from

its neighbors by time buffers. These buffers are required for synchronized

transactions in connection with subepoch reply timing and the prevention

of interference on the air-to-air link. The other cycles shown in Fi@r e 5

illustrate the inclusion of uplink and downlink ELM transactions.

Roll-call scheduling is activated by channel control, which provides

the actnal time at which the schedule is to start and the remaining time

available in tie DABS period. If Were is not enough time available to

schedule the current transaction for each target on the list, then certain

priority rules are exercised in the allocation of available time.

All replies are examined by transaction update and, if a transaction

is successful, this subfunction will modify the target transaction block so

that the next planned transaction is pending execution. If there are no re-
.

-ining transactions, the target transaction block is flagged for removal
,

. from the active target list. If a transaction fails, transaction update wfll

9
arrange for it to be repeated. For tirgets newly entering the beam, the

11
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number of attempts to execute tie first transaction is limited, and r e-
.

interrogations will be made in a special high-power mode. This procedure .,
.

is also regulated by transaction update. h certain cases, the presence Of

flags in a DABS reply will cause transaction update to arrange for an

extra inter rogation, not planned in advance of the tar get!s entry into the

b earn. This feature is used to service pilot-originated requests to transfer

messages or emergency indicators from *e aircraft to the ground.

The DABS sensor is specified in detail in Reference 1. Although

this reference (the Engineering Requirement for tie DABS sensor) is not

generally available, cross -referencing to it has been included here for the

benefit of some readers. This description given here is self-contained and

complete to a considerable level of detail, however, and does not depend

upon access to the Engineering Requirement.

Reference 2 is generally available, and it covers the signal formats

and data link protocols associated with them.

14
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PART I

CHANNEL CONTROL

I-1. Overview

Certain basic concepts and definitions are introduced here followed by

brief summa ries of the operations of the four subfwctions controlled by

charnel control.

The DABS system utilizes a multiplicity of interrogation and reply types.

There are two interrogation signal durations (short and long) and two reply

signal durations (short and long). Numerical values, in microseconds, are

given in Table 1.

Table 1. Signal durations.

Short =

Interrogation 18.5 32.5

Reply 64.0 120.0

As described in Reference 2, there are several message types for each of the

signals whose durations are given in Table 1. Particular message types are

used to accomplish various surveillance and commwications tasks, usually I

combining position determination and message delivery. A particular pairing

of interrogation and reply mes sage types is called a !Itransaction. “ The manner

in which transactions are chosen to accomplish DABS surveillance and communi-

cations objectives is described in Part III of this report.

15
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A “roll-call schedule” is a time-ordered list of interrogation times and ,

corresponding reply listening periods, which together represent a schedule of
,

transactions. One or more roll-call schedules are computed and executed

during each period of time in which the R F charnel is devoted to DABS roll-call ‘

activity.

The transaction preparation subfunction produces a target transaction

block for each tirget before the target enters the antenna beam. The basis

of this activity is information contained in the surveilknce file, w~lch includes

the so-called “active message lists ,, of pending ~plink messages and dO~link

mes sage requests. The surveillant e file contains predicted POsition and vari -

ous control bits, updated by surveillance processing and network management.

The active message lists are matitained by data link processing. The surveil-

lance file is azimuth-ordered and transaction preparation is given a “new azi -

muth limit’! each time it is activated. Transaction preparation will retrieve

tirgets with predicted azimuths between this new azimuth limit and the previous

azimuth limit from the surveillant e file. Target transaction blocks are thus

produced in groups, ready for merging into the active target list. Within each

block, one transaction will be designated for execution.

The target list update fuuction is activated intermittently along with ‘

I transaction preparation. Target transaction blocks generated previously are

merged into the active target list, preserving the ordering on predicted range,

I by target list update. This subfunction also remOves targets (i. e., it deletes “’
.

I

the brget transaction blocks) from the active target list if they have no further .!

.
t

16
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pending transactions or if they have fallen behind the beam. Removed target

● transaction blocks constitute the “released target list, “ which is used as

input for the next cycle of surveillance and data link processing.
4

The active target list is updated in advance of each period of DABS

roll -call activity. The roll-call scheduling fmction is called upon next to

produce a roll-call schedule from the active target list. Certain priority rules

are exercised by this subfunction so that the most important transactions are

executed in the limited time tht -Y be available. No target is represented

by more than one transaction in any given schedule. After the replies from

one schedule are received and proceseed, another schedule is formed within

the same roll-call period until the time available is insufficient for another

schedule.

After each schedule is computed, transaction update is activated to

assess the reply data. If a transaction is completed successfully, the corres-

ponding target transaction block will be modified so that the next transaction

planned by transaction preparation can be executed. In certain cases, new

transactions are generated and inserted by transaction update. Unsuccessful

transactions are simpIy repeated. If no further transactions remain pending

after a, successful reply, the transaction block is marked for deletion from tbe

active target list by the next action of target list update. Whenever transact~on

update is finished, the active target list is ready for the generation of a new

schedule.
.

The coordination of these activities is the responsibility of channel
,,

. control, Sections 1-2 and I-3 are devoted to descriptions of the time-line

.

17



structure used by the DABS sensor and the means of communication with the

clock, azimuth shaft encoder, transmitter/modulation control unit and the
●

reply processors. Sections I-4 and I-5 concern ATCRBS scheduling and DABS

roll-call scheduling, respectively, and Section I -6 contains an illustrative
>

channel control algorithm and flow chart.

1-2. Time Line Structure and Frame Management

The concept of a structured time line is a simple generalization of the

notion of a regular or staggered PR F in a radar or beacon system. In a

DABS sensor at any given time, the R F charnel is committed to either ATCR BS

or DABS roll-call activity or else it may be idle. It is assumed tkt these

three cases occur in some periodic, patterned sequence, and this sequence

defines the time line structure. The time interval over which this pattern

repeats is called the frame duration and the pattern itself is called the frame.

An ATCR BS period is an interval of charnel time which contains an ATCR BS

interrogation and lasts at least as long as the longest ATCRBS listening period

in use by the sensor. A DABS period is an interval of channel time devoted to

DABS roll-call scheduling activity. A frame may contain one or more ATCRBS

periods, one or more DABS periods , and one or more idle periods.

It is intended that the DABS sensor be flexible enough to operate with an

arbitrary time line structure so long as the corresponding frame is of reason-

able duration and is consistent with surveillance requirements and the antenna

in use at the time. These points are discussed in more detail below. To attain

this flexibility, the DABS sensor is designed to accept a time line structure as ~

a variable in put. Channel control has the responsibility of timing and -

.

18
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●

sequencing all DABS channel activities in accord with the frame in use at any

given time. In particular, given a real-time reading, channel control must

be able to determine the nature and start time of the next forthcoming period

of channel activity. This exercise of this capability may be referred to as

i‘frame maria gement. ff

A simple technique of frame -nagement is based on the use of a

‘tframe table. ‘1 This tible is a file, the entries of which correspond, in

sequence, to the active periods which make up the frame. The frame table has

a header which contains tie number, K, of frame table entries and the duration

of the frame in time. The frame duration, as well as all other time parameters

in the frame table, are represented as 16 -bit words whose least significant bit

represents 16 psec. The relation of this wit of time to the DABS real-time

clock will be explained presently. A particubr point in the time line pattern

till be designated as the start of a frame. The frame itself is a sequence of

contiguous periods. Each active period is represented by a frame table entry.

Each entry contains a word which represents the start time of the corresponding

period relative to the start of the frame, a type code, and a dam field, as

illustrated in Table 2.

In Table 2, the relative start time of the kth period in the frame is

represented as T(k). The TYPE field identifies ATCRBS, and DABS period:.

Also, TYPE identifies the ATCR BS “delay mode”, which defines the method

by which actual ATCRBS firing time is computed, and the DABS “schedule mode”,

which determines what kinds of transaction (spchronized, msynchronized or..

n both) are to be included in the schedule. The character of the DATA field depends

upon the value of TYPE (ATCRBS or DABS) and the separate cases are discussed
.

in later sectilons of this report.

19



Table 2. Frame table.

Header

1

2

3

.

.

.

K

IKI Frame Duration I

I T(1) I Type(l) I Data(l) I

I T (K) Type (K) Data (K)

Charnel control always maintains the current values of two quantities:

(1) the clock time at which the frame in progrees began, and (2) the index, k,

of the frame table entry which corresponds to the period currently in progress.

The channel control algorithm includes a means of sensing the end (or approach-

ing end ) of any period within a frame. In addition, a real-time clock reading is

made avaihble to charnel control at, or immediately after, such a period end

is sensed. Thus, upon sensing a period end, channel control can increment k,

determine the relative start time of the next forthcoming period, and predict

the real time at which this period will commence. COmparisOn with the real-

time reading provides the time-to-go, or “waiting time, “ until the start Of the

next period. If, through some failure, the next period start time is already ‘

past, charnel control can continue to increment k until its next future respons -

ibility is determined. Whenever the incrementing of k causes it to exceed K,

a frame has ended. In thie case, k is reeet to unity and the frame duration is
*

added to the stored !rframe start time, ,, -~bining the currency of this Pra -

meter. Subsequent channel activities will be executed at actual times which
.,

20



are filrst computed relative to the stored frame start time.

charnel control maintains the periodic scheduling of frames

activity within the frames.

In this way,

and periods of

In order to complete the discussion of frame -nagement, it is neces-

sary to describe the DABS sensor clock, or, more precisely, that portion of

the sensor timing subsystem with which channel -nagement interacts. A

more complete description of the DABS timing subsystem may be found in

References 1 and 3. This clock consists of a precisely-controlled 16 MHz

frequency source driving four counters in sequence. The two fastest cowters

are ordinary eight-bit binary comters, while the two slowest cowters reset

to zero every 125 input counts. The entire clock resets to zero every 64 sec.

since

1252X216X 16-1 = 64x 106.

The 64-see output is, in effect, synchronized to an external time -of-day

shndard so that all DABS sensor clocks are synchronized. The slower 125-

counter is not accessible to the software and the faster 125 -counter is imple -

mented as a seven-bit binary comter which clears on the next input count after

it reads 124. If we add an eighth bit, always zero, to the left end of the seven-

bit field representing the state of the faster 125 -cowter, then we can represent

the state of the accessible portion of the clock as a set of three (eight-bit) bytes.

We use the following notation for time, T, as represented by the clock:

T= (~lmln) .

*

21



The low-order bytes are represented by integers m and n, which range from

zero through 255, while the high-order byte, L , ranges from zero thrOugh 124. -

The clock period, or least significant bit, is called a “range unit, “ denoted
*

Ru. One Ru represents a time interval of 62.5 nsec. Clearly, the time

represented by T in the expression above is

T = (65536 1 + 256 m

= 1 x 4.096 msec

tmx 16~sec

+ n x 62.5 nsec

t n) Ru

In order to deal with time in 16-bit words, the sensor makes use of an

unsymmetrical exchange of time infer-tion between hardware and software.

When channel control requests real time, or is given rea 1 time aa part of

another hardware-to -software response, only the two higher -order bytes are

transferred. Such a time can be represented in the form

T=(llml ,

which uniquely identiflles the bytes being transferred. “Time wOrd a” Of this

kind are thought of aa being in “time units, “ which are 16 psec in magnitude ,

On the other hand, software -to -hardware commands which reference a time

for execution, contain only the two lower -order bytes. Such a time can be

uniquely .repreaented in the fOrm

T= Imln) ,

4
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4

which is still in range units.

order bytes is 4. 096 msec.

The ambigui~ associated with these two low-

A command containing an execution time in the

above form will be executed as soon as the two lowest-order bytes of the

real -time clock agree with the bytes transferred in the commnd. Thus, a

special procedure is required when channel control must is sue a com=nd

to be executed more than 4.096 msec in the future. This prOcedure is de-

scribed in Section I-3 in connection with the So-called “pseudo- ATCRBS”

interrogation control co-ands.

Real -time

T=

are ambiguous by

clock readings (time words ) in the form

(Ilml ,

0.512 sec (=125 x 4.096 msec), and this must be considered

whenever future times are predicted. For example, suppose that T, as ex-

pressed above, represents the clock time of the beginning of the current

frame, and the end of the last period within the frame is sensed. Channel

control will then add the frame duration expressed as

Frame duration = (l. Im. I >

to T in order to update this variable. Let the new value be

‘1 = (Qllmll, I
and suppose that tl turns Out tO exceed 124 (saY~ ‘I = 126). The arithmetic is

valid but the new time is not, and it must be corrected by subtracting the clock

period, O. 512 see, which is equal to 32, 000 time units. The clOck periOd is

represented in the form

Clock period = (Plol ,
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where the low-order byte is all zeros, and the high-order byte is

p=[olllllo l].

The negative of this period, represented in twofs complement form, is

- Clock period = (P’lol *

.

where

P’ = [10000011].

It is easy to see that if ~ ~ lies in the range

then adding (p’ 101 to (lllmll will produce the correct future clock reading with-

out overflow. If the computation of T1 leads to an effective time value in ex-

cess of 32767 (=215 -1) time units, then the gl -byte will indicate a negative

number (i. e. , an eight-bit comt in excess of 127 in the high-Order byte), and

overflow will have occurred. As before, the correct time is obtained by add -

ing (pi I O1, and ignoring the overflow which will occur. It is assumed here

that the frame duration never exceeds 0.5 see, hence T ~ will never carrY Out

of the high order byte of the time word.

When the interval of time between a clock reading and the projected ,

time of occurrence of a future event is computed, a large negative result can

be obtained if a clock zero occurs between the two times. We test fOr this case

by checking to see if the computed “waiting time” is negative by more t~n ~lf

the clock period. (It is assumed that no waiting period should be as large as ‘

half a clock period. ) If this is the case, the correct waiting time is Obtained by ,

adding the clock period, ( p 10 I . If the computed waiting time is negative by
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an amount smiler tkn half the clock period, it is assumed that the system

somehow fell behind in its responsibilities, and the time of occurrence of the

l!future,, event is already past. We assume that such a failure will be detected

before charnel control falls behind by as much as half the clock period, and

recovery is accomplished by moving forward in the frame mtil an event is

fouod which is actually in the future. A similar situation arises when the sys -

tern falls behind, but a waiting time appears to be large and positive, again

because a clock zero lies between the two times. This is corrected in a simi-

lar fashion, as shown in the flow charts of Section I-6.

I-3. C ommmication with the Hardware

The hardware elements with which channel =nagement interacts are

the following:

1. The real-time clock.

2. The antenna azimuth register.

3. The transmitter/modulation cOntrOl unit.

4. The ATCRBS reply processor.

5. The DABS reply processor.

The nature of the interface between cknnel mnagement and the hardware

elements will obviously affect the internal structure of the channel -nagernent

software, especially that of channel control. The assumed properties of this

interface are described in the present section, and the discussion in subsequent

sectioris is based upon these assumptions. The intention is to give a point of

departure, i. e. , an example of how channel -nagement can be accomplished

in one reasonable configuration.



Channel control ks the capability to execute a “read time” Co—rid,
.

which results in the transfer of a time word, of the type ( 4 Im I , from the

clock through the interface. The time word, and the notation used in con- >

nection with it, has been explained in Section I-2.

A similar capability is the ,,read azimuth,, co-and, which results

in the transfer of an “azimuth word” through the interface. An azimuth word

represents the current contents of the antenna azimuth register (a 14 -bit

register driven by the antenna shaft encoder), right-justified in a 16-bit word.

The least significant bit of the antenna azimuth register is called an “azimuth

unit ‘! Au. One azimuth unit represents (2
-14

, )-th part of a circle, or approxi-

mately O. 022°.

Channel management communicates with the transmitter /modulation

control unit by sending it “interrOgatiOn contrOl co remands, ‘1whit h contain the

time of the intended interrogation. Time, in an interrogation cOntrOl cOm~nd,

is expressed in range units, in the form Iml n), in the notation of Section I-2.

An eight-bit control field identifies the command as an ATCRBS or DABS

interrogation control command, as well as the transmitter power, DABS

message length, ATCRBS mode and ATCRBS transmission type (transmit-on-

time or tranemit-on-trigger). Further details are given in the following Sec.

tions. DABS commands contain the uplink interrogation message bits, while

ATCR BS co~nds contain the trigger window and the PI delay time (in the

transmit-on -trigger mode) and the ATCR BS reply listening interval. The

listening interval is transferred from the transmitter/modulation control wit
>

to the ATCR BS reply processor, hence channel management need not communi - +

cate with this reply processor directly.
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Channel management communicates directly with the DABS reply

processor, sending it reply control commands and receiving reply data.

There will be one reply control command for each expected DABS roll-call

reply. A reply control co remand contains the DABS address of the aircraft

(to be used in message decoding), the earliest expected arrival time of the

reply and the reply type. A time window is also included in this com-nd in

a special format (five bits, with LSB = 4 psed ) to control the interval within

which DABS reply preambles will be accepted. The earliest expected arrival

time is a standard 16-bit word in range units, representing time in the form

I m I n), just as in the representation of interrogation times.

DABS interrogation and reply control co-ands are generated by the

roll-call scheduling subfunction (see Part II) in blocks corresponding to portions

of a roll-call schedule called !Lcycles. ‘f A cycle is a time-ordered string of

interrogations, directed to a set of DABS targets followed by a time-ordered

string of replies from these same targets. Sometimes a roll-call schedule

begins with a so-called “precursor, “ which may be thought of as a special kind

of cycle in which the replies are absent. In general, the number of interroga -

tions in a cycle is not equal to the number of replies, due to the possibility of

extended - length downlink messages. In the computation of a schedule cycle,

roll-call scheduling proceeds one target at a time, generating both interrogations

and reply times for this target before proceeding to the next one. These com-

mands must be transferred across the interface, as data, in the eact sequence

in which they are to be executed, which is not the sequence in which they are

computed. Therefore, the interrogation control commands and reply control

commands are stored, in separate data blocks, until the computation of a cycle
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is complete. Interrogation control commands require 10 bytes for the short

interrogation, and 17 bytes for the long interrogation, while reply control

commands of either type require six bytes. These data blocks are then eligible ~

for transfer, by means of block data transfers, to the hardware (interrogations .

followed by replies), under control of channel control::. As described in detail

in Section I-5, roll-call scheduling is activated by charnel control. After

certain preliminary computations, roll-call scheduling will produce the fir st

cYcle (Or, Perkps, a precursor), completing the data blocks containing interro -

gation and reply control commands. It will then formulate the control words

for the corresponding block data transfers, and return to channel control.

Channel control is thus made aware of the completion of each cycle of the sched -

ule, and it responds by controlling the transfer of the co remand data blocks and

re-activating roll-call scheduling until the schedule is complete. The regula -

tion of the transfer of data blocks of DABS interrogation and reply control

co—rids is discussed in Section I-5.

Channel control also regulates tie transfer of DABS reply data’x from

the DABS reply processor into storage, where this data is avaibble to charnel

management and the other sensor functions. All of the replies anticipated in

a roll-call schedule can be moved in a single block data transfer into a desig-l

nated section of storage. The transfer is initiated just before the schedule be-

gins execution, so that replies can be moved as soon as they are received.

The final output of the schedule computation is a statement of the amount of

B

*In this regard, the example described here differs slightly from the design
4

specified in Reference 1.
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storage required to contain the reply data words expected from the schedule.

The DABS reply processor will generate a “reply data block” for each ex-
.

petted reply, even if the reply is not received. Short replies require 13 bytes

*
for the reply data, while long replies require an additional seven bytes in the

reply block.

In certain circumstances, ckmel control requires a notification that

a pre-set time has arrived, or ttit a given interval of time has elapsed since

the last reading of the real -time clock. This is accomplished by using the

so-called “pseudo -ATCR BS” interrogation control command. Whenever the

transmitter /modulation control unit executes an ordinary ATCRBS interroga -

tion control command, it sends a time reading to channel control immediately

after the transmission. The time word in this three -byte mes sage (one byte

contains a control field) contains the PI pulse transmission time, in the same

format as a normal response to a “read-time” cOm~nd. In r@spOnse tO a

pseudo -ATCRBS interrogation control command, the time readtig is reported

when the interrogation time arrives, but no RF transmission occurs. Using

this commnd, charnel control can provide itself with an interrupt message at

any future time within 4. 096 msec of CO— nd delivery. In order to provide

for an interrupt in the more distant future, cbmel control issues a pseudo-

,

ATCR BS interrogation control command containing the most recent real-time

clock reading as an “interrogation” time. The elapsed time since this last

clock reading until the command is unimportant (assuming. it will alwaYs be less

than 4.’096 msec), and the process my be repeated until no ambiguity remins

and the final pseudo -ATCRBS com=nd is sent containing the desired response

time. This technique is used in several circumstances by channel control, as

explained in Sections I-4 and I-5.
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I-4. ATCRBS Scheduling

The DABS sensor provides surveillance of aircraft equipped only with

ATCR BS transponders by transmitting ordinary ATCRBS interrogations (corn- .
b

bined tith DABS All Call) in some regular pattern. The pattern is fixed by

the frame structure in use, which provides one or more ATCR BS periods per

frame. Each ATCR BS period will contain one ATCR BS interrogation, hence

ATCR BS interrogations will recur at some average repetition frequency. The

effective l!ATCR BS runlength, !! or the average number Of ATCRBS replies

from one hrget in a scan, depends upon this effective PR F (determined by the

frame structure) and the antenna dwell time (determined by the beamwidth

and scan rate). The need to provide at least some minimum number of ATCR BS

hits on each tirget acts as a constraint relating frame structure and antenna

characteristics. The DABS sensor -kes use of an amplitude-comparison

monopulse technique to determine aircraft azimuth and also as an aid to the

degarbling of overlapped replies. As a result, DABS can operate with a shorter

runlength for ATCRBS replies than the conventional ATCR BS system. The

lower limit till be set by detection and decoding requirements and the fact tbt

at least two ATCR BS modes (3/A and C) will generally be used. At present, it

appears tht the required numbe,r of hits will lie in the range four to six hits

per target per scan.

As an example, suppose that a DABS sensor is equipped with an antenna

which has a 3-dB beamwidth of 2.4°, rotating at 15 rpm. If we require an

average of four ATCR BS hits within the 3 -dB dwell time of 26.7 msec (which

will provide at least six hits within the 10-dB beamwidth), then the average
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ATCRBS PRF must be at least equal to 150 Hz. If, in this example, the

ATCR BS period is 2 msec in duration, then the sensor will devote 30 percent

of its RF charnel time to ATCRBS, regardless of the detailed frame structure,

leaving the remining time potentially available for DABS roll-call activity.

The simplest possible frame structure consistent with the constraints of this

example would alternate 2-msec ATCRBS periods with 4. 7-msec DABS

periods in a 6.7 -msec frame.

The DABS sensor has nine ATCRBS modes, listed at the end of this

section. The sensor accepts a table of modes as an adjustable input, and it

will cycle repeatedly through the table, producing any desired pattern of mode

interlace.

Although the ATCRBS periods within a frame are, in general, all of

equal duration, the actual listening periods, or time intervals devoted to

ATCRBS reply processing, are variable. Each sensor is provided with a

map which defines the area within which the sensor is responsible for ATCRBS

surveillance. The =p is stored in the form of a table called the “ATCRBS/

radar range =sk, “ which is also used to define the sensor’s area of respon -

sibility for the processing of reports from a collocated primry radar. The

table is entered tith azimuth and it returns the listening period duration in

time units (only one byte is, returned). The table has 64 entries, corresponding

to an azimuth quantization of 256 azimuth units, or approxi-tely 5.6°, and it

is =intained and occasionally changed (in the event of failure of a neighboring
1.

sensor) by the sensor network =nagement function. In order to use the table,
!6

~. ckmel control must predict the approxiwte azimuth of each forthcoming
I
i’ ATCR BS period based upon actual readings of the antenna azimuth register

..,,.,..,.,.- ,,..m
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and the real -time clock. The resulting table entry is incorporated in the

ATCR BS interrogation control command as one byte, with maximum value .

4.096 msec, which is ultimtely used to control the operation of the ATCR BS
\

reply processor.

An important feature of ATCRBS scheduling which remains to be dis -

cussed is the possibility of delay of ATCR BS interrogations relative to the

start times of ATCRBS periods. The DABS sensor has considerable flexibility

in this respect, being capable of generating random or programmed delays,

or of responding to external triggers for the timing of ATCRBS interrogations.

The simplest scheme involves no delay at all so that each ATCR BS

period begins with an ATCR BS interrogation. If, as in the example given

above, the ATCRBS periods occur periodically, then the result will be strictly

periodic ATGRBS interrogations. &other simple case involves a fixed delay,

as signed to the sensor, or a deterministic, repeating sequence of delays. In

the btter case, the delays can be obtained from a separate table which channel

control cycles through repeatedly. A pseudo-random delay sequence can also

be used with the delays computed sequentially according to a standard algorithm.

for generating uniformly-distributed random numbers. In this case, the range

of random delay (i. e. , minimum and ~ximumvalues ) must be inPut a lOng

I
with the frame structure.

Another possibility for programmed delays makes the delay a function

of azimuth. In this case, regular messages are exchanged among sensors to

permit each sensor to mintain knowledge of the approxi-te pointing direc -
,

tions of the antennas of its neighbors, and ATCR BS interrogation delays are
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to be computed according to a rule (not specified here) which recognizes the

pointing directions of all the sensors in some fixed region. It is expected

that programmed ATCR BS interrogation delays may be used to coordinate the

activities of a number of sensors which are sharing the surveillance load in a

high-density terminal or metroplex environment. This coOrdinatiOn is exer -

cised by synchronizing the real-time clocks of the sensors and operating them

with a coordinated set of frame structures and programmed ATCR BS interro -

gation delay rules. The coordination itself is, in general, transparent to the

individual sensor. Reference 3 contains a discussion of synchronization

procedures.

In any case, the ATCR BS transmission time is the intended time of

transmission of the PI pulse. The delay sequence can be coordinated with the

ATCRBS mode interlace in use in order to regulate the delay of P3 relative

to the ATCRBS period start time.

In case the DABS sensor is collocated with a (primary) radar, it my

be desired to s~chronize the ATCRBS interrogations with radar transmissions.

The radars operate with a periodic or staggered PRF, and in the present bea-

con system, ATCRBS interrogations are mde to coincide with every eecond

or third radar pulse in a fixed sequence. The DABS sensor will accept radar

pre-triggers from such a radar and use thereto synchronize its ATCRBS tr~ns -

missions in the desired manner. The DABS sensor must be provided with a

frame structure which corresponds to the radar stagger pattern so that ATCRBS

periods will occur at the appropriate intervals. Channel cOntrOl will send
.

-. ATCR BS interrogation control commands to the transmitter /modulation control

*
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unit with the start times of the ATCRBS periods a9 interrogation times. The

control fleld9 in these command9 will indicate ,,transmit on trigger!! and a trig-
.

ger window is included. The value of the trigger window is obtained from the

frame table and it determines the interval during which the transmitter /modu -
L

lation control unit i9 responsive to external pre-triggers. The transmitter/

modulation control unit will tran9mit the PI pulse of each ATCR BS interrOga -

tion at a controlled delay after receipt Of the pre -trigger, which is 9ent directly

tO the transmitter/modulation cOntrOl unit. The controlled delay, called the

PI delay time, is computed by c~nnel cOntrOl by subtracting the P1 - P3 inter-

val for the appropriate ATCR BS mode from an adjustable sy9tem parameter,

PTRIG, which represents the desired interval frOm pre-trigger tO P3 transmis-

sion time. The timing can be arranged to permit simultaneous display of radar

and ATCRBS video for monitoring purposes. The expected transmission time

of each ATCRBS interrogation in the pattern is known relative to the start of

the frame. One or more of these tran9mi9sions will be used, each frame, to

correct the stored frame start time to keep the DABS frame synchronized with

the radar pulse pattern. The ATCRBS transmission times are known to channel

control by way of the usual re9ponse Of the transmitter/modulation cOntrOl unit

upon tran9mis sion of an ATCR BS interrogation.

When channel control determines that the next active period is an ‘

ATCRBS period, it will assemble the information required to formulate an

ATCR BS interrogation control command. This infor=tion consi9ts of:

(a’) Interrogation time (P1 pulse)

(b) ATCR BS mode
,

.

‘
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(c)

(d)

(e)

ATCRBS power

Listening interval

Transmission type (i. e. , transmit On time in item (a) or in
response to pretrigger).

In the external pretrigger case, the trigger window and the controlled pre -

trigger/Pl pulse delay are also required.

The delay mode, which identifies the algorithm for determination of

interrogation time, is found in the TYPE field of the appropriate frame table

entry. The firing deby can thus be computed and added to the ATCR BS per-

iod start time to determine interrogation transmission time. If this time is

less than 4.096 msec in the future, the interrogation control c om~nd will he

formulated and sent to the transmitter/modulation control unit for execution.

Otherwise, one or more pseudo -ATCRBS commands will be used, as described

in Section I -3, to span the time until the actual interrogation control command

can be

table.

issued.

ATCR BS mode is determined by advancing through the stored mode

The interlace pattern is a repeating sequence, formed from the modes

(1) ATCRBS Mode A/DABS All-Call

(2) ATCRBS Mode C/DABS All-Call
I

(3) ATCRBS Mode 2/DABS All-Call

(4) ATCRBS Mode 1

(5) ATCRBS Mode 2

(6) ATCRBS Mode 3/A

(7) ATCRBS Mode B

(8) ATCRBS Mode C

(9) ATCRBS Mode D
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Modes numbered (4) through (9) above are intended to be exert ised for experi - -

mental purposes only. .

ATCRBS power is determined by the adjustable system parameter,
L

APWR, which assigns to ATCRBS either of the two power levels used for DABS. .

In order to determine the ATCRBS listening interval, charnel control

must predict the antenna pointing direction for the forthcoming interrogation.

The pointing direction of the last ATCRBS interrogation is know, since than -

nel control alwaye reads azimuth when noti~led of the execution of an ATCR BS

interrogation. This azimuth, Oold , and the corresponding time are saved as

inputs to the azimuth prediction algorithm. Let WT be the time interval from

the last ATCRBS interrogation to the forthcoming one, just computed by

channel control. Then the new pointing direction, enew, is computed according

to the formula

e = cold + WT/SCAN
new

The antenna scan rate parameter, SCAN, is defined and discussed in Section

I-5.

Transmission type is contained in the frame table entry (in the TYPE

fidld) along with the trigger windows (in the DATA field), in the external pre -

trigger mode. In that mode, channel control will determine the P1 - P3 inter-

val for the forthcoming interrogation (perhaps stored in the mode table) and

subtract this value from the system parameter PTRIG in order to find the PI

~lring delay required after the arrival of the pre -trigger. This firing delay

is included in the ATCR ES interrogation control command.

The actual format of the ATCRBS interrogation control command is

specified in Reference 1, Table 3.4.2-1.
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I-5. DABS Roll-Call Schedule Management

DABS periods, like ATCRBS periods, recur periodically in a pattern

determined by the frame structure in use. DABS periods may all be identical,

except (possibly) in duration, or they may cycle through a sequence of !fachedule

modes, f) in which case different DABS periods would be devoted to different

surveillance /communications objectives. In Section I-1 we described the active

target list which contains information on DABS roll-call targets currently in

the antema beam. This list is updated for each DABS period so that it will

contain all targets which will be within the beam throughout the DABS period,

except for those for which no further transactions are pending (see Part III

for full details). Any given target will remain on the active target list for eev -

eral DABS periods, depending on the relation of the beam dwell time to the frame

structure. For e=mple, suppose that a target enters the beam (defined by its

3 -dB points ) at time T1 and leaves the beam at T2. Then this target will qual-

ify for the active target list for each DABS period which lies entirely within the

interval (Tl , T2), Roll-call scheduling does not check azimuth, and a target

on the active target list may be scheduled at any time within a DABS period.

Hence, a target is not allowed on the list for a particular DABS period unless

it will remain within the beam for the entire period. If there are many DABS

periods within the beam dwell time, and if each period is short compared to

that dwell time, then a target will be on the active target list for almost all of

its period of visibility. On the other hand, if the DABS periode are considerably

longer, i. e, , an appreciable fraction of the beam dwell time, then much of the

period of visibility of “a target can be lost. The former eituation is costly in
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computation time since the active target list must frequently be updated while
.

the latter situation wastes access time to the target. A compromise between

these etiremes must be met by the chosen frame structure in relation to the
\

antenna beam and scan rate. This is the DABS amlog of the ATCRBS runlength ‘

constraint discussed in Section I-4. It appears that a reasonable compromise

will result in each target remining on the active target list for an average of

about three DABS periods. If other considerations forced the use of a frame

structure much different from this compromise (e. g. , a frame with very long

DABS periods), then it is obvious that the approach just described would re-

quire modification (such as checking azimuth in connection with scheduling).

It is expected that two or more roll-call schedules will be executed

in each DABS period. The actual number will vary with azimuth depending

upon tie instantaneous target load. The average number of schedulee per

period will depend upon the relation of the frame structure to the average tar-

get load and the efficiency of the roll-call scheduling algorithm. If, for ex-

ample, there are two schedules per period, on the average, and a target

remains on the active target list for three DABS periods, then the sensor will

have six opportunities to interrogate that target. This number would prOvide

the opportunity to carry out many transactions while the target is within the ‘

beam provided the link is reliable, or else it provides an equivalent number

of attempts for a target with an mreliable link. The maximum POs sible num -

ber of tries to a non-responding target is clearly a function of actual target

load, but the average value of this number is a basic system parameter which

must be considered in frame design. In Part I, we are concerned only with
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certain aspects of the mnagement of the active target list and the authoriza -

tion of roll-call schedules by channel control. The scheduling algorithm is

described in Part II, and the target list update procedure in Part III.

Each DABS period will, in general, be preceded byan ATCRBS period

“or by an idle period. In either case, the fact that the nefi active period on

the channel will be devoted to DABS roll-call scheduling will become evident

to channel control some appreciable time in advance. In the case of an

ATCR BS period, channel control MS no further responsibility for ATCRBS

activity after the interrogation control command is sent. The remining time

is used to update the active target list for the forthcoming DABS period.

Target transaction blocks for targets to be added to this list will have been

generated by the transaction preparation subfunction at an earlier time. In

fact, if D1 and D2 stand for two successive DABS periods, then just before

the onset of D1, channel control will authorize the updating Of the active

hrget list with previously prepared target transaction blocks and it will also

direct transaction preparation to generate new target transaction blocks, in

advance, for targets that will be accessible for the first time during period

‘2. In order to determine which targets should be processed by transaction

preparation, charnel control computes an azimuth, enew , called the “new

azimuth limit, II and pas se8 this Wlue tO transaction preparation. The new

azimuth limit is simply the direction of the leading edge of the beam at the

start of period D2 , and it delimits the set of newly visible targets tht will

. be visible during all of D2.

>
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The surveillance file is sorted on azimuth so that transaction prepara -
+

tion can fetch targets between tie new azimuth limit just received from

channel control and the previous mlue of this quantity. Target transaction
,

blocks are stored in a buffer (the “transaction buffer”) by transaction prepara - ‘

tion, and this buffer is emptied by the target list update function whenever

the latter function operates. It is intended that transaction preparation com-

plete its task before its output is required by @rget list update, but the latter

ftiction will empty the tran sac tion buffer in any case.

The @rget list update function, besides merging in the new, target

transaction blocks, must also remove the target transaction blocks of targets

which will fall behind the beam before the end of the forthcoming DABS period

(Dl). To accomplish this, channel control passes to tirget list update an

azimuth, e cut , called the “cutoff azimuth. ‘r The cutoff azimuth is the direc -

tion of the trailing edge of the beam at the end of *e period .D1. The roles

of predicted azimuth and measured azimuth in the addition and deletion of

targets from the active tirget list are discussed in Me subsequent Parts

of this report.

In order to compute enew and ecut , channel cOntrOl must ‘cad ‘he

real -time clock and the antenna azimuth register, it must determine the ‘

time intervals tO the end of D1 and s~rt Of D2 ~ and ‘t ‘Ust compute ‘he

required azimuths, taking account of the scan rate of the antenna in use.

To facilitate this computation, the duration Of DABS period D1 and the time

interval between the stirt times of D1 and D2 are stored in the DATA field

of the frame table entry cOrre spending tO D 1. Suppose that channel control
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has read the time (T) and the antenna “bore sight azimuth ( 9 ), and that it has also

computed the waiting time, WT, frOm time T to the stirt time of period D1,.

Then, the two stored quantities can be added to WT to produce WT 1 , the

1
waiting time to the end Of D1 , and WT2 , the waiting time tO Start ‘f’2 “

The desired azimuths are then calculated by means of the formulas:

cut = e - ehaMe t (WTl /SCAN)

~eW = e t 6h1f t (WT2/SCAN).e

In these formulas, eklf is an adjustable Parameter representing the effective

half -beamwidth and SCAN represents the inverse &can rate of the antenna.

The nominal value of ehalf is one-ha~ the 3-dB beamwidth but experience with

the sensor may suggest a sOmew~t different value. In any case, ehlf must

be adjustable to accommodate a variety of antennas.

The pa”ramet er SCAN requires some further explanation. It would be

more natural to multiply the time interval by a scan rate parameter but in

the units natural for the sensor, i. e. , azimuth units per time unit, all reason-

able scan rates are very small numbers. Since high accuracy is not required

in these calculations, it seems reasonable to divide by “inverse scan rate, “

and approximate the divisor by a power of two, so that the division can be

accomplished by a right shift. One minute per revolution corresponds to I

228.88 ... time units per azimuth unit, hence we have the values given in

Table 3.
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Table 3. SCAN Parameter Correspondence

Scan Wte (rpm) SCAN Parameter

15 15.259 . . .

6 38.147 . . .

5 45.776 . . .

We therefore use the approximate value 16 for SCAN to represent a rotation

rate of 15 rpm and put SCAN = 32 for the other two cases. The resulting

azimuth errors are shown in Table 4 for a 10 msec waiting time, which

should be a representative value.

Table 4. SCAN Errors

Scan -te (rpm) Error (WT = 10 msec)

15 0.0337°

6 0.0691°

5 0.1292°

The computation of enew and ecut and the activation of transaction prep-

aration and target list update, are preliminaries to the -in business of cknnel

control in connection with DABS periods, wfich is the authorization of roll -cqll

schedules. Channel control will authorize schedules, iteratively, until time

runs out in the DABS @eriod. The first schedule of a DABS period (sometimes

called the ‘Iprime schedule’!) is authorized after the target list update fuuction

reports completion of its task to channel control. Subsequent schedules are

authorized after channel control receives notification of completion by the
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transaction update subfunction, This latter function is activated after the

computation of each schedule. Transaction update assesses the results of

each schedule and modifies the active target list according to the success or

failure of each transaction. Transaction update cannot add or delete targets

from the list, but it does flag targets tith no further pending transactions,

so that these will be ignored during subsequent scheduling activity within the

DABS period.

Before authorizing any schedule,. channel control will determine the

schedule start time and the time remaining from this moment until the end of

the DABS period. This interval is called the “available time, “ and a schedule

is authorized only if the available time exceeds a certain minimum value. The

minimum value is an adjustable system parameter and represents at least the

196 psec required to schedule a single target at zero range. The schedule

start time is determined by adding a fixed processing delay interval to the

real-time clock reading which is obtained by channel control upon receipt of

a completion notice from either target list u~ate or transaction update. In

the case of a prime schedule, the schedule start time must not precede the

beginning of the DABS period.

When activated for a schedule other than the prime echedule, the roll-

call scheduling subfunction makes an independent check of the feasibility of ,

pr~ducing a schedule for the period of time remaining, taking account of the

actual ranges of the targets on the active target list. once competition of the

schedule begins, roll-call scheduling will report completion of each cycle to

channel control, having prepared all the relevant commands and formukted the

control words for the block data transfer of these data. Roll-call scheduling,
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is reactivated after each cycle until the last, which includes a completion

notice to channel control and an indication of the storage required for all of

the scheduled replies. As soon as the schedule computation is complete,

channel control activates transaction update, whose completion in turn causes
,

the entire cyclic process to repeat until the time available is no longer suffi-

cient to support a schedule.

It remains to discuss the timing relationships between the computational

tasks, mentioned above, and the activity on the R F channel. As we have pointed

out already, channel control will begin preparation for a DABS period during

a preceding ATCR BS period (there may also be an idle period between the

ATCR BS period and the DABS period in question). This means that channel

control will have at least one millisecond (probably more) of computation time

before the DABS period begtis. The preparatory tasks of computation of e
new

and 9CUt , and the activation of transaction preparation and target list update

will require very little time. It is assumed here that one computer is dedi-

cated to the channel management hsks of channel control, target list update,

roll-call scheduling, and transaction update. Transaction preparation, being

much less time-critical, will be carried out in the so -called IIscan-to-scan’!

processor as described in Reference 1 (Section 3. 3). Channel control must

therefore only wait until the completion of the target list update task which id

expected to occupy only a fraction of the available c amputation time preceding

thq DABS period.

By the time the DABS period starts, one or more complete cycles will

kve been generated by roll-call scheduling. Channel control will be cognizant

of the generation of these cycles and of the fact that the interrogation and reply
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control commands are ready to be transferred to the hardware. In fact ,

the block dab transfer control words will already have been formatted.

Channel control is responsible” for controlling the tranefer of theee commands

to the hardware and it must wait mtil ATCR BS reply processing is finished

before it initiates any new data transfers. Depending on the frame structure,

for each DABS period, there will be a “schedule release time, “ which

represents the earliest moment when DABS tommands (i. e, , interrogation

and reply control commands for a DABS roll-call schedule) can be released

prior to that DABS period. The time interval by wtigh this release time pre -

cedes the DABS period will be stored in the DATA field of the DABS period

entry in the frame table. As soon as channel control commencee preparation

for a DABS period, it arranges to be interrupted when the schedule release

time arrives. This is accomplished by the use of one or more pseudo -ATCRBS

commands, as described in Section I-3. When the schedule release time

arrives, channel control first sends an open-ended block data transfer (’tread’!)

command to the DABS reply processor, enabling the hardware-to-software

transfer of DABS reply data blocks, when they arrive, and assigning a starting

location in memory for the storage of these replies. Later, when the schedule

computation is complete and the total reply storage area is known, channel

control will amend the ‘Jread!! command to delimit the length of the tranefek.

After issuing the “read ,, co~nd, ~ha~el control will send a “write”

command directing the transfer of the block of interrogation control commands

of the first cycle (or precursor) of the roll-call schedule. The individual words

(interrogation commands) of the data block will be transferred, one at a time,
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under &rdware control. As each “write” command is executed, i. e. , as each

block data transfer is completed, channel control will be notified and it will

I
respond tith another I!write’! com-nd until no more are available. Con-

currently, roll-call scheduling is generating new data to be transferred until

schedule competition is complete. In the case of the prime schedule, schedule

compu~tion may be completed before the start of the DABS period. Even if

this is not the case, schedule computation will be completed well before the

receipt of the last scheduled reply by the hardware.

As soon as the schedule computation is complete, channel control will

activate the transaction update subfmction. If no replies have as yet been

!
received, as -y be the case for the prime schedule, transaction update will

simply await their arrival. If replies are already in storage, and arriving

still, transaction update will begin its processing of replies, and eventually

catch up, so that before the end of the actual schedule, transaction update will

be processing the replies directly upon their arrival. It is expected that trans -

action update will require no more. c amputation time, per reply, than the reply

duration itse~, and that it can catch up on any backlog during the time intervals

when interrogafllons are being transmitted.

When transaction update is finished with the last reply of a schedule,

the entire active target list will have been prepared for the next schedule.

Upon receipt of notice of completion by transaction update, charnel control

will determine the present real time and add it to a processing delay interval

in order to fix a schedule start time for the next roll-call schedule. After check- “

kg the available time for the feasibility of further scheduling, chnnel control

will again activate roll -call scheduling. For all schedules after the prime
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schedule, channel control can release “read” and “write” co remands without

delay, since all previously issued commands will have been executed already.

With schedules after the prime schedule, ”the gchedule computation will be

carried out concurrently with schedule execution, but this computation will

be completed before the last scheduled reply is received, since it is antici-

pated that schedule computationt ime will be significantly less than schedule

execution time. Thus, transaction update will always be activated while the

schedule execution ig in progregs, and this subfunction should be able to catch

up to the arriving replies before the receipt of the last one.

The DABS schedule mode, obtained from the frame table, is simply

passed by channel control to roll-call scheduling. This mOde. determine

which kinds of transactions may or may not be included in the schedule. The

application of this information to the ,\target qualification!, procedure will be

explained in Part II. However, one particular schedule mode (scheduling

without reply processing), causes a modification of the proced~lres described

above. In this case replies are to be ignored by the sensor and no reply con-

trol commands will be produced by roll-call scheduling. Only one schedule

is produced in such a DABS period. After schedule computation is complete,

channel control will activate transaction update, pa sstig to that subfunction ,

the fact that no reply processing is to take place. Transaction update will

respond by reacting as though all scheduled transactions were successful and

it will then return control to channel control, perhaps before the end of the

schedule. Although replies are not processed, a schedule of this kind is

considered to last until the last reply arrives at the sensor. Upon receiving
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the completion notice from transaction update, channel control will consider

the DABS period activity finished and proceed as though insufficient time
,

were available for another schedule.

The general design described here is expected to be more than ade-

quate, in regard to surveillance and communication capacity, for the initial

stages of DABS implementation. The design leaves room for improvement in

mny areas and it is expected that a continual evolution of algorithms will

take place in the future, guided by experience with the system and the needs

of related programs, such as IPC. One specific design detail which reduces

channel capacity in the algorithm described here is the processing delay

which occurs between schedules. There are several ways to avoid this, each

of which requires roll-call scheduling to begin schedule generation before

the active target list is fully prepared for the next schedule. The main issue

here relates to the allocation of schedule time to high-priority transactions

and in the present design this is not attempted until the results of the previous

schedule are all known.

1-6. A Channel Control Algorithm

The operation of channel control can best be summarized by a sequence

of flow charts, beginning with a gross overview chart, and continuing with

successive expansions of processing blocks. The charts presented here con-

form to the detailed example of charnel control given in the preceding sections.

This example was based on specific assumptions regarding the transfer of

data between hardmre and software , presented in Section I-3. These assump -

tions affect many of the details evident in the flow charts, and it must be kepl
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in mind that other possibilities exist and -y be preferable. The understand-

ing of the general problem made possible by exploring this e=mple should

mke it easy to implement channel control withnther configurations and

constraints.

Channel control is basically an infinite loop, entered by means of a

start-up procedure. Within the loop, channel ”control frequently enters an

inactive stite, to be a-kened by the Occurrence Of One Or mOre events. The

action taken by charnel control in these cases generally depends upon the nature

of the triggering event. The schematic representation given here is a combina -

tion flow chart and state diagram. Each inactive period is represented as a

WAIT state, entered by charnel control and left in response a speci~lc event,

as follows:

\

/

‘veAntc
I Event B
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The arrows leaving the WAIT state lead to other sections of the flow cbrt (or

other WAIT states) just as in the case of a multiple decision branch. From
.

the flow-chart point of view, the WAIT states are decision points in which the

decision is dependent upon external triggers instead of internal data. From .

the state -diagram point of view, each WAIT state is a different state of the

system.

The basic task of channel control is to sequence through the active

periods of the frame. Whenever ATCRBS or DABS period scheduling is

complete, channel control will determine current time and azimuth and

determine the nature and start time of the next active period. After a test

to verify that the next period start time is still in the future, charnel control

proceeds with the appropriate activity for the period. Figure 7 is a flow chart

of this activity. The processing boxes labelled A, B and C are expanded in

subsequent charts.

At all times, channel control -intains the current value of TI~EF,

the clock time at which the present frame began, and the current value of k,

the index which identifies the present active period within the frame. These

quantities are updated every time channel control executes box A. The start-

UP procedure is essentially an assignment of values of TIMR EF and k, followed

by a reading of time (T) and antenna azimuth ( @ ). One possibility is to initial -

ize TI~ EF to a future time and arrange to have the system begin executing

a frame when this time arrives. In the synchronized mode of operation, the

activities of several sensors are coordinated, and the allowable start-up
.

times (frame start times in actual time-of-day) are restricted. Synchronization ,

procedures are discussed in Reference 3.
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Figure 8 is a partial expansion of proces sing box A of Figure 7. The

active period index, k, is incremented and tested against the -ximum value,

K, to see if the old frame is completed. If this is *e case, then k is reset to

uity and TI~ EF is updated. Charnel control then computes TNEXT, the

stirt time of the forthcoming active period and WT, the waiting time from T

(the last real time reading) to TNEXT. The nature of the DABS timing system

complicates these steps slightly, and proces Sing boxes Al, A2 and A3 are

accordingly expanded in ~gures 9, 10, and 11. The procedures invOlved

are exactly those explained in Section I-2. In Figure 10 the array T(k) contatis

the active period start times, as shown in Table 2.

ATCRBS period scheduling is straightforward, hence the expansion of

proces sing block B of Figure 7 is a simple list of the steps required to formu-

late an ATCRBS interrogation control command. The flow chart shown in

Figure 12 follows the steps described at the end of Section I-4. The test,

!!delaY required ? II,implies a check as to whether the inter rOgatiOn time’s

less than 4.096 msec in the future or whether a pseudO-ATCRBS cOmmand

must be used to span the time interval ~til the actual command can be issued.

Figure 13 is a flow chart of DABS period scheduling, processing box C

of ‘Figure 7. The chart is somewht simplified, but the steps kve been ex~

plained in Section I-5. The phrase “provide for interrupt at schedule release

time” refers to the issuance of one or more pseudo -ATCRBS commands, the

last of which provides the desired interrupt. While roll-call scheduling is

generating the prime schedule it” is repeatedly reactivated by cknnel control

after each cycle is complete. This activity is summarized in Figure 13a
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bY the ~hra~e !Ichannel control accepts notices of roll-call scheduling OutPut. “

The R ~D command is the initiation of a block data transfer of reply data

from hardware to software, while the WRITE co remand initiates the transfer

of interrogation and reply control co remand from software to hardware. In

Fi~re 13c, the first test “time for another schedule” is made by channel

control, based only on the computed available time. Roll-call scheduling

‘Acknowledgment ,, is a response indicating whether or not roll-call scheduling

will produce a schedule. This response is then used by channel control in

*e second test, Only WAIT states which are left by the occurrence of a

single event are shown in this flow chart, but more complex states (with

several triggering events) would arise in the further expansion of the chart.
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PART II

ROLL- CALL SCHEDULING

‘,
II- 1. Overview

,
, This Part of tie report is a continuation of tie exposition of DABS

channel management begun in Part I, which was devoted to the channel con-

trol subfunction. Part I provides tie context for the present discussion of

roll-call scheduling, hence it is not necessary to include here a description

of the part scheduling plays in the overall channel management picture.

Roll-call scheduling is viewed as a subroutine, which is catled upon to perform

a ~Pecific task, namely the scheduling of DA.BS roll -catl interrogations and

replies so as to make efficient use of a limited interval of RF channel time.

Roll-called scheduling is !!ca~~ed!! by channel control, which issues

to it an enabling command that includes an actual time at which the RF channel

may be used for the start of a schedule, and the intervat Of time available fOr

the schedule. Roll-call scheduling, in turn, makes two re s’ponses tO channel

control: an acknowledgement and a completion notice. The acknowledgement

tells channel control that roll-call scheduling either will produce a schedute

(which it then proceeds to do), or that rolt-call scheduling has determined

..

that the available channel time is insufficient to accommodate a schedule.

In the latter case, roll-call scheduling “returns” to channel cOntrOl and the I

subroutine is finished. Before enabling roll-call scheduling, channel control

has made its own check on the sufficien CY of available time, but the test made

is simple and it takes no account of the target ranges that will enter into

scheduling and affect the schedule duration. Roll-call scheduling makes a

more careful test, including target range information, and hence it can decide

that no schedule should be produced. If a schedule is prOduced, the last act
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of roll-call scheduling is the generation of a completion notice, which returns

control to channel control and informs the latter of the actual duration of the

schedule.

The input data upon which roll-call scheduling operates is contained

in the active target list, discussed in Section II-2. FrOm this list rO1l-call

scheduling determines which targets are candidates for the schedule and

what kind of transaction (i. e. , interrogation/reply pair) is pending for each

candidate target. The output of roll-call scheduling is a set of interrogation

and reply control commands, which are made available for transfer to the

hardware (transmitter/modulation control unit and DA.BS reply processor)

by channel control. These commands include the interrogation times and

reply listening period start times which together constitut e the “roll-call

schedule, ‘f along with control bits which regulate the action of the hardware.

In addition, each interrogation control command includes a fully formatted

interrogation message. The structure of these commands and the message

formatting task are discussed in Section 11-3.

It will occasionally happen that the pending transactions on the active

target list would require a schedule whose duration would exceed the available

channel time if all were scheduled. In this case priority rules are applied

so that the channel time is used for the most impotiant business first. The I

exercise of these rules is included in the allocation and target selection tasks

of roll-call scheduling, discussed in Section II-4. h general, surveillance is

given priority over communications, when they camot be combined, and

single-s egment communications outrank extended, length message (ELM)

transactions. Among tie latter, uplink ELM’s outrank dowdink ELM’s so

that four general llallO~ation classes” result.
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Uplink ELM’s present a special case, in that a set of interrogations is

transmitted to an aircraft, only the last of which elicits a reply. It prOves

convenient to transmit these non-final interrogations in a batch, ahead of the

main portion of the schedule. If several uplink ELM!s are to be scheduled,

the batches of non-final interrogations are combined into one string of

interrogations, none Of which elicits an aircraft re”plY. This string iS

called the schedule precursor, and it is discussed in mOre detail in SectiOn II-5.

Once it has been determined which transactions are to be scheduled,

it remains to choose the times for the transmission of interrogations and the

intervals to be reserved for replies. This is the basic “inter rrOgatiOn/reply

schedu~ingll task, and it must be accomplished in a way that makes efficient

use of channel time while preventing any overhp of periods devoted either to

interrogations or replies. The so -called ‘{modified full-ring algorithm, “

which is used for this purpose, is introduced in its simplest form in Section

The case discussed involves a roll-call schedule free of synchronized and

dowlink ELM transactions. The modifications necessitated by these two

II-6.

kinds of transaction are discussed in the folloting two SectiOns. SectiOn II-9

is devoted to a special case in which only interrOgatiOns must be prevented

from overlapping one another. The application which leads to this special

case, and the simple modification necessary to accommodate it, are treated

in that Section. The final Section consists of a summry of the roll-call

scheduling procedure and an illustrative flowchart of an algorithm for its

execution.
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11-2, The Active Target List

The active target list is managed and updated by the actions of trans- .

action update and target list update, hence, a detailed discussion of the

structure of this list will be deferred to Part III, which deals with these sub-
,

functions. However, the list is used as input by roll-call scheduling, and,

therefore, a brief description of its structure, as seen by roll-call scheduling,

will be given here.

The active target list consists of a header and a list of entries, with

each entry corresponding to a different target. These targets will all be

within the antenna beam at the time roll-call scheduling is activated, and

some of them will have transactions still pending. This list may be organized

as a linked list, and it will in any case be ordered in approximately decreasing

order of target range. The sorting parameter that is actually used is called

the “range delay, !! which equals the two -way propagation time tO the target,

augmented by the fixed transponder reply delay. .The approximate ordering

is exactly defined below in Section II-6.

The active target list header contains a pointer to the first target on

the ordered list, or else a suitable indicator if the list is empty.. The remain-

1
ing list header fields contain certain channel time estimates and the range

I
delay of the first target, all of which are used by the allocation task (described

I
in Section II+, and several fields relating to uplink ELM transactions, used

!

I in connection with allocation and precursor preparation (described in Section

1 11-5).



In the list itself, each entry consists of a “target record” and a

“transaction record”. The target record contains information typical of the

target itse~, such as its range delay, and various control bits that indicate

which tasks have been completed for this target so far in the present scan.

The transaction record contains a coded description of the transaction waiting

for execution, including a partially formatted interrogation message.

Target record fields utilized by roll-call scheduling are the following:

DABS address (Z4 bits)

Range delay (16 bits)

Range guard (16 bitg)

Range correction (16 bits)

Target completion (1 bit)

Two additional fields, generated for certiin transactions by transaction up-

date and appended to the target record, are

High power flag (1 bit)

ALEC (12 bits)

The generation of the data which reside in these fields will be described in

Part III of this report. The significance of the fields will become apparent as

their use is described below. Range dehy, range gmrd and range correction

are quantities used in the interrogation/reply scheduling ‘process (Sections

I
II-6 and II-7), while DA BS,address and ALEC (altitude echo) are used in message

formatting (Section II-3). The target completion bit is used to exclude certain

targets from consideration by roll-call scheduling for one reason or another.

when ~hi~ hit is set to ,,l,! for ~ given target, roll_call scheduling must skip

that target as though it were not on the active target list. The bit will be
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reset to ’10” later by tirget list update or else the target will be removed

from the active target list by that subfunction. The ‘high power flag, when .

set to ’11‘1, is a request for high transmitter power in the forthcoming interro - .
h

gation to this target. Roll-call scheduling must check to see if stificient time

has ehpsed since the last use of high power (Section II-6) before including this

request in the corresponding interrogation control co-and.

The various DABS uplink and dowlink message types, specified in

Reference 2, are combined in mny ways to accomplish the system’s

surveillance and communications objectives. A particular pairing of interro-

gation and reply message types is called a transaction, of which eight types

are recognized by cknnel management (defined below).

These types belong to two major classes of four types each: standard

transactions and ELM transactions. Standard transactions always involve

a single interrogation, paired with a single reply, while ELM transactions

usually involve either multiple interrogations (with one reply) or multiple

replies (with one interrogation). Basic surveillance

tasks are accomplished with standard transactions.

used only for ELM data link purposes.

tasks and some data link

ELM transactions are

The specific m~tching of transaction type to the needs of a given

target is the province of transaction preparation and transaction update.

Roll-call schedultig is concerned tith transaction type only as it affects

I

the

channel time required for the execution of the transaction. All of the trans -

action information and data required by roll-call scheduling is contained in

the transaction record. Those fields of standard transaction records used

by roll-call scheduling are the following:
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Priority

Channel time

Transaction type

Format type (F)

Data -block length (L)

Interrogation type (IT)

DABS 10ckOut (DL)

ATCR BS lockout (AL)

Synchronization
indicator (S)

Altitude /Id entity
designator (AI)

Reply length (RL)

(1 bit)

(16 bits)

(3 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(2 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

Air -to -growd data link
message source (MSRC)(4 bits)

Synchronous reply
time (EPOCH) (6 bits)

Clear PBUT (CP) (1 bit)

Clear Comm-B (CB) (1 bit)

Ground -to-air data
link message (MA) (56 bits)

Priority and cbnnel time are used in the allocation computation, and their

significance will be explained in Section II-4. The transaction type identifies

this transaction as one of t@ eight types mentioned above. All the remaining

fields are parts of the intended interrogation message and their use is dis-

cussed in Section II-3 below. I

The fields of an ELM transaction record used by roll-call scheduling

are:

‘

.
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Priority

Channel time

Transaction type

Length

Format type (F)

Data -block length (L)

Reply type for Comm-C
interrogations (RTC )

Segment number of
ground-to-air ELM
segment (SNC )

Growd-to-air ELM
Segment (MC )

(1 bit)

(16 bits)

(3 bits)

(4 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(2 bits)

(4 bits)

(80 bits)

The first three fields have the same significance as the corresponding fields

of standard transaction records. The field “length” indicates the number

of message eegmente (interrogations” for an uplink ELM, replies for a

do-link ELM) in an ELM transaction. The remaining fields are parts of

the intended interrogation, and they are used during the message formatting

task (Section II- 3).

As mentioned in Section I-1, there are two interrogation signal

durations and two reply signal durations. These lengths are given, in micro-

seconds in the following table, followed by the corresponding lengths in

Range units (1 Ru = 62.5 nsec).

Short Long—— ——

Interrogation 18.5 (296) 32.5 (520)

Reply 64 (1024) 120 (1920)

TABLE 5 - Signal Durations
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The four standard transactions correspond to the four possible combinations
.

of the signal durations shorn above, given a pairing of a single interrOgatiOn

+ with a single reply.

ELM transactions of any kind always involve long interrogations and

long replies. Two of the ELM transaction types, the so-called “ clear

CO--C” and “ clear COmm-D ,, transa~tiOns, pair a ~figle interrogation

with a single reply. The other two ELM transaction types, uplink ELM and

do-link ELM transactions, usually involve either multiple interrogations

or multiple replies (with the number of segments given in the length field),

although single- segment uplink or downlink ELM transactions are allowed.

From the scheduling point of view, an ELM transaction Pairing a single

interrogation with a single reply is indistinguishable frOm a stindard trans -

action with long si~al durations, and these cases are all treated the same

way by roll-call scheduling. Only uplink or domlink ELM transactions of

two or more segments are given special treatment in the formation of a

roll-call schedule.

II-3. Message Formatting and Control Command Formubtion

In order to include a transaction fOr a Particular target in a schedule>

roll-call scheduling must determine an interrogation time and a replY ‘

listening interval, and it must formulate interrogation and reply control

com=nds, which are sent to the hardware (transmitter /modulation control

unit and DABS reply proces sor) for execution. These commands include

the computed interrogation and reply times, hardware cOntrOl infOr~tiOn~

“ and in the case of the interrogation control command, a complete interro -

gation message.
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AS specified in Reference 1. an interr OgatiOn cOntrOl cOmmand cOn -

sists of 10 bytes for a short interrogation, and 17 bytes for a long one. In
A

either case, byte O contains control information, bytes 1 and Z contain the
.
\

16 -bit interrogation time, and the remaining bytes contain the interrogation

message.

Byte O consists of a two-bit command type field (set to “01” for a

DABS interrogation), a power bit (P), a length bit (L) and four spares. The

P -bit regulates transmitter power (“ 1” signifies the high power mode) and

the L-bit identiflles the length (“O” signifies a 56-bit message) of the interro-

gation message which follows. Message length is set by roll-call scheduling

in accordance with the transaction type.

The P-bit has a more complex behavior which reflects the power -

programming algorithm employed by the sensor. AccOrding tO this algOrithm,

low power is always used for the first interrogation attempted for a given

target in a particular scan. If the target provides an acceptable reply, high

power will never be used in that scan. If no acceptable reply is received,

reinterrogation will be permitted at high pOwer, prOvided they Occur in the

same DABS period. If success is once achieved at high power, then any sub-

sequent transactions in the scan (except uplink ELM transactions) will use ,

high power. If the first interrogation (at low power) fails, and high power

re -interrogations within the same DABS period also fail, then the first attempt

in the next DABS period will again be at low power, with subsequent action as

if the target were being interrogated for the first time in that DABS periOd.
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The power-programming logic described here is managed by trans-

action update, which appends the so-called “high pOwer flag” tO the target

record of a target requiring high power under these rules. The entire

process is inhibited for close-in targets, and this feature is mnaged by the

power programing control bit (in the target record). Transaction prepara-

tion sets this bit to signify !finhibit” (no high power) if target range is less

than tie value of an appropriate system parameter.

The presence of a high-power flag for a certain target does not, how-

,,lI! bY roll-call scheduling>ever, guarantee that the P-bit will be set tO

since the duty cycle of the high-power transmitter must not be exceeded.

To prevent this, roll -call scheduling must keep track of the time at which

high power was last used, and allow P to be set to “1” Only if the elapsed time

exceeds a system parameter called HYTIME. The nominal value of HYTIME

is 24000 Range units, or 1.5 msec. The computation required to allow the

use of high power is considered to be a part of interrogation/reply scheduling,

since it can be carried out only after the interrogation time for a transaction

with high power requested has been determined.

Interrogation time refers to the time of transmission of the leading

edge of the P1 preamble pulse Of a DABS interrogation (see Reference 2). I

This time is in range units, and the value contained in the control command

is compared to the value of the 16 lowest-order bits of the real-time clock

(see Reference 3). When coincidence occurs, the transmitter is fired.

The DABS interrogation message formats are specified in Reference 2.

The contents of the various fields must be entered in the interrogation control

command by roll -call scheduling. Most of these fields are obtained directly
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from the transaction record, whose fields in these cases carry the same

name and abbreviation as those of Reference 2.
.

For standard t ransactions,

the fields F, L, IT, DL, AL, S, CP and CB will always be present in the
.
.

transaction rec Oral. If S = “0” (unsynchronized interrogation), the fields

AI, RL and MSRC (a total of six bits) will be found in the transaction record.

If S = “l” (synchronized transaction), these six bits will be replaced by a

dummy field, EPOCH, in the transactiO~ rec Oral. The value Of EPOCH is

computed by roll-call scheduling itself in the course of scheduling the

synchronized interrogation (see Section 1-7). The SD (special data) field is

also generated by roll-call scheduling, with the help of transaction update.

If S = “O”, the SD field is set equal to IT1l 11,! follOwed by twelve zeroes. If

S = “1”, the first four bits are set to ftOOOO,,and the last twelve bits are

equated to ALEC (altitude echO). In the latter case, ALEC will have been

generated by transaction update and appended to the appropriate target record.

If the interrogation is long, the 56 -bit MA field will be found in the trans -

action record, otherwise this field is absent. The final field of any interro -

gation, the DABS address, is obtained from the target rec Oral. The generation

and overby of parity bits is carried out in hardware by the transmitter/

modulation control unit.

For an ELM interrogation, which is always 10ng, all the fields

except the address are obtained from the transaction record.

One function of the transaction record is to facilitate interrogation

message formatting. For the most part, the various fields are merely

assembled by roll-call scheduling in order to prepare an interrogation control
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command. The only computation required is the scheduling task itself,

which produces the interrogation time and (when needed) the EPOCH field,

and tie check described above whenever high transmitter power is requested

by tran sac tion update.

Given an interrogation time, the time of arrival of the elicited reply

is approximately known, since channel mnagement is provided with a pre-

dicted range. Since predicted range is only an estimate, based upon track

history, a listening period must be provided which is somewhat longer than

the duration of the expected reply. The required information is provided by

surveillance processing during its track update operation.

Surveillance proces sing, after smoothing a track with a new measure-

ment, predictg range one scan ahead. Let the prediction be called R and
P

let AR be a measure of uncertatity in Rp , which ig also computed by sur -

v eillance processing. The computation of AR takes account of track firm-

ness and tie possibility of aircraft maneuver. A system parameter is in -

eluded in the computation of AR, and it is intended that thig parameter be

adjusted so that predicted range will lie in the interval (R p- AR, Rpt AR)

with high probability. This adjustment will , of course, depend upon experience

with the tracking and scheduling algorithms.
I

Surveillance processing then computeg the quantities

D = (2/c) (R -AR)t AT , and
P

G = (4/c) A%,

and places them in the surveillance file. The term AT is the transponder
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nominal reply delay, measured from the time of reception of the beginning

of the interrogation to the time of transmission of the beginning of the reply.

This delay is specified to be 132 #see (2112 Range units). The quantity D

is called “earliest likely range!! (by surveillance processing), or ‘Trange

delay” (by channel management), and it represents the expected time interval

between transmission of the start of the interrogation by the sensor and the

recepti on of the start of the reply, given that the aircraft range is the mini-

mum expected, R p - AR. Roll-call scheduling always schedules a reply

listening interval to begin a time D after the interrogation time. The quantity

G, called “range guard”, represents the amount by which the reply listening

interval must exceed the expected reply duration in order to accommodate

actual ranges from the minimum expected to m,zximum expected range,

Rp t L?.

If an interrogation is transmitted at time T , then the reply listening

interval will start at time

L=Tt D

and last until time L t G t R , where R is the expected reply duration. The

reply beginning will be expected to arrive between L and L + G, and this

information must be given to the DABS reply processor so that preamble

detection can be enabled during this interval. The reply processor alsO

requires knowledge of the reply length (short or long) and the expected DABS

address for reply verification and error detection and correction.

7b
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II-4. Allocation and Target Selection

. Whenever channel control decides that a roll-call schedule should be

. produced, the channel time available for that schedule is known and provided

.
to roll-call scheduling. The active target list, to which roll-call scheduling

turns in order to generate the schedule, will have been updated or processed

since the last schedule, so that it now looks like a new list of transactions

(one per target) awaiting execution. There is no assurance that a schedule

including all these transactions would fit in the available time on channel.

Before it can embark on interrogations /reply scheduling, roll-call scheduling

m~st assess the demands on channel time presented by the active target list,

in view of the time actually available, and then decide how that time should

be used. If there is time to execute a schedule which includes all the trans -

actions on the list, fien there is no problem. Otherwise, however, it must

be decided which transactions will be included in the forthcoming schedule.

This process is called allocation, and it amounts to the application of a set

of simple priority rules.

All transactions are classified into one of four “allocation classes”

depending on the nature of the surveillance and communications tasks the

transaction is intended to accomplish. Standard transactions are designated

either !,priority!! or 1lnor~lll and ~llOcatiOn ~las s one consists solely Of

priority standard transactions. Allocation class two includes all normal

standard transactions and any ELM transactions which do not involve multiple

segments, such as the ELM clear Comm-C ‘and clear Comm-D commands.
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~ The reply control co-and contains six bytes, beginning with a control

I byte. The control byte has a two -bit command type identifier (set to “11 “),

a reply length bit ( ‘!1” indicates a long reply), and a five -bit reply window
I
)
~ field. The reply window is equal to the range guard, G, in a special format

whose LSB is 4 p sec (G is ?o~ded UP, if necessary”). This window is used

to control the interval over which preamble detection is enabled. Bytes 1

and 2 represent the earliest reply arrival time, denoted by L above, and

bytes 3, 4 and 5 contain the DABS address.

All the information required to formulate a reply coritrol commnd is

available in the target record, except reply arrival time, which is computed

by roll-call scheduling itself. Range deby and range gwrd are obtained

from the surveillance file (along with DABS address and other data) by

transaction preparation. The remzining target record field, range correction.

is generated by transaction update after the first successful reply. It equals

the time interval between the scheduled earliest reply arrival time and the

time of arrival of the actual reply. Thus, range correction provides a range

measurement, since range can be found from range delay (D) and range

correction (K) as follows:

Range = (c/2) (Dt K-AT) .

Range correction is used in this way by surveillance processing. It is alsO

used in a special way in the schedding of synchronized interrogations (see

Section II-7).



Multiple - segment uplink ELM transactions comprise allocation class three

. and multiple -segment downlink ELM transactions make up allocation class

four..
.

Standard transactions can be designated priority for many different
.

reasons. The first transaction of a scan (called the ,,surveillance transaction”)

is always a priority transaction, as is any synchronized transaction. Trans -

actions in which the interrogation requests ATCRBS identity have the priority

,,
,<

~ ,,

designation, since these will usually result from emergency situations (pilot

request). If the sensor experiences difficulty obtaining a satisfactory azimuth

mea surement, additioml transactions may be added, by transaction update,

in an attempt to measure azimuth before the target leaves the beam, and

these will be priority transactions. Finally, any standard transaction is

designated priority if it carries a Comm-A message or a Comm-B message

request which has been given “high-priority !! status by data link processing.

The prticiple of allocation is simply to give each allocation class

preference over all lower classes, so that a schedule will exhaust all class

one transactions before including any class two transactions, and so on. In

order to do this without iteratively calculating a whole series of tentative

schedules, roll-call scheduling m~kes use of estimates of the channel time
I

required for each transaction (fomd in the transaction records) and totals

of the estim~ted channel times dem.~nded by the various allocation classes

(found in the active target list header).

The exact amount of channel time required by a given transaction is

the difference in duration of a schedule which includes the transaction and of
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another schedule which includes all other transactions but the given one. This

exact channel time depends upon the target ranges and transaction types of

all the targets included on the schedule , and hence, it cannot be predicted .

on the basis of data on the given transaction alone. However, experience

with the interrogation/reply scheduling algorithm used by roll-call scheduling

provides a simple rule which permits a conservative estimate of channel time

required for a given transaction in any Schedule, and this rule is used to

generate channel time estimates at the time each transaction record is pre -

p~red. The basis for these time estimtes will be given here, and the dis-

c ussion will then return to their use in the allocation task.

The duration of a schedule which contains N transactions (of any kind)

will depend somewhat on the actual distribution of the ranges of the N targets.

However, the duration never exceeds an expression composed of two terms,

the ‘Ichannel time sum’! and the “schedule overhead”. The former term is

a sum of “channel time estimates “, one for each transaction, while the

overhead term depends only on the range distribution. The channel time

estimate is a time interval which depends only on the transaction type, and

it represents the unavoidable increase in schedule duration resulting from

inclusion of the transaction, augmented slightly to represent normal scheduling

efficiency. The schedule overhead time is as soc kted with propagation delays

not fully utilized by other transactions, and it is approximated by the sum of

the range delay for the longest-range target on the list and a constant term.

If a schedule contained only one (standard) transaction, then the channel time

estimate would be approximately equal to the actual time used by the interro -
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.

gation and the reply, while the overhead would be almost equal to the propaga -

tion delay, or range delay, for this target. To permit hter “fine tming”

of the system, the channel time estim~tes used for each transaction type

are system parameters, and the constant term used in the computation of

overhead time is also an adjustable system parameter. The suitability of

this method for schedule duration estimation will becOme more clear after

discussion of the scheduling algorithm in Section II-6.

the

We introduce the allocation algorithm by discussing the simple case

in which only allocation cks ses one and two are represented among the trans -

actions on the active target list. Each of the transaction records contains

a channel time estimate, one value for transactions with short replies and a

different value for those with long replies. It is characteristic of the schedultig

algorithm that the channel time estimate is independent of the interrogation

length. The sum of the channel time estimates of all the priority transactions

(class one) will be present in the active target list header, along with the

correspondtig sum for the class two transactions. Let the values of these

sums be S1 and S2 , respectively.

Roll-call scheduling, when enabled , is given an available time, Ta ,

for the schedule. It!s first ~location task is to cOrnpute a schedule overhead

time estimate, To , by the fOrmula

To =Dlt C,

where D1 is the first-target range delay (fOund in the active target list header)>

and C is a system constant. Next, the ‘Remaining time”, Tr , is cOrnputed:

Tr =Ta -To.
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According to our rule for maximum schedule duration, a schedule containing

all targets on tie list sho~d be no longer t~n S1 t S2 t To o ThuS~ ‘f ‘r

exceeds S1 + S2 , all transactions may be scheduled. If .

slST<S1t S2,
r

there will be time for all class one transactions and some class two trans -

actions. If

Tr<S1,

some class one transactions can be executed, but none of class two.

The procedure for allocation consists of the following steps, in

which an “allocation level” is fixed:

1) Compute Tr and test the value against zero.

2) If T= is zero or negative, the allocation level is set to “zero”,

and no schedule is produced. In this case (or if the active target

list is empty), roll-call scheduling reports to cknnel control

(the ‘Acknowledgment”) tbt no schedule will be produced.

3) If Tr is positive, it is then compared to S1, and roll-call scheduling

notifies chnnel control that a schedule will be produced.

4) If Tr is less than or equal tO S1, the allOcatiOn level is set to

,,one,,, and only Cla ~s one transactions will be scheduled. All 1

class one transactions are said to be “qualified for scheduling”,

and all others will be “unqualified for scheduling”.

,5) If Tr exceeds S1, it is compared tO the sum S1 t S2. The method

is to compute

T: =Tr-Sl

and compare T; to S2.
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6) If T; does not exceed S2 , the allocation level is set to “two”, in

which case all class one transactions are quafified and will be

scheduled. Class two transactions are selected during scheduling.

7) If T: exceeds S2 , all transactions of classeg one and twO are

sckeduled. h the case under discussion, there are no other

transactions, and the preliminary allocation computation ig complete.

In allocation level one, all clags one targetg have been qualified (i. e. ,

considered eligible) for scheduling, although it is known that insufficient time

ig available to schedule them all. The decision to terminate the schedule is

made during the gchedule computation procegg, by checking the actual dura -

tion of the schedule againgt available time, as, the schedule is generated,

target by target.

In level two the sitmtion is more complex, stice there ig instificient

time for all cbs9 two transactions and the scheduling of these transactions

mast be stopped at some point to allow time for subsequent cbss one trans -

actions on the active target list. Thus, class two targets are selected on the

basig of channel time estimates, beginning with the qwntity T; , which is an

estimate of the total time available for them. A9 each class two target is

encountered during the scheduling operation (which makes a single pass ‘

through the active target list), the channel time estimate of the corresponding

transaction is subtracted from T: . Class two targets are selected so long

as this’ subtraction resultg in a positive quantity. In addition, as a precaution,

the actual schedule duration is checked against available time as each trans -

action is added to the schedule. Note that, whenever the targetg of a given
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class cannot an be scheduled, the longer -range ones are given preference

by this procedure, which is adopted for its simplicity. The actual selection >

of class WO targets is deferred until the schedule is computed in order to
.

save an extra pass through the active target list.

Before going on to allocation levels three and four, we discuss a

s-11 complication resulting from the fact that DABS periods are characterized

by one of four “schedule modes” (see Section I-5 ). The schedule mode sets

rules for the inclusion or exclusion of synchronized transactions in the

schedules of the relevant DABS period, regardless of considerations of

available time. There are three basic modes:

1)

2)

3)

Mixed mode - both synchronized and unsynchronized transactions

are permitted in any schedule generated during the DABS period,

Unsynchronized mode - synchronized transactions are excluded,

and

Synchronized mode - only synchronized transactions are included,

A fourth mode, really a variation of the third mode, includes only synchronized

transactions and uses a modified scheduling algorithm which is described in

Section II-9.

Since synchronized transactions are always class one transactions, ‘

the chief effect of the restrictions presented by schedule modes 2) and 3)

is to change the value of the priority channel time sum. In schedule mode

2), the sum of the channel time estimates of the synchronized transactions

(present in the active target list header) is subtracted from the priority time

sum and the result used for the allocation competition as above. In schedule



.
!,

I

3), we simply declare allocation level one, since only synchronized trans -

actions are permitted.

In the general case, when uplink and downlink ELM transactions are

present, the allocation computation does not stop with Step 7), described

above, but continues in an analOgous fashiOn to determine which allocation

class (if any) will be incompletely served. The active tirget list header will

contain enough information regarding uplink ELM transactions so that an

estimate, S3 , of the channel time required tO service all pend~g class

three transactions can be m.~de. Details of the list header structure, relevant

to uplink ELM transactions, are given in SectiOn II-5. At the end of step 5),

roll-call scheduling has calculated the time T; , which is an estimate Of the

time available for transactions Of classes twO> three and fOur. This time

is ~Ompared tO S2 , and in general step 7) takes the following form:

7) If T’ exceeds S2 ,
r

the quantity
!! I

Tr” =Tr-S2

is computed and compared to S3 .

8) If T“ does not exceed S3 >
r

the allocation level is set to three,

in which case transactions Of classes one and twO till all be

qualified, and those of cbss four unqualified fOr scheduling. ClaES

three transactions (rn.~ltiple - segment uplink ELM transactions)

will be selected during precursor scheduling, as described in

Section 11-5.



9) If T; exceeds S3 , the process stops with the declaration of

allocation level four. Transactions of classes one, twO and

three will all be qualified and scheduled, while multiple-segment

downlink ELM transactions (class four) will be individually

selected during scheduling (see Section II-8).

The whole point of the allocation computation is to determine which

allocation class will be incompletely served. Those of higher classes are

automatically qualified, and those of lower classes are unqualified for

scheduling. The selection of transactions from the cbss to be incompletely

served is made concurrently with schedding. In all cases except allocation

level one, this selection is m~de on the basis of channel time estimates.

In allocation level three, the selection occurs during precursor scheduling,

in all other cases during the computation of the main schedule itself.

. !, has been specified, some suchAltiough no specific “qualification blt

indicator must be used for the benefit of transaction update, which must

be able to determine which of the pending transactions were actiaUy

schedded. The target record wmldbe the logical place for such an

indicator.

11-5. The Schedule Precursor

The precursor is a portion of a DABS roll-call schedule which is

used only to service uplink ELM transactions (U ELM’ S). The message I

formats and waveform characteristics of UELM interrogations and replies

m,aY be fOwd in Reference 2. Froma scheduling point of view, w: need

only know the following characteristics.

1) UELM interrogations and replies are always long.

2) A UELM transaction will contain no more than sixteen segments,

each segment corresponding tO an interrogation.

3) Internal message coding in the segments instructs the transponder

to reply ‘or not to reply, and tie reply cOnhins infor@atiOn
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4)

which identifies the successfully received segments of the UELM

transaction.

Interrogating may be transmitted witi any spacing, provided

no two are closer together than 50 psec (800 Range wits),

leading edge to leading edge. This minimum spacing is imposed

to assure resuppression of ATCRBS transponders with each

DABS interrogation. The interrogations which represent the

segments of a given UELM m.sy be spread over several schedules

or even several scans, and other interrogations (but not UELM1s)

addressed to the aircraft may be titer spersed between them.

5) It is intended that the first attempt to deliver a UELM contain as

many segments as time permits, and that the final interrogation

of the group be of the type which elicits a reply. The sensor can

then evaluate the degree of success attained, by interpreting the

ifiormation coded in the reply, and schedule another UELM

transaction to send untransmitted or mreceived megsage segmsnts.

The re-interrogation may occur in the same or a subsequent scan.

Most of the transactions in a schedule will be standard transactions,

pairing a single interrogation with a single reply. The basic scheduling ‘

algorithm (Section II-6) is designed to pack interrogation/ reply pairs of this

kind efficiently into the available time. It would be awkward and inefficient to

include a complete UELM transaction in such a schedule, even if the uplink

segments are transmitted as a buret, one interrogation every 50 ~eec. The

reason for thig will be given in Section II-8, in connection with a similar problem

in the case of domlink ELM transactions.
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Inefficiency of channel time is avoided by the use of a precursor,

taking advantage of the flexibility of interrogation spacing discussed above.

Instead of including the non-reply-eliciting interrogations of a UELM in the

main schedule, these are transmitted as a burst before the main schedule

begins. If the total schedule is to contain several UELM transactions, the

bursts just described are combined to form the precursor, which is one

long burst of non-reply-eliciting interrogations, spaced every 50 p sec.

These interrogations are individually 32.5 psec in duration, hence each

one, ticluding the last one, is followed by a 17.5 psec gap.

Any UELM interrogation which elicits a reply may be

,,col~ector,l, since its function (besides delivering a message

is to collect the technical acknowledgment data the reply will

called a

segment )

contain. The

collector and its reply are then included in the main schedule. where ihey

are indistinguishable from a standard transaction tith a long titerrogation

and reply.

~ce it is decided which interrogations will be included, precursor

scheduling becomes a trivial ask. The first interrogation is scheduled

to begin at the schedule start time received by roll-call scheduling from

channel control. Each successive interrogation time is Ob@ineg by adding

800 Range units to that of its predecessor. The main schedule start time

is equated a time 800 Range units following the last precursor interrogation.

All precursor interrogations and collectors are transmitted at low transmitter

power, and the length bit will indicate “long”. The fact that this c amputation

is simple provides a secondary advantage to the precursor concept. The
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scheduling operation can quickly provide a set of interrogation times,

when called upon to produce a scheduie contaking UELM’ S, the transmis siOn

of which will occupy the RF channel for a while, giving the scheduler time

to develop the early part of the -in schedule to follow.

It remins to discuss the allocation of channel time to UELM trans -

actions. The basic approach is simply stated:

1) A collector is included in each UELM transaction in any schedule,

and

2) As long as channel time is available, each pending UELM will

be given time to transmit all mes sage segments still undelivered.

The intent of this approach is to dispose of each UELM completely as soon

as possible, rather than to use a limited time to service a number of UELM’s

partially.

The information necessary to carry out target selection in allocation

level three is contained in the active target list header. The 10catiOn of

each UELM transaction record w~lch represents the “current transaction”

of a target on the active target list is given by a pointer in the list header.

The current trarisaction for any target is the one which has been designated

for execution in the next available schedule. This pOinter allOws the data

in tiis transaction record to be used in formuhtion of hardware control

commsnds during precursor scheduling, without the need for a pass through

the entire target list. AISO, for each UELM transaction, the active target

list header indicates the number of message segments waiting to be delivered

(this is called the “length” of the UELM) and a channel time estimzte for

delivery of the entire UELM.
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Precursor channel time can be predicted erectly; it is simply

800 (N-1) Range units, for a message length N. The collector) embedded .

in the main schedule, will require a time eqml to that of a standard trans - .

action with a long reply, hence the ,lsw1 estimate for this case is added to

the precursor time to provide the desired estimate of total time for the

UELM transaction.

Suppose there are M UELM transactions among the current trans-

actions on the active target list, and let the channel time estimates for these

transactions be Tl, T2, . . . . TM. Then the total time estimated to be

needed to accommodate all the pending class three transactions is

‘3
=T1t T2t. ..t TM .

In allocation level three, the remining available time, T:’ , does n~t exce ed

‘3 .
To find how many of the UELM’s can be fully serviced, we need to find

the largest integer, m, such that

T1t T2t. ..t Tm~ T;

This can be accomplished by subtracting T1 from T;’ , T2 from the result,

and so on, until a positive result no longer occurs. Suppose we find, in

this way, that

T1t T2t. ..t Tm<T~’ sT1t T2t, ..t Tmt Tm+1 .

Then the first m

The remainder,

UELM’s will be “qualified” for scheduling in their entirety.

,,1
Tr =T’ -r (Tit T2 t... t,T,n)



I

is computed to find out how much time (if any) will remain to give partial

. service to the next UELM (if any). The standard estimate for the collector

i and its reply is subtracted from T:’ , and the (M t 1) - st UELM will be

.
attempted only if there is time for the collector. After the collector time

is removed from T:’ , the res dt is divided hy 800 to determine how many

interrogations for this UELM can be included in the precursor.

After this lengthy but straightforward process is complete, the

precursor can be scheduled, since the qualified interrogations will have been

so designated. Also, the collector interrogations qmlified for inclusion in

the main schedule will have been designated. Of course, in allocation levels

one and two, no precursor will be formed (and no collectors scheduled),

while in level four, all UELM transactions will be fully qualified.

II-6. Inter rogation /R eply Scheduling

Interrogation/reply schedding is the central activity of roll-call

scheduling. Allocation is a necessary preliminary step and message for -

matting is par t of the formulation of interrogation /reply (1/R) scheduling

output, namely interrogation and reply control commands. An effective

I/R scheduling algorithm is essential to efficient use of R F channel time.

I /R scheduling is also a highly time-critical activity, since the scheduler I

must begin to produce useful output very soon after its activation, and the

computation of the schedule m~st require less time than ite execution, in

order to allow time for the operation of transaction update. Of the many

algorithms which have been considered for I/R scheduling, the one described

.
here has been selected because t has the following desirable features:
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1)

2)

3)

4)

The algorithm produces efficient schedules, regardless of

the range distribution of the targets,

The computation is very simple and is accomplished in a single

pass through the active target list,

The basic algorithm tis the flexibility” to accommodate the

several distinct transaction types used in DABS, as well as

to meet the special requirements of synchronized transactions, and

The targets are added to the schedule in the same order in which

they are to be interrogated, so that schedule execution can

begin before schedule computation is complete.

The I/R scheduling algorithm will be introduced in fiis SectiOn ‘n

the relatively simple case of a scheduler which contains no synchronized

or downlink ELM transactions. Uplink ELM transactions are included,

since only the collector interrogation and its reply enter into the main

schedule. The input, of course, is the active target list, modified by the

action of allocation processing, which has qualified some targets and designated

others as unqu”alifi ed. Unqualified targets and targets marked “complete”

by transaction update are ignored by the scheduler. The allocation level is

also an input, together with the residual time allotted to that allocation class I

which is to be incompletely served. Although carried out concurrently with

I/R scheduling, the final qualification of individual targets (e. g. , class two

targets in allocation level two) will not be discussed further here (see Section

H-4~ Finally, the main schedule start time is input, along with the remsining

time available for this schedule, after the preparation of the precursor. These

data are used to determine the latest permitted schedule end time.
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The output of the I/R scheduling algorithm iS a set of interrOgatiOn

and reply times which constitute the actial schedule. The inclusion of these

times in interrogation and reply control commands was discussed in Section H-

3, along with uplink message formatting. The final step in power programming

is also carried out concurrently with I/R scheduling, as previously mentioned.

Certain targets on t“he active target list will have high power flags set by

transaction update. These fhgs are treated as requests for high transmitter

power, which will be granted only if sufficient time has elapsed since its

last use. Roll-call scheduling will keep track of the time of last use of high

power in the current DABS period, and after an interrogation flagged for

high power is assigned an interrogation time, a check can be made on elapsed

time. The first request for high power in any DABS period is automatically

granted; after that the elapsed time m~st exceed the value of an appropriate

internal system parameter. This activity is carried out along with I/R

scheduling, and needs no further discussion.

To mderstand the scheduling algorithm, consider first a single

transaction, characterized by a range delay, D, range guard, G, and a

given transaction type. Suppose that the reply duration (short or long),

as determined by the transaction type, is R. If the interrogation is

assigned a start time, T, then the reply listening period must begin at time

L= TtD.
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It will be recalled that the range dehy represents the out-and-back propaga -

tion time corresponding to the minimum estimate of @rget range, augmented

by the fixed nominal transponder reply delay. The reply control co-and

will specify that preamble detection for this target will be enabled between

time L and time L t G. The listening period will ~st until L t G t R, to

allow for the case of maximum estimated target range. If the interrogation

duration for this transaction is I, then the titerval from T to T t I will be

reserved for the interrogation. These quantities are illustrated in Figure 14

where the interrogation interval is shown above the time line, and the reply

! listening interval is pictured below.

I

~ D -yRF

L

Figure 14- Scheduling One Transaction

Suppose that the transaction illustrated above corresponds to the

first target on the active target list, and that the second target to be scheduled

has a range de~y, D , which does not exceed D. The ‘interrogation ‘ime’ “

of the first transaction is set to the desired schedule start time, which

then fixes the absolute value of L. The second target is scheduled by assigning

the start time, L’, for its reply listening period to follow immediately after
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its predecessor:

L’ = LtGt R .

Working backwards, the second interrogation time is computed to be

T’=L’ -D’.

Even the short reply is longer than the long interrogation, and the first reply

listening interval is prolonged by the range guard, hence the range ordering

(D> D’) guarantees that T’ falls after the endof the first interrogation interval,

as shorn in Figure 15:

~

??

T T’

t ?,

L L

FiWre15 - Scheduling two transactions

Analytically,

T’-T = (L’ -D’) - (L-D)

=Rt Gt (D-D’)

2R ,

and R always exceeds I. The durations of the

are immaterial to this argument. Moreover,

second interrogation and reply

the interrogation spacing,

T’ - T, always exceeds 64 p sec (the short repIy duratiOn), which leaves

ample time for resuppression of ATCRBS transponders. Because Of the
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requirement to resuppress these transponders, no scheduling algOrithm can
A

be allowed to schedule interrogations witha spacing (T’ - T) less than 50psec.

The process described above can evidently be conttiued, scheduling A

reply listening intervals back-to-back and computing the corresponding

interrogation times, provided the active target list is ordered in decreasing

order of target range delay. The gaps between interrogations will vary,

being large when the two targets in question differ greatly in range delay,

and also whenever the earlier transaction contains a long reply. As each

reply listening interval is computed, its ending is checked against the latest!
I

permitted schedule end time to prevent overrm of the available time by the
I
!

schedule. @errw is possible, since the allocation calculations were based
I
, on estimates of required chawel time.
I

Eventually, of course, the interrogations will encroach on the timeI

I already committed to listening for replies, and the portion of schedule pro-

duced, called a !Icyclei!, is terminated. The I/R scheduling algorithm will

assign each new listening period start time tentatively, and then compute

i
both interrogation start and interrogation end times for the transaction at

hand. The interrogation end time is tested against the stored value of the

beginning of the first reply listening period start time of the cycle. If the

interrogation falls in the clear, the transaction is included in the cycle,

otherwise a new cycle is begun, starting with the transaction which did not

fit. A new cycle begins at the end of the listening period for the last reply

of the preceding cycle, and scheduling begins with the assignment of an

interrogation time, just ae was done for the first target on the active target

list. A typical cycle is illustrated in Figure 16. Note the occurrence of a

variety of transaction types.



2r]rl3 4

I

, , _ll._3_._...7...-.7

Figure 16 - A schedule cycle

As the scheduling process continues, the cycles become shorter,

including fewer targets since target range delay decreases as the scheduler

progresses dow the list. The schedule ends when the list of qualified targets

is exhausted. Often, the last cycle will contain only one or two targets.

The transponder reply delay is specified to have a nominal value of 132 Usec

(leading edge of interrogation to leading edge of reply), with a departure

from nominal not exceeding ~ 250 nsec (Reference 2). Since the long interro-

gation is only 32.5 #see in duration, there will be a gap of 100 # sec or more

between any interrogation and its reply, even for a target at minimum range.

It has been assumed, in the discussion so far, that the actial reply

delay of a target will never fall outside the range (D, DtG), and that the

active target list is rigorously ordered on decreasing range delay. The pre-

dicted (minimum) range delay and range guard are tracker outputs, and they

will occasionally be sufficiently in error to cause a reply listening period to

be scheduled too early or too late. Since preamble detection in the DABS ,

reply processor is only enabled for an interval as long as the rang,e guard,

an early or late reply will be lost. If all the replies of a scan are lost in

this wyl the track will be coasted and the range guard value for the next

scan will be” increased. The algorithms for computing range delay and range

guard contain internal system parameters, which will eventually be set to
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values which will effect a balance between wasting channel time with excessively .

large listening windows and mis sing replies for the opposite reason. ,

A certain departure from perfect range ordering can be tolerated if
b

suitable account of the degree of departure from perfect order is taken in

~ establishing the listening window. It was shown previously that the interval

between one interrogation and the next (T’ -T) exceeds the first reply duration

(R) by the amomt

Gt D-D’.
1

The range guard is never negative and, in the example discussed above,

D-D’ was positive (or zero) because of the range Ordering. But if the range!

I guard is increased by a constant amowt, d, from the value required to

~ accommodate tracking errors, then decreasing range Order~g can be violated ~

so long as

D’<Dtd ,

and the interrogation spacing will still be no smaller than R, It is desirable

to allow a small departure from perfect range ordering in order to speed up

the computational task of ordering the active target list (which occurs fre-

quently), even though a small amowt of channel time is wasted in the pro-

longation of listening periods.

In the DABS speci~lcation, the IBordering discrepancy”, d, is an

adjustable system paramet er, nominally equal to a few microseconds. The

ordering required of the active target list is shted (in Reference 1) as

follows : Let D1 and D2 be the range delays of twO tirgets) T1 and T2 ~ ‘n

the active target list. If



.

D1<D2-d ,

then T1 must follow T2 on the active ~rget list. If

D2<D1-d ,

then T2 rn~st follow T ~. If

lD1-D21~d,

then the order is immaterial. The brgest mismatch this specification

permits is d, as in the example above. The etira term, d, must be included

in the c amputation of every range guard. One way to achieve an approximate

ordering of this kind is to m~sk some low order bits of the range delay

word, and order strictly on the high order bits, using a fast algorithm such

as the bubble sort. The effect of the masking is that the bubble-sort

algorithm will filnd the list in satisfactory order after fewer passes than would

otherwise be required.

It should be noted that a considerable departire from perfect ordering

could be tolerated without any compensation in the form of an increased range

guard because the short reply (64 #see) exceeds the minimum interrogation

spachg (50 ~sec) required for resuppression. However, in schedules which

include synchronized transactions this freedom cannot be utilized, for a ‘

reason discus sed in Section 11-7. k general, schedules are mixed in character,

including both synchronized and msynchronized transactions, and it seems

simplest to use a single rule in all cases which guarantees the efira interro-

gation spacing when it is needed.
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E-7. Scheduling S~chronized Transactions

The capability of executing synchronized transactions is built into

the DABS sensor in order to support the possible implementation of an air-

borne CAS (collision avoidance system) which makes use of DABS replies.

The service provided by DABS is called “synchrmOu* service, ” and fie relevant

features which affect the DABS design are fully specified (in ‘Reference 1).

The overall CAS scheme which uses DABS synchro service is a provisional

system concept at this time, and only its basic features will be described

here, in order to provide the context and motivation for the special properties

of synchronized transactions and their scheduling requirements.

The basic idea is for aircraft to perform one-way ranging On Other

aircraft in their vicinity by timing the arrival of synchronized DABS replies

from these neighbors. The listening aircraft, which receives the benefit

of CAS service, requires special equipment, including a clock, a receiver

for the 1090 MHz DABS replies) and a CAS PrOcessor. ‘he DABS ‘interr-

ogator cooperates by timing its synchronized interrogations in a way which

permits the one -way ranging, but the aircraft whose presence is detected

(and range mea sured) by the listener need have no special equipment other

than a DABS transponder. Thus, all DABS -equipped aircraft would amounce ‘

their presence by means of DABS replies, but only CAS -equipped aircraft

could detect these aircraft and range on them. The s~chronized DABS

replies will always contain DABS ID and altitude, hence the listener can

track each proximate aircraft in

information necessary to assess

maneuver.

range and altitude, thereby deriving the

collision threat and determine an evasiOn
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Each synchronized interrogation is timed (by the DABS interrogator)

so that the reply it elicits will be transmitted by the addressed aircraft at a

predetermined time. A coded value of this emission time is included in the

synchronized reply, and by com~ring this time code with the reading of its

on -board clock, a listening aircraft determines range from the one-way

transmission. The clocks of CAS -equipped aircraft are kept in synchronism

by the ground network of DABS sensors, using synchronized interrogations

in the following way.

Each aircraft receives a synchronized interrogation from a DABS

sensor once each scan, and it responds witha synchronized reply. Each

synchronized interrogation contains a six-bit field, called EPOCH, which

represents ,,system time,, at the predicted moment when the aircraft will

respond to this interrogation. The aircraft copies the EPOCH field into its

synchronized reply to identify the time of its transmission. If. the aircraft

is CAS -equipped, the value of EPOCH is used, at the moment of reply trans -

mission, to synchronize the on-board clock so tht all clocks can maintain

system time. The airborne clock is synchronized by forcing it to display the

value of EPOCH at the reply time. The so -called system time is derived

from the DABS clock in the sensor, and the clocks of all sensors are

synchronized on the ground. The least significant bit of the EPOCH field,

called the ‘Isynchro subepoch”, has a nominal value of 16 psec, hence, the

EPOCH field correspond to a six-bit portion of the DABS sensor clock.

The subepoch hs been made a system parameter, capable of assuming the

additional values 8 psec and 4 psec. Use of these values would shift the
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position of the EPOCH field, relative to the sensor clock, to the right by one

or two bits. Reference 3 contains a description of tie synchronizing pro-

cedures for the sensor clocks. The EPOCH value and the airborne clock

both represent time in units of the synchro subepoch with a dymmic range

of six bits. The resultant range ambiguity is too large to be of consequence

in the CAS application.

The interrogations must be accurately timed to assure that the

synchronized reply is transmitted (leading edge) at the time cOde”d in the

EPOCH field, with a precision much higher than the subepoch quantization.

To accomplish this the sensor must know target range very accurately, and

hence, a synchronized interrogation will only be made after an unsynchronized

transaction which yields a range measurement, both transactions occurring

in the same passage Of the antenna beam past the ~rget. The new range

measurement is used in timing the synchronized interrogation, according to

the following procedure.

The scheduling of a synchronized transaction begins by first establish-

ing a reply listening interval and interrOgatiOn time, just as if the transaction

were unsynchronized, and then modifying these times in a special way. The

range delay and range guard used in the first step are unchanged from the

values ueed in the most recent unsynchronized transaction. This latter trans -

action will have produced a measured ,,range correction,,, the interval frOm

the start of the listening period to the actual arrival of the leading edge of the

reply. Since only a few milliseconds, at most, will @ve elapsed since this

range measurement, it is assumed that the synchronized reply would arrive
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after the start of the synchronized reply listening interval by the same “range

~orrection, i interval. Knowing this, and the actml range Of the target

(inferred from the range correction), the scheduler can determine the time of

emission of the s~chronized reply by the aircraft, given the interrogation

time established in the first step. In general, this emission time will not be

,,on a subepo~h,,, and to make the emission time an integral multiple ‘f the

subepoch value, Z, a delay must be introduced in the interrogation time and

rePIY listening interval. This is called the ‘Isubepoch delay”, and after its

computation the scheduler must test to be sure that the debyed interrogation

interval will still fit within the current cycle (unless the synchronized transaction,

as tentatively scheduled, happens to begin a cycle). If the subepOch delay

muld prevent the transaction from fitting in the cycle, then a new tentative

interrogation time is established, beginning a new cycle, and the subepoch

delay computation is repeated.

The subepoch delay calculation, briefly described above, is carried

out as follows. Let L represent the listening interval start time tentatively

established for the synchronized reply. If the range correction is K, and

the original range delay is D, then the reply will actually arrive at L t K,

and the interval from interrogation start to reply arrival will be D t K. Thus,

the one-way propagation time is
I

~(Dt K-AT).

The transponder reply delay, AT, was introduced in SectiOn II-3, alOng wifi a

similar analysis of the measurement of target range. Finally, we compute

the reply emission time, E“, which results if the transaction is scheduled
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with a listening interval starting at L:

E= LtK-~(Dt K-AT)

=L - *(D-K-AT)

In order that the synchronized reply be emitted at an identifiable time,

tie interrogation must, in general, be delayed to cause the emission time to

be an integral multiple of ~. When that is the case, the emission time will

be represented by a sensor clock value which has all zeroes to the right of

the EPOCH field, and the value of the EPOCH field for this time is the desired

identifier which is incorporated into the synchronized interrogation.

Suppose that the emission time, E, computed above, can be represented

in the form

E=k ZtX,

where k is an integer and X is less than 2. Then a delay,

d= Z-X,

! added to the interrogation time, will chnge E tO the value

(ktl)$ .

This value, d, is the desired subepoch delay, and the EPOCH code will be

I the six lowest-order bits of the binary representation of (k t 1). The interroga-1
1

tion and reply listening interval start times, computed in the first step, are

I increased by d to satisfy the synchronizing requirement for this transaction.
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The scheduling algorithm described in SectiOn II-6 assures that no two

. replies will overlap, i. e., garble each others as they are received at ‘he

. sensor. It is necessary also to preclude the possibility of the garble of a
.

s~chronized reply as it is received in a listening

If aircraft B follows aircraft A in the interrogation

call schedule, then there will be no garble of their

CAS -equipped aircraft.

sequence of a given roll -

replies, at any receiving

point, if the reply generated by A has completely passed by aircraft B before

B’s reply begins. If A and B lie on a radial line through the sensor, then the

desired effect will automatically be produced by the scheduling algorithm

itself. In general, a vector dra- from A to B will have a component per -

pendicular to the direction from the sensor to either aircraft, and this requires

an additional delay in the interrogation to B. A single adjustable sYstem

parameter is used for this delay to cover all cases allowed by the geometry

and antenna pattern in use. An analytical discussion of the isolation problem

is given in Appendix A.

Isolation delay is introduced in the scheduling of every synchronized

transaction. Account is taken of tie delay already introduced for reply

emission timing, and additional delay is introduced in multiples of the sub-

epOch value, ~ , tO preserve the synchronous character of the transaction.

The number of subepoch intervals added to the initial subepoch delay to achieve

isolation is added to the EPOCH field already computed.

If a synchronized transaction is followed by another spchronized

transaction, then the isolation delay of the second protects the twO replies.

from garbling each other. However, when a synchronized transaction is

<
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followed by an msynchronized one, then an isolation deby must be added to

the unsynchronized interrogation to protect the synchronized reply. In this

case, the isoktion delay parameter is added directly to the interrogation

and reply times computed for the unsynchronized transaction. Whenever

isolation delay is added to any transaction which was tentatively scheduled

in an existing cycle, another check must be made to be sure the transaction

still fits

II- 8.

with the delayed times.

Scheduling Downlink ELM Transactions

The procedure for scheduling a downlink ELM (DELM) transaction

is only slightly different from that for ‘a standard transaction. In allocation

level four, all DELM transaction are qualified during the allocation calcula -

tion, and the time remaining for DELM transactions is used during the I/R

scheduling step to qualify transactions individually. The situation here is

analogous to the handling of class two transactions in allocation level two.

First, the scheduling of a DELM is described, and then the qualification

procedure can be explained.

Suppose that a schedule cycle is being developed and that the next

transaction fetched from the active target list is a DELM. suppose further

that the DELM transaction will fit in the cycle, taking account of isolation

delay, if required by the preceding transaction. The DELM interrOgatiOn

will elicit a string of replies, one every 136 p sec. The number of replies

is controlled by bits coded in the interrogation and set by roll-call scheduling

itself. The reply string is treated as a single, extra long reply by the scheduler,

and is scheduled in the cycle in the normal way. The interrogation time is
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. found by subtracting the range delay from the start time of the DELM reply

listening period, just as for a standard transaction. If a DELM begins a

.
cycle, it is again scheduled like an ordinary transaction, taking account of

the unusually long reply listening interval.

The only mique feature of DELM scheduling is that the current

cycle is always terminated with the DELM transaction, even if the DELM

begins the cycle. In most cases, a transaction following a DELM would be

so delayed by the long DELM reply listening interval that it would not fit

within the cycle. To save testing for a case which rarely occurs, the

scheduler auto-tically goes on to start a new cycle. This causes the DELM

to be responsible for a little wa steal time, from the end of the DELM interro -

gation to the start of the first reply listening period of the cycle.

We can now make an accurate assessment of the channel time re -

quired by the inclusion of a DELM in a schedule. Let the DELM interrogationi

time be T and the start of the first reply listening period in the cycle (cal led

the “cycle test time”) be Lo . If the DELM begins the cycle, Lo will be the

start time of the DELM reply listening period. The DELM will thus require

a charnel time equal to (LO-T) plus the time required for replies. For N

I replies, the reply time is

(136N - 16) #see,

since the replies are 120 psec long with a 16 -&sec gap between them.

i’

/
Before qualifying a DELM which has been fetched for scheduling,

~
the scheduler will test to see if the remaining (class four) channel time

~“
exceeds (L. -T), after establishing the tentative interrogation time, T. If



the transaction fails this test, this and all subsequent DELM transactions .

are requalified for scheduling. If the transaction passes the test, the remain-

ing channel time is reduced by the value of (LO-T) and the result used tO

determine the number of reply segments which can be scheduled. The

formula for reply time, given above, is used, and if there is time for fewer

segments than the number requested in the transaction record, then all sub-

sequent DELM transactions are unqwlified.

The scheduler will also modify the MC field of the interrogation to

conform to the number of replies desired. The first sixteen bits of this field,

in a DELM interrogation, correspond to reply segments. If an earlier reply

informed the ground that an aircraft wished to transfer a DELM containing

M (M $ 16) segments, then the transaction record for this DELM will first

be prepared with an MC field beginning with M “ 1” ‘S follOwed by (16 -M)

“O” ‘ s. If there is time for all M replies, the interrogation will be trans-

mitted with the MC field copied from the transaction record. If there is

time for only K <M replies, the transaction record is mchanged, but the

transmitted MC field will have K !11!! P5 followed by (16-K) “O’”S.

After the replies are received and assessed by transaction update,

the “1” corresponding to a successfully received segment will be chsnged ‘

(by transaction update) to a !!0!! in fhe transaction record. Thus, a DELM

aPPearing for a second or third time on the active target list for scheduling,

can bve any pattern of ,,1 ,,’s and ,!o, I$s in the leading 16-bit portion Of the MC

field. The number of “1”’s equals the number of segments not yet transferred.

If there is insufficient time for all of them in a particular schedule, some of
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the “ 1” ‘s will be changed to ,!o,! ‘ ~ in the actual interrogation message by

roll-call scheduling. Again, if there is time for K segments, the first K

III ,! > s will be ~O~ied into the interrogation MC field, the remaining bits will

be set to “O”.

11-9. Interrogation Scheduling without Reply Processing

h Section I-5 the various DABS schedule modes were described, in-

cluding a mode in which only synchronized transactions are to be scheduled.

It is expected that this mode will only be used in a situation in which several

sensors are providing surveillance of a metroplex area in a tightly coordinated

way. One feature of this coordination will be a time -sharing, among the sensors,

of the channel time devoted to synchronized transactions. In this scheme,

ATCR BS periods and DABS unsynchronized periods occur at the same time

at each sensor, but a time period devoted to synchronized transactions is

split into subperiods, one for each sensor. The result of this subdivision

and time sharing is a Ioss of channel time available to any one sensor. One

way of recovering some channel time is to ignore the replies during the syn-

chronized DABS period, scheduling interrogations on into the time when

replies are due to arrive. The scheduler computes interrogation times by
I

placing reply “listening periods “ in sequence, including isolation delay, so

that there will be no garble at an airborne receiver. In practice, the

scheduler for this mode can be implemented from the normal scheduling

algorithm simply by ignoring the test usually made to see if a transaction

will fit within the cycle. Equivalently, a “cycle test time” can be established

which is far enough into the future so that every transaction will be included.
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It can be shown that none of the several sensors participating in

the time sharing scheme will cause garbling of the replies elicited by any

other sensor, provided the last reply scheduled by one sensor arrives at

that sensor (even though the reply is to be i,gnored) before the next sensor

on the channel transmits its first interrogation. This is guaranteed by

retaining the standard test, mde by the scheduler, to be certati that each

reply will be received before the end of, the DABS period.
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II- 10. A Roll-Call Scheduling Algorithm

The roll -call scheduling task breaks up naturally into allocation and

I/R scheduling, and the latter decomposes into precursor scheduling and

preparation of the win schedule. The relationship of these three subta sks

to the roll-call scheduling input and outputs is shown in the overall flowchart,

Figures 17a and 17b. The subtasks are expanded in the subsequent

figures.

When activated, roll-call scheduling is

start time, SS, and an available ckmel time,

provided with a schedule

AT. From thes e quantities

the schedule limit, SL, is computed for later use in making sure that the

schedule does not overrun the available time. The allocation calculation makes

use of the avaibble time (AT) and the active target list to determine the alloca -

tion leveI, AL. An additional output of the allocation task is the time remaining,

here called RT, for the allocation class which may be incompletely served.

After performing the allocation calculation, an acknowledgment is

made to channel control, indicating whether or not a schedule will be produced.

No schedule is produced if the allocation level has been set to zero or if the

active target list contains no pending transactions.
I

Next, a test is made to see if a precursor is required. By definition,

a precursor will always be scheduled (or at least attempted) in allocation level

three, but in level four it is necessary to check for the presence of class three

(multiple - segment upli,nk ELM) transaction s,,

Through some error, it is possible that the schedule limit will be reached

during precursor scheduling, hence, a test for this occurrence is made and ? suitable
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exit is provided. If there is time for a min schedule, the schedule start

time (SS) is changed to the value of the precursor end time, and the -in

schedule is prepared.

The roll -call scheduling exit consists of a completion notice to

channel control, which includes the actual end time of the computed schedule.

Interrogation and reply control co-ands are the major output of roll-call

scheduling, and they are btifered for transfer by charnel control, as explained

in Section I-3.

The allocation task is expanded in the flowchart of Figures 18a

and 18b, The available time (AT) is used, together with the chmel time

sums contained in the active target list header. These sums are the following:

S1 Priority channel time

Sll Synchro channel time

S2 Norml cknnel time

S3 Total uplink ELM charnel time

The spchro cbnnel time is used to correct the priority cknnel time when

the schedule mode is “unsynchronized”, as explained in Section II-4. The cal-

cuktion of re-ining time, RT, follows the equations given in that SectiOn.

The output of the allocation computation is simply the allocation level ‘

and the modified remaining time, or else a f lag which indicates that the active

target list is empty (i. e. , no pending transactions). The individual qualifica -

tion of upiink ELM transactions is incorporated into the precursOr scheduling,

which represents a minor departire from the literal specification of Reference

1.
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The allocation algorltnm represents an Iterative su~zrac~lon OEenamel

time sums from the remaining time to find out which allocation class, if any,

is to be incompletely served. If there are no pending transactions of a given

class, the corresponding channel time sum will be zero, and the algorithm

will, in effect, advance to the next test. In the test for an allocation level

of three (or higher), RT is compared to S2 ~CTSL + 800, ra~er than to S2,

to prevent the declaration of level three when there is in fact insufficient

time for one precursor interrogation and the collector transaction of the

first UELM.

Precursor scheduling is expanded in Figures 19a and 19b. The

task is begw with assigned values of SS and SL, the schedule start and

schedule limit times, and a value of RT, the remaining time. If the allocation

level has been set to four, then all class three transactions will be scheduled

and RT will be used in the preparation of the main schedule, in connection

with the qualification of DELM transactions. Inthls case, RT is unchanged

during precursor preparation. hallocation level three, RT is used to qualify

UELM transactions and individual UELM interrogations. We are assured

that there will be time for at least one precursor interrogation and the

corresponding collector transaction by the nature of the allocation algorithm.

Initialization consists of accessing the first class three transaction

from the active target list. The “schedule end time” variable, SET, is

initialized to the schedule start time, since each new interrogation time is

equated to the current value of SET.
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Testing for adequate channel time is bypassed in allocation level

four since it has already been verified that there will be time for the complete -

service of all UELM transactions in that case. In level three, each transaction “

is checked for time availability, beginning with a test to see if the entire trans -

action can be accommodated (based on the channel time estimate, CTE, for

the full transaction). If the full transaction will not fit, based on the esti -

mated remaining time, a check is first made to see if the collector will fit.

The collector will require a time CTSL,, the system parameter representing

the charnel time estimate for a standard transaction with long interrogation

and long reply.

If the collector will not fit, the precursor is already finished; other -

wise the number of precursor interrogations which will qualify is computed.

This number will never equal N -1, the number of precursor interrogations

the fun transaction would require, since there was insufficient time for a full

transaction. Each precursor interrogation requires 800 Range units (50 #see)

of channel time. If only the collector will fit the precursor is already

finished. If one or more interrogations will fit, their number is determined

and a flag set to terminate precursor processing when these interrogations

are scheduled.

If the transaction was fully qualified for scheduling, then the number

of precursor interrogations is equated to N-1, i. e. , one less than the number

of message segments for the transaction. The last segment, of course, is

included in the collector. Whenever a class-three transaction is included,
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fully or not, the collector transaction is separately “qwlified, “ so that it

will be included in the main schedule by I/R scheduling.

Once tie qualification of an individual UELM is established, the

interrogations are scheduled , one every 800 Range units, and the interrogation

control co~nds are formulated. The variable SET is revised with each

scheduled interrogation. The process repeats mtil all qualifying segments

of each qualified UELM are scheduled.

It should never happen that a precursor will reach the schedule limit,

since no precursor will be attempted roless it is estimated that there will

be a following main schedule, containing at least one collector, along with

any CkSS one and class two transactions. Nevertheless, a test is made

before scheduling each precursor interrogation to verify that actual channel

time is available. (The test allows for the full 50 p see, so that all suppressed

transponders will be recovered before any other channel activity is attempted. )

Preparation of the main schedule is the major portion of the roll-call

scheduling task. This task will be activated only if the active target list is

not empty, and in passing through the list, only targets whose “target com-

pletion ,! bit is not set to ,11!, are considered for scheduling. The si~ificance

and regulation of the target completion bit will be explained in Part IH, in

connection with the target list update function.

For definitenesss, it is assumed tkt a linked list structure is used for

the active target list. Thus, threading the list consists of the steps:

1) advance a pointer, 2) test if list end has been reached (i. e. , previous tar-

get was the last on the list), and 3) fetch the target record and current trans -
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action record indicated by the pointer. The same procedure was used in

Fi@res 19a and 19b to thread through the class three transactions.

Each target fetched is tested for qualification for scheduling. DELM

transactions will all be qualified in allocation level four, but the I/R sched ding

algorithm will determine which DELM transactions, if any, will actmlly

be scheduled. Usually, the last DELM to qualify will do so with a reduced

I
number of message segments. This process is called “partial qualification”

in Reference 1.

The main scheduling task is entered with values of schedule start and

limit times, and a remaining time, used in allocation level four for DELM

qualification. Schedule end time, SET, is initialized to schedule start time,

SS, since each target is scheduled at a time determined by the end of the

schedule so far computed. The loop for fetching the first qualified target

on the active target list (ATL) follows the logic stated above.

The next step, which follows the entry point “B”, is the assignment

of an interrogation time, T, and a reply listening period start time, L, for

the fllrst target of a cycle. Deferring discussion of the DELM case, a cycle

test time, CTT, is established, which is used to check whether the interro -

gations for subsequent targets will fit within the cycle. I

If the first target of a cycle requires a synchronized transaction, the

subepoch delay and EPOCH value are computed according to the equations given

in Section 11-7, The equation in the flowchart gives the reply emission time,

E, which would result if no delay were applied (TRD is the trmsponder reply

deby of 132 ysec). In the usual case, in which replies are processed by the
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sensor, the cycle test time is modified (along with T and L, of course)

* to take account of the subepoch delay. If replies are not being processed,

\ all transactions will be synchronized and the cycle test time is equated to

*
a time which can never be reached by interrogations (SL is a convenient

,
choice) in order to ifiibit the ending of a cycle.

At this point (entry point “E”), we are ready to schedule the trans -

action. However, a test is first made to be sure that the schedule will not

overrun the schedule limit, SL. If not, the schedule end time is updated

and interrogation and reply control commands are prepared and “released”

! for execution. In Section I-3 an option was described in which roll-call

1 scheduling collected these commands until a cycle was computed (or the

precursor) and then released then as a group by means of a response to

channel control. The exact mechanism is sensitive to the actual implements -

tion of 1/0 between hardware and software in the sensor, hence, in these

charts we do not elaborate further on the “release” of these co~nds,

I other than to indicate the point in the flowchart at which their release is

first possible. If replies are not being processed, the reply command step

is simply bypas seal.

Having scheduled the first target of a cycle, a new qualified target

is fetched and tentatively scheduled by placing its reply Ii stening interval ‘

directly after that of its predecessor. The corresponding interrogation end

time, S, is fouud and checked against the cycle test time. If the new trans-

action will not fit, a return to ,!B,, is -de, beginning a new cycle Wi~ this
,

~rget. If the transaction is not a DELM (see below) then it is tested to see
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if “it is a s~chronized transaction (Synch? ), or if it fOllOWS a s~chronized

transaction (Post-synch?). It is mderstood that a flag will be set, or an

equivalent technique used, to record the fact that the previous transaction

was synchronized.

Post- s~chronized transactions require the standard isolation delay,

1S0. Spchronized transactions require the subepoch delay, computed as

before, together with a possible further delay for isohtion, as described

in Section U-7. The result of either calculation is a delay which must be added

to T and L before scheduling. first, the dehyed interrogation is checked

agati for fit in the cYcle, and if the test succeeds the target is scheduled

and the ~roce~s is iterated. If the delay pushes the interrogation end time

past the schedule limit, then the transaction will start a new cycle by way

of entry point l’B”.

The special treatment of DELM transactions, which includes qualifi -

cation as well as scheduling, is shO~ in Figures 20e and 20f. ‘he

flowchart is entered at “I” if the DELM appeared to fit in an existing cycle,

and at ‘iC’! if the DELM is to begin a new cycle. The standard pOst - synch

test is -de after entry point ‘fI”, and if the resulting delay precludes the

inclusion of tie DELM in the current cycle, new times fOr interrOgatiOn and

reply are computed, and the flOW merged with that of entrY POint “C”.

In either case, we then compute the amount of ckmel time, X, which the

interrogation and a single reply will require, anticipating the termination of

the cycle with the scheduling of the DELM. The re~ining time is reduced

by this amomt and tie result tested for si~, to see if there is time for this
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DELM with at least one reply. The corresponding schedule end time test

is also made. If either test fails, a suitable flag is set to inhibit further

DELM scheduling, and returns are made to points where a new target is

fetched, either to continue the cycle or start a new one.

Once it is esbblished that *e DELM can be scheduled with at least

one reply, further replies are scheduled until either a ) all seg-nts are

scheduled ( M= N), b ) the esfi=ted remain~g c~nnel time runs out (RTS ‘)$

or c) the schedule limit is reached. Reply control commnds are prepared

as each reply is scheduled, and the final step is the preparation of the

interrogation control c ommnd. This latter com-nd indicates which

message segments are to be sent in reply, as described in Section H-g.

The variable names used in the flowcharts have the following

meanings:

Ss Schedule start time

AT Available time

SL Schedule limit

AL Allocation level

RT Remaining time

SET Schedule end time

S1 Priority channel time sum

Sll Synchronize ed charnel time sum

S2 Normal channel time sum

S3 Uplink ELM channel time sum



CTSL Channel time estimate for a standard transaction with a

long reply

CTE Charnel time estimate (for a given transaction)

M kte rnal segment counter

N. Number of segments in a given uplifi ELM transaction

ATL Active target list

T Tentative interrogation start time

1) Tentative reply start time

CTT Cycle test time

TRD Transponder reply delay

x ~mmy variable

s Tentative interrogation end time

Ho Isolation delay parameter

DELAY ~mmy variable

RRP Reply repetition period parameter (for downlink ELM replies)

.
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PART III

TRANSACTION PREPARATION, TARGET LIST UPDATE AND

TRANSACTION UPDATE

IH- 1. Overview

The channel management subfwctions of transaction preparation,

target list update, and transaction update are discussed together in Part III,

which completes the report beg~ with Parts I and U. Thes e subfunctions

are specified separately in the DABS engineering requirement (Reference 1),

but are treated together here because of the close rektionship and high degree

of interPlaY between them. The general print iples which have guided their

design are explained below, in Section III-2.

The central file with which all tiree tasks are concerned is the active

@rget list. AS described in Section H-2 , this list contains data On each target

currently within the antenna beam and with charnel activity still pending. The

data for a given target is organized into a “target transaction block. “ The

data structure intended for this block is described in Section III-3, and the prepara-

tion of the block, from data contained in the surveillance file, is described in

Section 111-4.

As discussed in Part I, channel contrOl activates transaction

preparation intermittently, to generate data for targets about to enter the

antenna beam. Transaction preparation is implemented in the scan-to- scdn

processor, where it has ready access to the surveillance file. The target trans -

action blocks which contain all the data necessary for subsequent scheduling

OPer~tiOns> are then sent tO the cha~el ~nagement PrOces SOT tO be merged

onto the active target list. The structure of the active target list is described

in Section 111-3, supplementing the discussion of this list in Part II.
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Section III- 5 is devoted to a discussion of the target list update fwction,

which merges new data blocks onto the active target list, while deleting the .

blocks of completed targets and those which have fallen behind the beam. These ‘

latter blocks are grouped tito a ,,relea~ed target list!! which accompanies the

reply data blocks themselves to the scan-to - scan processor for the benefit of

the data link and surveillant e processing functions. Flowcbrts for trans -

action preparation and target list update are provided h Section III- 14,

together with flowcharts for transaction update.

The remainder of Part III is devoted to transaction update, whose

mny sub -tasks are treated in seprate sections. Most of these sections trace

an entire protocol, such as the bridling of Corn-B messages (Section III- 11)

through the charnel -nagement function, as well as describing the role pkyed

by transaction update h this protocol. Sections III-6 and 111-7 treat the preparatory

stages of transaction update, and Section III- 14 offers an illustrative transaction

update algorithm and flowc hs rt.

III- 2. Design Participles

The sensor has a number of responsibilities; some to the ATC system

on the gromd, and some to the aircraft participating in the ATc system. The

responsibilities which fall upon ckmel -nagement =Y be broadly classified I

into two classes: surveilknc e and communication. In order to disckrge these

responsibilities, cknnel =nagement is given compIete control of the RF

ground [air channel. Its tools are the various transactions afforded by the DABS .

signal for-ts and the link protocol itself. .
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The si~al for-ts are specified in Reference 2, and it will be

assumed tkat the reader ““ofthis” report is familiar with that document in some

detail. DABS transactions, which are particular pairings of interrogation

and reply” signals, have been discussed frequently in the precedtig Parts

of this report, and they are discussed again below, from the point of view

of the objectives they are intended to accomplish.

The major surveillant e responsibility is the provision of a POsition

update, on every target each scan, to the ATC system (i. e. , NAS, including

ARTS facilities at terminals) and to the local IPC processor. The sensor

itself, of course, measures slant range and azimuth, while We aircraft

reports its altitude in the normal surveil%nce reply. For cer~in aircraft.

the sensor also performs a kind of surveillance service to the aircraft. The

service is called ‘asynchronous service!!, and it is rendered to aircraft

designated by network management. Although more than one sensor provides

position updates to ATC on a given target, usually only one sensor provides

s~chronous service to that aircraft. Synchronous coverage is regulated by

network management, which sets a “synchro bit” for appropriate targets in the

surveilbnc e file. Synchronous service is defined as the delivery of synchronized

interrogations, including an altitude echo (ALEC) field, to an aircraft. ‘

A special service, which results in ATCR BS identity replacing

altitude in i surveillance or Comm-B reply, may also be considered a

surveillance responsibility, although it combines the features of both surveil-

lance and commtiications. The request for ATCRBS identity transfer (on

the downlink) may come either from the groud or from the pilot. A ground
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request, recognized by the setting of the IIA1 bi~ll in the surveillance file,

will usually be -de for the purpose of correcting the DABS and ATCR BS

data on a hrget which may be received at a control facility. A pilot request,

recognized by the setting of the flA bit!! in a surveillance or Comm-B rePIY,

will usually be -de in an emergency situation, in which the ATCRBS identity

field is used as a special data link channel with a limited message vocabulary

(e. g., emergency, radio out, etc. ).

Commmications responsibilities relate to the use of the DABS dab

link, under ground or pilot request. The gromd can initiate the transfer of

a short, single-segment message, using a Comm-A interrogation on the up-

link or a Comm-B reply on the do-link. The ground can also initiate a

multiple -segment, uplink etiended length message (ELM) with a series of

Comm-C interrogations. Similarly, the aircraft can request the transfer of

a single-segment short message or an ELM of one or more segments. Pilot -

initiated short messages, transferred on the domlink with a Comm-B reply,

are requested by the setting of the !IB bitt! in a ~~rveillance or cOmm-B reply.

Downlink ELM!s, transferred by means of one or more Comm-D replies, are

requested by the use of the ,!D bit!! and the ,,DCOUNT,l field (number Of message

segments ) in either an unsynchronized surveillance reply or in a Comm-B I

reply. Pilot-initiated excbnges are finally terminated by the sensor, which

sets a “CB bit” (Clear Comm-B) in a surveilknce or CO--A interrogation,

!
or sends a special Cornm-C interrogation to clear the downlink ELM (Clear

Comm-D). An anslogous Comm-C interrogation is used to terminate an uplink

ELM (Clear Comm-C).

!
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An additional communications responsibility involves the so -called

!lPBUT (pilot button) c~~el. “ A dedicated two-bit field, PBUT, present in

all surveillance and Comm-B replies, is used to co,nvey pilot acknowledgment

of certain Uplink com~nds. These commands, generally associated with

IPC, are delivered using a Comm-A interrogation whose message field (MA)

contains a specific request for the pilot acknowledgment. The sensor must

report the meaning of the PBUT field (if not bhnk) to all ATC facilities and

then send a “clear PBUT” indication, by means Of the “CP bit” in any surveil-

lance or Comm-A interrogation.

It will often fall upon the sensor to exercise several of the response. -

bilities, described above, to a given target in a s~gle scan. A whOle series

of transactions will then be needed, ~ny of which can be anticipated (from

data in the surveillance File, including the active message sublists) in advance

of the brief time interval during whic,h the target will be visible in the coming

scan. Other responsibilities may become ap~rent while the target is within

the antenna beam, if the appropriate bits are feud to be ,set in replies received

tO plamed interrogations. Therefore, channel management must have the

capability to add transactions (or modify planned tran sac tions ) dynamically

before the @rget leaves the beam. The pbnning of transactions in advance is

the fmc tion of the transaction preparation. The addition or modification of

transactions while the target is tithin the beam is one of the functions of trans-

action update. Management of the list of transactions pending for tirgets

presently within the beam is the function of tirget list update.
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Certain general principles of priority govern the activities of these

functions, and hence, regulate the initiation of transactions designed to meet

the sensor’s responsibilities. Transacting in support of surveillance ob-

jectives are generally given priority over those whose major task relates to

commwications. It must be realized, however, that the signal formats

themselves are sufficiently flexible to allow a single transaction to accomplish

several objectives simultaneously. For example, a transaction may consist of

a Comm-A interrogation answered with a Comm-B reply, providing position

update data while transferring one message in each direction on the link. In

addition, the reply can contain a PBUT response and have the “A bit” set,

requesting another interrogation who se reply will contain ATCR BS identity.

Transactions themselves are classified as “priority” or “nor-l”

by channel management. Any transaction supporting the basic surveillant e

objectives li steal above will be a priority transaction. The POsition update

function is considered accomplished when range, azimuth and altitude have

been once measured successfully, and this will usually occur with the first

transaction of each scan for a given target. The first transaction is called

the “surveillance transaction. ‘! Synchronized transactions (one per scan for

designated aircraft, normally) and transactions requesting ATCR BS identity

are always priority transactions.

Transactions which involve Comm-C interrogations and Comm-D

replies are called ‘tELM transactions, ,! since they always relate to ELM

activity. ELM transactions are always classified “normal. “ Non-ELM

transactions are called “standard transactions, “and they may be priority

or normal.
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Co--A messages and Comm-B message requests from the growd

are divided into two cksses: “high-priority” (or “urgent”) and “standard”

(or “normal”). If a (standard) transaction involves a message which has

,,high-priority, ,, then the tra,n~action itself is classified priority. The rne SSage

may be a Comm-A or a CO--B message, or both may be involved.

Uplink messages and domlink message requests are obtaked. from

the active message sublists associated with the surveillance file. These sub-

lists are managed by data-link processing, which pkces high-priority messages ,

ahead of standard messages on the sublists. When transactions are formulated

by channel “management, this ordering is preserved, so that high-priority

messages will be defivered ahead of sta~dard messages. Moreover, channel

management e~usts the mes sage sublists which contain Comm-A messages

and Comm-B message requests, before it formulates ELM transactions for a

given target.

Thus, the sequence in which transactions are prepared for a given

target, before that target enters the beam, conforms to definite priority rules,

which affect the nature of the service provided by the sensor. Similar rules

affect the dymmic formulation of transactions while the @rget is in the beam.

Priority rules are exercised in a different way when different targets

compete for channel time. Priority, standard transactions are scheduled ‘in

preference to normal, stindard transactions, and stindard transactions are

preferred over ELM transactions. The operation of these rules is explained

in detail in Section 11-4, in connection with the allocation portion of roll-call

scheduling.
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HI-3. Structure of the Target Transaction Block and the Active Target

List

The concept and general structure of the active target list have been

described in Section H-2. The function of this list is to provide channel

management with a convenient source of data on all targets which are ‘Iactive, ‘1

i. e., within tie antenna beam and with transactions pending. The requisite

data comes from the surveillance file, which includes the active message

sublists, and it must be extracted and reorganized into “target transaction

blocks’’ by transaction preparation, before it can retransferred from the

scan-to -scan processor to the channel management processor, where it is

assimilated into the active target list.

A target transaction block con~ins data on a single target, some of

which is copied from the surveillance file and some of which is generat ed, by

transaction preparation, in the form of a series of “transaction records. “

Each transaction record corresponds to a specific transaction which is planned

in advance of the appearance of the target in the beam. The information in a

given transaction record is used by channel management in the scheduling of

that transaction and in the evaluation of the resulting reply. The transaction

records are organized in the target transaction block in a way which corre-

sponds to the intended order of their execution in roll -ca 11 schedules.

In addition to the transaction records, the target transaction block

has a header, called the “target record, ‘1which contains data and control

information that rehte to the target itself, and the progress made in

accomplishing the DABS surveillance objectives during the course of the scan.
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The dab content of the target transaction blocks will be discussed in connection

with their preparation in Section III-4. This Section is devoted only to the

structure and organization of these blocks and of the active target list.

The intended structure can best be expkined by an illustration using

pointers and linked -list tecbiques. The tirget transaction block is accessed

through its header, the target record, and blocks are linked together by means

of forward and ~ckward .pOinters frOm one target rec Ord tO Others. lnternallY$

the transaction records form a linked list, and each record has a pointer

its successor. The target record will have a pointer to the first transaction

record, which always corresponds to the surveillance transaction. Each trans -

action record has an additional pointer to the target record, so that target data

contahed in that record (e. g. , DABS identity) can be accessed easily, along

with transaction record data, by roll-call scheduling.

For every target new to the active target list, the surveillance trans -

action will be the first transaction attempted. When this transaction is suc -

cessful, the next transaction in the target transaction block will be attempted,

and so on. This procedure is facilitated by the ,,Current transaction indicatOr* “

which is another target record pointer which links the target record to the

record of the next transaction to be executed. The pointer which links the tar -
,

get record of a newly-prepared target transaction block to the surveillance

transaction record could be modified t o serve as a current transaction indicated,

but it seems best to use separate pointers so that subsequent users of the

tirget transaction block (e. g. , data link processing) can thread thrOugh the

entire block easily.
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The data structure described above is schematically illustrated in
.

Figure 21. Obviously, sequential allocation my repbce some of the linked

allocation shorn here, in which case some of the pointers would be replaced

by equivalent data Fields containing indices.

m-4. Preparation of the Target Transaction Block

This Section is essentially description of the transaction prepara-

tion subfunction, as specified in Reference 1. Transaction preparation is a

rektively leisurely operation, compared to the other channel management

tasks, and it is performed in the scan-to-scan processor under control of

charnel control. The basic purpose of transaction preparation is to “set

things up” for the other subfunctions; doing as much as possible in advance

of the appearance of the targets in the beam. Transaction preparation is a

straightforward job, and most of its features can be understood on the basis

of a general familiarity with channel -nagement. Some of the finer details,

however, will be best appreciated after the other topics covered in this Part

have been studied, namely target list updating and transaction updating. The

interplay between the three subfunctions will be emphasized in Sections 111-8

through 111-13, which trace individual surveillance and data link features

I

through the system.

Transaction preparation is activated by channel control, which

provides a “new azimuth limit” with each enabling com-nd. The value of

the riew azimuth limit which accompanied the preceding enabling com-nd

will have been saved by transaction preparation, and this previous value will

.
be referred to as the “old azimuth lhit. “ When enabled, transaction prepara -
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tion must extract data fr~m

old and new azimuth limits,

targets, and send the blocks

the surveillant e file on all targets between the

prepare target transaction blocks for these

to the transaction buffer for later transfer to +

the channel management processor by target list update. The new azimuth

limit is set to include all targets which will become visible for the first time,

in the present scan, in the next forthcoming DABS period. The computation

of the new azimuth limit is explained in Section I-5.

The input data for transaction preparation is contiined in the

surveillance file, the major file of the scan-to-scan proces ser. Transaction

preparation is concerned only with known DABS targets, represented in the

surveillance file as discrete-code DABS tracks. Tracks in the file are

grouped by sectors (11. 25° in width), on the basis of predicted azimuth, and

each record in the file has a field which contains the target’s “earliest likely

azimuth. ‘! &rliest likely azimuth equals predicted azimuth, reduced by a

computed term representing azimuth prediction uncertainty. This quantity

is used to fetch targets from the surveillance file, and its computation,

performed by surveillance processing, contains an adjustable system parameter,

which will be set to balance the effects of missing interrogation opportunities

because a target is brought onto the active target list late, and wasting ,

channel time by bringing the target on too soon.

The exact data structure to be used for the surveillance file is not

specified in Reference 1, except that it must be possible to perform sur -

veillance proces sing, data link processing and some netyOrk msnageme:t

tasks on a sector basis. It must also be possible to execute an efficient
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between-limits search on earliest likely azimuth, so that transaction update

can extract the targets for which this parameter lies between the old and new

azimuth limit s.,

In addition to track data and other position-related information, the

surveillance ~lle contabs data -link messages and message requests for each

DABS target. These data form the active message list for that target, and are

probably implemented in a data -link storage area , referenced by a pointer in

the surveillance file itself. The active message list for a shgle target con-

sists of three sublists, containing data on Comm-A, Comm-B and ELM trans-

actions. The Comm-A sublist contains single-segment messages to be trans-

ferred on the uplink by means of a Comm-A interrogation. CO--B sublist

entries are requests for sil~gle -segment domlink messages (pilot -origtiated

or ground-initiated), which will be transferred by means of a Comm-B reply.

The ELM sublist contatis uplink ELM messages and downlink ELM message

requests. Downlink ELM message segments are stored in this sublist, when

received, until the entire message is obtained and sent to ATC.

Transaction preparation begins with the preparation of the target

record, which is composed of the followhg data fields:

1) DABS address (24 bits) I

2) Range delay (16 bits)

3) Range guard (16 bits)

4) Last likely azimuth (14 bits)

5) Altitude pressure correction (8 bits)

6) Primary indicator (1 bit)
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7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

Synchro indicator

DABS lockout transition control

ATCRBS identity request

Range correction

Range completion

Azimuth completion

Target completion

Power -programming control

Remaining tries

Comm-B state

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(16 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(2 bits)

(2 bits)

The first nine items are simply copied from the surveillance file; item 10

is not generated by transaction preparation at all (it is later assigned by

transaction update); items 11 through 15 are generated by transaction prepara -

tion, and item 16 is copied from the target!s active message list. The

significance of each of these fields is given in the following discussion.

The DABS address is, of course, the 24-bit discrete aircraft

identity code characteristic of a DABS target. The target range de~y is the

predicted two -way propagation time for the target, including transponder

reply delay, based on the target’s “earliest likely range. “ Earliest likely ,

range, analogous to earliest likely azimuth, equals predicted range, reduced

by a computed term representing range prediction uncertainty. Roll-call

.

scheduling is always based upon this range delay, so that a listening interval

for a reply will start soon enough to include the reply even if the target is at

the earliest likely range. A listening interval exceeds the actual rePIY
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duration by the ‘rrange guard’! , which is twice the propagation time corres -

pending to the computed range prediction uncertatity. Range delay and range

guard are 16-bit words, whose least significant bit is one range unit. The

use of these quantities is fully explained in Section II-6, in comection with

roll -call scheduling.

When surveillance processing computes a predicted azimuth it also

makes an estimate of prediction uncertainty. As mentioned above, earliest

likely azimuth is equal to the prediction minus the uncertainty. Similarly,

t,la~t likelY azimuth!! equals the prediction plus the mcertainty. It represents

the azimuth at which the sensor should stop interrogating a target which has

not responded at all in the present scan. It is used in this fashion by target

list update, and last likely azimuth is replaced with an actual azimuth measure -

ment, by transaction update, as soon as such a measurement is available.

As mentioned above, one aspect of synchronous service is the

inclusion of the “altitude echo’! (ALEC) in any synchronized interrogation.

The purpose of ALEC is to allow the pilot to compare the value of altitude which

his transponder is automatically transmitting to the ground to the altitude dis-

played to him vis&lly in the cockpit (see Reference 2 for further discussion).

The displayed value is corrected for barometric pressure variation by mehns

of the altimeter setting, made available to the pilot by ATC. The DABS sensor

also obt sins this information from ATC, and for each region of coverage a

) pres sure correction is computed and stored by network management. The

appropriate value is included in the surveillance file for each target, and kept

current as the target!s location changes, by network management. This
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correction is copied into the target record, so that it will be available to

transaction update, which adds it to the (uncorrected) altitude reported to

the ground to form the value of ALEC which is retransmitted to the aircraft.

An aircraft will receive s~chronous service in a given scan only if the

synchro indicator is set at the time.

The primary indicator, like the synchro indicator, is set by network

management and varies with time as an aircraft moves thrOugh the sYstem.

A sensor is permitted to react to B bits and D bits in target replies, initiating

downlink message transfers, if the primary indicatOr is set. Otherwise,

these bits are ignored.

The DABS lockout transition control bit is set by network manage-

ment in order to re~late the transition to a region which lacks coverage

by DABS interrogators. This feature is discussed in Reference 2. men

this bit is 1101(the DABS lockout field itself will simply be copied into mOst

transaction records, and the other case is discussed below.

The ATCRBS identity feature has already been discussed. If the

ground requeste ATCRBS identity, an appropriate bit (the “AI bit”) is set in

the surveillance file, and copied into the target record by transaction preparation.

The range correction field is ignored (or set to all zeroes) by trans - ,

action preparation, but the three “completion bits “ (range, azimuth and

target) will be set to tIO!I ~ the target record. These bits are records of

progress in the course of a scan, and they are used by transaction update

and target list update, as discussed below.
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The power -programming protocol of the DABS sensor was described

in Section U-3. The control bit which appears in the target record has the

function of inhibiting the use of high transmitter power for close -in targets.

It is set to “inhibit” by transaction preparation for any target whose range is

less than the value of a system parameter (PPMINR ) whose nominal value is

about five miles. Another feature of the protocol is the limitation of interroga -

tions to non-responding targets “h any one DABS period. To keep track Of

the number of attempts made in a given period, a “remaining tries” field

is provided in the target record. This field is initialized by transaction

preparation. The initial value, NTRY, is a system parameter, nOminally

set to the value two, which will allow three tries per DABS period.

The final target record field, Comm-B state, relates solely to the

status of pilOt - initiated, short do-link mes sages. The state has three

VaIUeS: inactive, Comm-B pending, ad clear pendtig. The protOcOl used

for these messages allows their transfer (including the initial request and

final clearing) to extend over several scans, and the Comm-B state variable

provides the memory required by channel management, regarding the progress

achieved in preceding scans. The Comm-B state is modified by transaction

update during the course of the scan and copied into the active mes sage list

header by data link processing after the tirget has left the beam. The variable

is then picked up again, from the active message list header, and placed in

the new target record (in the next scan) by transaction preparation. The Gomm-B

“protocol itself is the subject of Section III-11.
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After establishing the target record, transaction preparation must

generate a transaction record for each transaction required to accomplish all

the activity pending for the target. At least one transaction is always required,

in order to obtain a position update. A second transaction is required for any

target designated to receive spchronous service. If the grOund wishes tO

obtain ATCR BS identity, a special transaction must be prepared for this pur -

pose, since the first transaction (called the ,,surveillance transaction”) and any

synchronized interrogation must request aircraft altitude. Altitude and ATCR BS

identity are both 12-bit fields, and they are multiplexed in non-ELM replies.

The surveillance transaction demands altitude, as a part of the position update

for the given scan, and synchronized replies always contain altitude for the

benefit of listening aircraft, which use these replies for collision avoidance

purposes (see Section II-7).

If an ATCRBS identity request is present for a tirget designated for

s~chronous service, then a minimum of three transactions will be prepared,

in the order:

1)

2)

3)

Surveillance transaction;

containing altitude.

unsynchronized, reply

llA_tran~actiOnl,; unsynchronized, replY cOn@ining

ATCR BS identity.
I

,,s -transaction!!; synchronized, reply containing altitude.

All of these transactions are classified as “priority” transactions, and together

they discharge the surveillance requirements of the sensor, as far as these

-Y be foreseen before the target enters the beam. Either the A -transaction,



*

t

the S-transaction or both -y be absent for a given target. The need for an

A-transaction -y arise while the target is within the beam if the pilot =kes

such a request in an earlier reply. The procedure followed in all cases is

treated in Section II-9 where further details will be found.

The contents of the active message sublists will determine the data

link activity which is pending for the particular target whose target transaction

block is under preparation. The link protocols for all the DABS message

types, and the uses of the message fields which control the protocols, are

specified in detail in Reference 2. These features are not defined here, but

a familiarity with them will be assumed in the following discussion.

A basic objective in transaction preparation is to combine the surveil-

lance and communications tasks of the sensor in the minimum possible number

of transactions. Any non-ELM interrogation, synchronized or unsynchronized,

my contain a Comm-A message field. Such an interrogation is called a

!!Comm_A inter rotation, !, while one without such a message is called a

“surveillance interrogation. “ Surveillance interrogations are 56 bits in length,

while Comm-A interrogations contain an additional 56 -bit message field. Non-

ELM repliee may contain a Comm-B message field, provided they are un-

synchronized. When the 56 -bit message field is included, they are “Comm-B

replies;” without it, they are called “surveillance replies . “

One, two or three transaction are required for surveillance, as ex-

plained above. Any or all of these transactions can be designed to transfer

Comrn-A messages on the uplink, by specifying Comm-A interrogations.

At least one transaction (the surveillance transaction) is unsynchronized. and

.
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it can be designed to transfer a Comm-B message on the downlink, by

specifying a Comm-B reply. If an A -transaction is required, it too can be

given a Comm-B reply, if two Comm-B message requests are found in the

active message list.

If there are more Comm-A messages, and/or Comm-B message

requests than can be accommodated by means of transactions already required

for surveillance purposes, then additional “standard’! transactions (i. e. ,

non-ELM transactions) are provided to exhaust the Comm-A and Comm-B

sublists. These efira transactions will all be unsynchronized, and hence

each can pair a Comm-A interrogation with a Comm-B reply, if necessary,

to expedite the transfer of these short messages in both directions.

After the short messages and message requests are dealt with, trans-

action preparation will turn to the ELM sublist, and generate one or more

ELM transactions if that sublist is not empty. An ELM transaction always

pairs Comm-C interrogations with CO--D replies. There are four kinds

of ELM transactions:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Clear Comm-C, which terminates an uplink ELM

message transfer.

Clear Comm-D, which terminates a dowlink ELM

message transfer.

Uplink ELM, of one or more segments.

Downlink ELM, of one or more segments.
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The “clear” transactions require a single interrogation and a single reply,

while the ELM message -transferring transactions usually require either

multiple interrogations or multiple replies. Transactions are prepared for

execution in the same order as the entries appear in the ELM sublist. In this

list, !,Clear,! transactions (if present) will precede message-transferring

transactions. There may be several uplink ELM mes sages waiting in the

sublist for delivery, but transaction preparation will ignore all but the first

of these. This procedure allows data link processing to verify completion

of the message transfer and insert a new clear Comm-C command ahead of

the next uplink ELM. Only one downlink ELM will ever be present at one

time in the ELM sublist, since the ground cannot be aware of a new downlink

ELM request until the existing one is cleared. These features are discussed

in more detail in Section III- 12.

The structure of the transaction records can now be understood, in

view of the objectives of the transactions themselves. In addition to control

bits, which govern the subsequent activity of the roll-call scheduling algorithm,

the transaction record contains a large part of the intended interrogation

mes sage bits, preformatted to save time for roll-call scheduling. The formu-

lation of interrogation control commands, which include the mes sage bits,
I

-s discussed in Section II-3.

For standard transactions, the transaction record may contain the

following fields:

1) Priority (1 bit)

2) Channel time (16 bits)
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

Surveillance transaction indicator

Transaction ,~pe

Comm-A entry indicator

Comm-B entry indicator

Format type (F)

Data -block length (L)

Interrogator type (IT)

DABS Lockout (DL)

ATCRBS Lockout (AL)

Synchronization indicator (S)

Altitude /Identity designator (AI)

Reply length (R L)

Air -to -growd data link

message source (MSRC)

Synchronous reply time (EPOCH)

Clear PBUT (CP)

Clear Comm-B (CB)

(1 bit)

(3 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit,)

(1 bit)

(2 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

(4 bits)

(6 bits)

(1 bit)

(1 bit)

Ground -to-air data link message (M) (56 bits)

18)

19)

The first six fields contain control information for channel -nagement use,

while the others are intended to become part of the actial transmitted

interrogation. Fields 13 through 15, totalling six bits, are multiplexed with

field 16, in the sense that EPOCH is present in synchronized interrogations

(of either the surveilhnce or Comm-A type), while AI, R L and MSRC fill the

corresponding positions in unsynchronized interrogations. The last field,
i
!

i
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, MA, is present in Comm-A interrogations, and absent in surveillance

interrogators. The terminology and mnemonics of all interrogation message

fields

fields

are consistent with Reference 2. The meaning and setting of these

is given in the following paragraphs.

Transaction priority is used by roll-call scheduling and target

list update in connection with the priority-ordered use of channel time (see

Section II-4). Two levels are recognized “priority, “ and “nOr~l. “ Any

of the three transactions set up for surveillance purposes, as explained

above, is given priority. ELM transactions are always normal. Standard

transactions prepared to transfer Co--A and/or Comm-B messages are

given priority if either of these mes,sages (or both) is classified as a “high-

priority !! message, otherwise the transactions are nOrmal.

Charnel time is also used by roll-call scheduling for allocation

purposes. It is an estimate of R F channel time required to include the

transaction in a schedule. The basis for the estimate is discussed in Section

11-6, and transaction preparation assigns this quantity according to a

simple rule: one value (C TSS) if the transaction makes use of the short reply,

and another value (C TSL) if the reply will be long. The twO values are

I

adjustable system parameters.

The surveillance transaction bit is set to “1” (i. e. , “yes”) for the

first transaction of any target transaction block, and to “O” (or “no”) fOr

all “others. The bit is used for the easy recognition of surveillance trans -

actions in the operation of transaction update.
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Transaction type is used to identify one of the eight kinds of trans -

action, four standard and four ELM. The four ELM transaction types are
.

listed above, in connection with ELM transaction generation. The standard

transaction types correspond to the possible pairings of a short (56-bit) or ,

long (1 12-bit) interrogation with a short (56-bit) or long (1 12-bit) reply.

The final control bits, the Comm-A and Comm-B entry indicators,

are pointers (or indices ) which identify the entries in the Comm-A and

Comm-B sublists (of the active message list) corresponding to the message

and /or mes sage request included in the transaction. They are placed in the

transaction record for the use of data link proces sing, which examines all

replies and target transaction blocks after the target has left the beam.

The remaining transaction record fields, which constitute a pre -

formatted portion of the interrogation message, are easily assigned once the

fmction of the transaction hs been established. The F bit distinguishes

!tnor_l II (surveillance or Comm-A) interrogations from “special” (ELM)

interrogations. In channel management terminology, F is set to “O” for

standard transactions and to ‘!1” for ELM transactions. The L bit is “O”

for short interrogations (surveillance interrogations of 56 bits), and “1” for

long (1 12-bit) interrogations of the Comm-A or Comm-C types. Interrogator

type (IT) is set to ,11,! in all cases; it identifies the source of the interrogation,

as a DABS sensor.

The lockout fields, DL and AL, are copied from the surveillance file

into all transaction records. An exception occurs when DL = “00” and

the DABS lockout transition control bit is set to “ 1. “ Transaction prepara-

tion will then Set DL equal to I1OO1!in We surveillance transaction record,

and to ‘rO1“ in any other transaction records.
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The s bit is set to 1111! to identifY ~YnchrOnized interrogations (S-tranS -

action), while AI=!! I!! similarly identifies the interrogation of an A-transaction,

requesting ATCRBS identity in the reply. The RL bit will be “O” if the reply

is to be short (56-bit surveillance rePIY), or. tllI! ifit is to be a long, 112-bit

Comm-B reply. The long, Comm-D reply is always elicited by a Comm-C

interrogation, which does not contain an RL bit.

The MSRC field is used in connection with Comm-B messages on the

downlink, which can only be present in unsynchronized replies. If nO message

is intended, RL will be “011 (surveillance reply) and the MSRC field is mean-

ingless. If a ground-requested message is intended, RL wfil be “l” and MSRC

will designate the on-board device whose readout constitutes the downlink

mes sage. When the pilot requests a device readout (which he does by setting

the B bit in some reply), a subsequent interrogation will authorize the

Comm-B reply hy setting RL equal tO “1” and MSRC equal tO “0000”, which

!! regarding message Source.corresponds to !Ipilot option

In a synchronized transaction, no Comrn-B message can be sent; that

is, the reply must be short. Such a reply must also contain aircraft altitude,

hence, it is possible to replace the AI, RL and MSRC fields with the six-bit

EPOCH field required in any synchronized interrogation. The value of this

field is generated by roll-call scheduling (Section II-7), and hence it is

ignored by transaction preparation.

The clear PBUT and clear Comm-B bits are used to terminate data

transfers on the PBUT and Comm-B channels. The CP hit is alwaYs set to

,,0,, by transaction preparation, while the C B setting is determined by the

Comm-B state variable copied into the tirget record from the active message

list. CB will be “1” if Comm-B state indicates “clear pending, ” otherwise
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it is set to ‘!0’!. The operation of these bits and the corresponding data
‘

channels is given in Sections 111-10 and 111-11.

The final field, present only in a transaction involving a Comm-A

interrogation, is the actual dah link message text, MA, tO be delivered tO

the aircraft. This message text is copied from the Comm-A sublist to

facilitate kterrogation message formatting by charnel management, although

in principle this could be done directly from the Comm-A sublist, since the

Comm-A entry indicator is available. The computer configuration envisioned

for the DABS sensor puts most of charnel management in a separate pro-

cessor, hence the approach adopted should be preferred, since the ~

data transfer takes pkce in the transaction preparation phase instead of the

more time-critical roll -call scheduling phase.

ELM transaction records are much simpler, s~ce the CO--C interro-

gation is dedicated to fewer applications and has fewer fields. The first four

fields are identical to those of s~ndard transaction recOrds, althOugh PriOritY

is always set to “nOrmal, !! and the ~urveillance transaction indicatOr will

always be “0’1 (i. e. , “no”). Transaction type identifies the ELM nature of

the transaction and distinguishes between the four POssibilities defined above.

Channel time is set to C TSL, the value corresponding to a standard transactions

with a long reply, for any ELM transaction involving a single interrogation

and a single reply, such as a “clear” cOmmand. The charnel time field is

not used for multiple -segment ELM transactions, stice these are dealt with

iu a special way, in terms of charnel time allocation, by roll-call scheduling.
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The remaining ELM transaction record fields are:

4

.

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

The ELM entry

ELM entry indicator

Length (4 bits)

Format type (F) (1 bit)

Data -block length (L) (1 bit)

Reply type for Comm-C

interrogations (RTC ) (2 bits)

Segment number of ground-to-air

ELM segment (SNC ) (4 bits)

Ground -to -air ELM segment (MC) (80 bits)

indicator is a pointer, analogous to the Comm-A and

Comm-B entry indicators, which identifies the location of the message or

message request in the ELM sublist. Length is the number of segments

which characterize an ELM transaction; it is copied from the ELM sublist

data. Bits F and L are both set to !!I !1for any ELM transaction.

The RTC and SNC fields characterize an ELM interrogation, while

MC represents a message segment text. These fields are copied from the

ELM sublist of the active message list. For an uplink ELM of N segments

(i. e. , !!length!, = N), the R TC, SNC and MC fields will each be rePlicate~

N times. R TC will be “00” in the first segment (which initializes the trans -

ponder, besides delivering a message segment), and “1O” in the last segment,

which is the only segment to elicit a reply. The intermediate segments all

carry RTC equal to “01” . The RTC code of an uplink ELM segment may

later be changed by transaction update, but the initial values set by trans -

action preparation are copied from the ELM sublist.
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b a downlink ELM, there will be only one RTC, SNC and MC field,

and RTC will equal “1 1“, SNC will equal “0000”. The MC field sPecifies

the particular segments of the do-link ELM which are authorized for delivery

in this transaction. The initial value, copied from the ELM sublist by trans -

action preparation, will request all segments not yet transferred on previous

scans. This value -y later be changed by roll-call scheduling, if insufficient

channel time is available, and by transaction update as message segments are

successfully delivered.

The preparation of an individual target transaction block has been

described in some detail. me block is prepared for each of the targets

fetched from the surveilhnce file between the old and new azimuth limits.

These blocks are placed in a storage area, called the transaction buffer,

where they are accessible to target list update, described in the next Section.

It is expected that transaction update will be activated sufficiently in advance

by channel control, and given sufficient priority of operation by the scan-to -

scan processor executive, that all required blocks will be available by the

time they are needed by ~rget list update (see Section I-5 fOr discus siOn Of

the timtig of these activities). There is no need, however, for transaction

preparation to send a completion notice to channel control, since target list

update will take whatever blocks are available when it is enabled, and any

blocks which are entered in the transaction buffer ~te (through some error

condition) will be picked up in time for the next DABS period by target list

update. At worst, only a portion of the period of visibility of a target would

be lost in this case. A flowchart of the transaction preparation algorithm

appears in Section HI- 14.
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m-5. Updating the Active Target List

Target list update is the simplest of the three channel management

subfunctions described in this repOrt. The responsibilities Of this sub-

fwction are:

1)

2)

3)

4)

Transfer of the new target transaction blocks from the

transaction buffer to the channel management processor.

Merghg of the new blocks into the active target list, -intaining

the range-ordered character of the list.

Release of the blocks of completed targets from the active

target list, thereby forming a released target list.

Updating of certain fields in the active target list header

and also in the target records of transaction blocks remain -

ing on the list.

The active target list itself is the central file uged by channel management,

and its nature and purpose have already been discus sed in Sections 11-2 and UI-3.

Target ligt update is activated by channel control in advance of each

DABS period. Its first task ig to trangfer any new target transaction blocks

which it finds in the transaction buffer to the channel management processor

for merging into the active target list. Nothing more can be said at this

point regarding the data trangfer itself, since further detailg obviously
I

depend upon the specific configuration of processors and memories used to

implement the DABS sensor.

The active target list has already been described as a linked list of

@rget transaction blocks. The three remaining tasks of target list update
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can be accomplished in a single pass thrOugh the lis,t. and it will be assumed

that the subfunction is implemented this way, even though the tasks are

described separately here. A flowchart will be found in Section III- 14.

The list is approxi-tely ordered , using range delay as a key para-

meter, according to the following rule (see also Reference 1). Let D1 and

D2 be the range delays of two targets, T1 and Tz, If

DI < ‘2
-d,,

where d is an adjustable internal system parameter, then T ~ must follow

T2 on the active target list. If

‘2< D1 -d’

then T2 must follOw T ~ . If

lD1-D21~d,

the order is imrnsterial. If the “mis-tch parameter, “ d, were set tO

zero, conventional ordering by decreasing value of range delay would result.

The purpose of allowing the mismatch is to speed up the process of updating

and reordering the active target list and the most effective way to achieve

this end is to mask an appropriate number of low-order range delay bits

and perform rigorous ordering on tie result, uskg fie “bubble sOrt”

teckique which stops as soon as the desired order is established.

It should be clear that target transaction blocks can be deleted from

the list (as when tirgets are relea seal) without destroying the approximate

ordering of the re-ining list. New target transaction blocks can easily
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be merged into the list in a single pass if the set of new blocks is first

ordered according to the same rules, and it is also assumed that this will

be done. At a later stage of system design it -y become obvious that the

computation time saved by using an approximate or,dering is not worth the

cost in channel time (see Section II-6 ), and the value of d may be set to zero.

When activated, target list update is provided with a cutoff azimuth

(see Section 1-5 ). Any target whose last likely azimuth is smaller than the

cutoff azimuth is assumed to have fallen behind the beam, and will be

removed from the active target list. Last likely azimuth is initially computed

by surveillance processing and copied into the target record by transaction

preparation. As soon as the target’s azimuth is measured, the new value

is entered into the last likely azimuth field by transaction update, so that

targets will be removed at the appropriate time.

Targets are also removed from the list if there is no further business

pending, and this case is recognized by the setting of the target completion

bit to “1” in the target record. This is done by transaction update, and the

targets are removed by target list update.

Target transaction blocks removed from the active target list for

either of the reasons just described are linked together (in any order) to

form the “released target list” for the current DABS period. The target

transaction blocks of released targets contain information useful to the sub -

sequent operation of surveillance and data link processing, including pointers

to the locations of actual replies. Again, the details of storage allocation

and the transfer of both replies and the blocks of the released target list are

implementation -dependent, hence, no further discussion will be given here.
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The remining task of target list update involves the target records

and the active target list header. In certain cases, the target cOmPletiOn

bit of a target record will be set to ,,1,, (i. e. , complete), while either range

completion or azimuth completion will indicate “o” (incomplete). In this

case, target list u~ate must reset the target completion bit to “O”, and

the target must not be removed from the active target list. T~ls actiOn is

part of the regulation of reinterrogation to targets for which range or

azimuth has not yet been obtiined, and it is diecussed below.

The active target list header fields which are updated by target list

update are the channel time esti-te sums, the first target range delay,

and the uplink ELM indicators. Channel time sums are the totals of the

channel time esti-tes of priority, synchronized and normal transactions.

Their use in allocation is described in .SectiOn II-4. As targets are added

and deleted from the list, the values of the appropriate sums are increased

or decreased by the amowts contiined in the corresponding target record

channel time fields. The range delay of the first target on the list is also

used during the allocation computation and this is easily updated, if

necessary, as the active target list is processed.

In the preparation of the schedule precursor, by roll-call scheduling

(Section II- 5), use is made of pointers to uplink ELM transaction records,

as well as segment counts and channel time estimtes, and these must be

updated by target list update. The pointers my be linked together in the

order in which uplink ELM transactions are added to the list, which will

result in a first-come, first-served type of service for uplink ELMfs.
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An alternative is to keep the pointers in the same order as the transactions

to which they correspond. For each uplink ELM, a segment count (equal to

the “length” field of the transaction record) is provided, with the intention of

speeding the allocation task. The channel time estimate is the amomt of

charnel time that would be required to deliver the entire uplink ELM. If

there are N segments, this channel time is equal to

(N - 1) 800t CTSL ,

in range units, where C TSL is the usual channel time estimate for a trans -

action involving a long reply. The basis of this esti-tion is given in

Section II- 5 in connection with precursor preparation.

III- 6. Reply Transfer and Reply Appraisal

The transaction update subfunction of channel management consists of

a number of small tasks, which are individually described k Sections III-6 through

III- 13. The intention of this approach is to facilitate the tracing of individual

threads and protocols through the system, To this end, certain actions of trans -

action preparation and target list update are described or repeated here when-

ever an tidividual logical thread involves the coordinated action of these three

subfunctions.

The first step for transaction update is to “acquire” the replies a~d

examine them in a general way, before the more detailed business of trans -

action update can begin. Transaction update is enabled by channel control, as

soon” as roll-call scheduling is finished. Charnel control also enables the trans -
.

, fer of reply dab blocks, which are the outputs of the DABS reply processor,

.
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from the hardware to the charnel management processor, by issuing what

amounts to a !iread” command. This command enables a block data transfer

of reply data blocks, as the replies arrive and are processed by the DABS

reply proces ser. The reply processor is given a starting location in a storage

area accessible to channel management and it initiates the transfer of each

reply data block as the block is formulated.

When transaction update is enabled, some reply data blocks may already

have been transferred to the reply stOrage area. If nOt, transaction update

will a-it their arrival. Transaction update begins by threading through the

active target list, pas sing over all but ,qualified, i. e. , actually scheduled,

transactions (see Section 11-4 for a discussion Of qualification rules and qualifi -

cation indicators ). For each transaction that -s scheduled, a pointer to the

location in storage of the corresponding reply dati block is appended t o the

transaction record. Even if nO reply is received, a reply dab blOck will be

prepared and transferred by the DABS reply proces ser.

Reply data blocks must be accessed by the functions implemented in

the scan-to - scan processor, as well as by channel management. If reply data

block images must be stored in two storage areas for this purpose, then only

a pointer to the location used by the scan-to-scan functions needs to be added,

since transaction update e-mines replies only once, and it determines their ‘

location from the starting address assigned by channel control. This starting

address must accompany the enabling command to transaction update.

The treatment of reply data block transfer described here differs in

detail from that implied by a literal interpretation of the specifications of
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Reference 1. The logical operation of transaction update, however, is
,

unchanged.
,

The reply data block for-t is given in Reference 1. The infOrmtion

fields are as follows:

1) Control

2) Monopulse estimate

3) &tenm boresight azimuth

4) Range Correction

5) DABS reply bits

(except address )

6) Time of Day

(1 byte)

(1 byte)

(2 bytes)

(2 bytes)

(4 bytes for short reply,

11 bytes for long reply)

(3 bytee)

The control byte conta~s a three-bit “tYPe” field) wMch will always ‘ndicate

either a short or long DABS reply, depending On which rePIY length was

requested by the interrogation. It also contahs a two-bit “failure field”

which distinguishes among the following four possibilities:

1)

2)

3)

4]

Valid reply: - a reply with no uncorrectable decodtig errors

and containing a monopuls e mea sur ement,

No azimuth:- a reply with no uncorrectil e decoding errors,

but lacking a monopulse estimate,

Invalid: - a reply with an uncorrectable decodtig error,

No reply: - no reply preamble was detected.

The other fields are more fully defined in later Sections, except for time of
*

day, a coarsely

mnagement.

quantized measurement time which is not used by channel
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“Valid” replies and “no azimuth” replies are subjected to a further

screening step by transaction update, called conformance testing. It will be

appreciated that the nature of any reply, i. e. , whether it is a surveillance,

Comm-B or Comm-D reply, whether it is synchronized or unsynchronized,

contains altitude or ATCRBS identity, etc. , is completely controlled by the

interrogation itself. Conformance testing is simply a check to be sure that

the reply ks all *e expected cbracteristic S. If the reply fails this test,

the interrogation will be repeated, and the performance monitoring function

will be informed. Presumably, such a failure will be due to a fault in the

transponder.

The DABS reply processor is told which reply length to expect, and

will not accept a reply of the wrong length because it will certainly find an

uncorrectable decoding error. The reply processor, however, will accept

any reply of the proper length which decodes properly. Transaction update

makes whichever of the following tests is appropriate, based on information

contiined in the transaction record:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

The S -bit must be “O” in an unsynchronized surveillance

reply, and T!1TTin a synchronized surveillant e reply.

If ATCRBS identity was requested, the AI bit must be “1”,

otherwise “O’l.

Surveillance replies must have F = “O” and L = “O”.

Comm-B replies must have F = “O”, L = “1”, and S = “O”.

Comm-D replies must have F = “1” and L = “1”.

A Com”m-D reply to an uplink ELM transaction (not a clear

command) must have K = ‘!1”.
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7) A Comm-D reply in a downlink ELM transaction (not a

clear comma nd) must have K = ‘TO!!.

Replies which pass the conformance test are called “accepted replies, “

and only these are subjected to further processing by transaction update, as

detailed in the Sections below.

,,Not accepted t, reP1ies ~on~ist of replies which failed the cOnfOrmance

test and invalid replies. Transaction update takes no further action for these

replies (with one exception) replacing the reply storage pointer tith an in-

dication of non-acceptance and leaving the current transaction indicator

untouched, so tbt the transaction will remain to be repeated at the next

opportunity. The exception is the case of a synchronized reply, in which

the receipt of a reply, even if it is not accepted, is presumed to verify the

successful reception of the synchronized interrogation. No information is

extracted from such a reply, but the current transaction indicator is

moved on to the neti transaction record in the target transaction block. If

no further transactions remain, the procedure is the same as that which

follows the successful receipt of a reply to the last transaction of any trans -

action block, as expkined in the Sections to follow.

If no reply is reported by the DABS reply processor, the reply is

assumed to be missing, although it could have arrived outside the preamble

detection window included in the original reply control comma nd. The reply

storage pointer should mke a suitable indication for a missing reply. The

screening and classification of replies, referred to as reply appraisal in

connection with transaction update, are illustrated schematically in Figure 22.
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If a reply is declared mis sing, and the corresponding transaction was

not the surveilknce transaction for the target in question, then no further

action is taken by transaction update. The effect till be the same as with a

non-accepted unsynchronized reply, and the transaction will remain to be

repeated. Missing synchronized replies are also repeated. If the missing

reply was part of a surveillance transaction, then a special protocol is

followed, as discussed in the remainder of this Section.

If a reply is missing in a surveillance transaction, which will contain

the first interrogation of the current scan for that target, it could mean either

a link failure or a premature interrogation, due to a large estimate of azimuth

prediction uncertainty. Because of the first possibility, the sensor will

increase the transmitter power on subsequent interrogation attempts, and

because of the second possibility, the number of attempts in any one DABS

period will be limited.

Two power levels are used in the DABS ground transmitter: 100 watts

and 800 watts. As mentioned before, the use of high power is inhibited al -

together for close-in targets. All targets are interrogated at low power first,

but are reinterrogated at high power after the first failure, unless they are

I
designated as close-in targets. Non-responding targets are given a fixed

number of attempts in a single DABS period, the total value being an adjustable

internal system parameter, The “remaining tries” field in the target record

is Mitialized to the value !lNTR YI1 (nominally equal to two) by transaction

update. After a failure, this field is read by transaction update and a repeat

transaction is allowed if “re~ining tries’! is not zero. ‘tRemaining tries!!
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is then reduced by one, so that an initial value of two corresponds to a tobl of

three tries per DABS period. In addition, a “high power flag” is set to “On”

for this target, so that the following interrogations can be made at the high

transmitter power. A special bit for this pur pose is not identified in the

target record, since it is not set by transaction preparation, but the flag

generated by transaction update must be available to roll-call scheduling,

and the target record (or an extension of it) would be the logical place for it.

AS pointed out in Section u-3, the high power flag is a request nOt a cOmmand

for high power, and it will be carried out by roll-call scheduling only if

sufficient time has elapsed since the last use of high power, to prevent over-

!
loading the high power transmitter.

The process is repeated in subsequent DABS periods, beginning again

with low power. The reason for the reversion to low power is the presumption

that premature interrogation was the cause Of the failure. This mechanism

is implemented in the following way. When transaction update encounters a

missing reply and the “remaining tries I! field indicates zero, then the target

completion bit is set to “1’1 (i. e., ,,cOmplete!t) to inhibit the inclusion Of that

tirget in any further schedules of the current DABS period. The range com-

pletion indicator re~ins set to ‘TO” (i. e. , “incomplete “). Transaction update ,

will also reset the high power flag to ,,offfl and reset ‘Remaining tries” to

NTRY, so that everything is ready for the next DABS period.

The special combination: target completion = “1”, range completion =

I1O,I, is recognized by target list update when it processes the active target

list at the end of the DABS period. Target list update then completes the

procedure by resetting the target completion bit to “O”.
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The action of transaction update hs now been fully described in the

cases of missing or non-accepted replies. The further processing of accepted

replies will be found in the re-ining Sections.

1~- 7, Range Completion and the Altitude Echo

The expression ‘Irange completion ,1 refers to the eucces sful measure-

ment of target range, and, so far as channel mnagement is concerned, it is

synonymous with the success of the surveillance transaction. Whenever a

reply preamble is detected, a range measurement is possible, but the surveil -

lance transaction will not be accepted by transaction update wless the reply

also decodes properly. The range mea sur ement made from the surveillant e

transaction (or any subsequent accepted reply) may therefore be aesigned

with very high confidence to the tirget which was titerrogated. Since the

surveillance transaction always requests altitude in the reply, the first success-

ful determinations of range and altitude , in the current scan, are obtained from

the same reply.

Charnel mnagement is satisfied that a range measurement for the

target has been made when the surveillance transaction is completed, and

this transaction will be repeated until an accepted reply is received or else

the target drops behhd the beam. Sumeillance processing, however, will

e=mine all the replies, and exercise selection rules of its om to obtain a

position update.

As emphasized elsewhere, roll-call scheduling is always based upon

range delay, which equals the two-way propagation delay, including transponder

reply delay, corresponding to the minimum likely value of target range.
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Preamble detection is enabled in the DABS reply processor at a time

corresponding to the expected time of arrival of the reply, based on this .

propagation deky. The time interval from the opening of the preamble

detection window to the actual arrival of the leading edge of the first reply

pulse is called the range correction for this reply. It is the value of range

correction which is included in each reply data block for a DABS target

(ATCRBS reply data blocks report range in a different way). By adding the

range correction to the original range delay, the actual propagation delay is

found and hence true slant range can be measured, as discussed in Section

II-6.

Once it is satisfied that the surveillance transaction was successful,

channel management has no need to determine range itself. However, if tie target

is f,kgged for synchronous service, then a synchronized transaction will have

been prepared, and the timing of the corresponding synchronized interrogation

will -ke use of the range correction accompanying the surveillance transaction

reply. The way in which range correction is used in these interrogations is

fully explained in Section U-7. M order to make this quantity available to

roll-call scheduling, when it is needed later during the scheduling process,

transaction update will copy the range correction from the surveillance trans -

action reply data block into the target record of the target transaction block. ‘

The range correction field was introduced into the target record, even though

it is not given a value by transaction preparation.
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The synchronized interrogation is also used as a vehicle for the delivery

of the altitude echo (ALEC ), since the sets of aircraft designated for synchro-

nOUSservice and for ALEC service coincide. ALEC is a 12-bit field, which is

preceded by the field “0000$’, to occupy the 16-bit special data (SD) field of

the synchronized interrogation. w any other interrogation, the first four

bits of the SD field are set to “1111” by roll-call scheduling, to inhibit the

display of the following 12 bits in the airborne ALEC display.

The altitude echo, as displayed to the pilot, allows him to verify t~t

the aircraft 1s reported altitude agrees with that indicated by his direct-reading

altimeter (see Reference 2 for further details). Since the altitude reported in

any DABS reply is mcorrected for local barometric pressure, this correction

must be tide (for aircraft below 18, 000 feet, MSL ) to the reported altitude

before ALEC is formulated. The altitude displayed in the cockpit will be

corrected for barometric pres sure (when appropriate) by means of an alti -

meter setting, provided to the pilot by ATC. Equivalent information is to be

sent from ATC facilities to DABS sensors to enable the required corrections

for ALEC. The pressure data will presumbly be regionalized in some way,

and converted into a set of values, corresponding to -P grid points, by

network -nagement within the DABS sensor.

Network mnagement checks the location of each DABS track, once

per scan, against the aforementioned grid , and copies the appropriate value

into the surveillance file of the target. The correction, called ALTCOR, is

copied again into the 8 -bit altitude pres sure correction ~leld in the target

record, when the latter is formulated by transaction preparation. The final
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step in this chain occurs when transaction update combines the reported

altitude, obtatied from the surveillance transaction reply data block, tith 4

the altitude pressure correction from the target record to form the desired

value of ALEC. A specific field for ALEC has not been specified in the target
.

record (in Reference I ), but an extension of that record should be used by

transaction update to make ALEC available to roll-call scheduling, in analogy

to the provision of high power fkgs, when they are required.

It remains to discuss the coding of the quantities involved in the ALEC

computation. Reported altitude represents aircraft pressure altitude, digi-

tally encoded in the same format used for a standard ATCRBS Mode C reply.

When decoded, the result expresses altitude in 100 -ft. increments. The

altitude pressure correction provided by network maria gement is a quantity

to be added algebraically to reported altitude, in order to make an approximate

correction for the effect of local barometric fluctuations. ALTCOR is ex -

pressed in a special 8-bit BCD field,

to express thousands and four bits to

ALEC is the sum of these quantities,

code of 12 bits, as follows:

1)

2)

3)

Bits O-3 represent

which uses one bit for sign, three bits

express hundreds of feet of correction.

expressed in another modified - BCD

the decimal integers 0-12, corresponding
I

to 10, 000-ft. increments of altitude, through 120, 000 ft.

Bits 4-7 represent the decimal integers O-9, cOrrespOnding

to 1000-ft. increments of altitude.

Bits 8-11 represent the decimal integers 0-9, corresponding L

to 100-ft. increments of altitude.
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The required computation is probably best accomplished in BCD arithmetic,

* with reported altitude being decoded directly into BCD, and proper account

+ being taken of the sign representation in ALTCOR.

,
III- 8. Azimuth Completion

Unlike range, an azimuth measurement is not automatically POs sible

with every accepted reply. An off -bore sight azimuth signal is measured,

ustig amplitude -comparison monopulse, on each bit of a DABS reply by the

reply processor, but only those measurements made on high-confidence bits

are used to form the final value (see Reference 1 for details). If an ins~fi -

cient number of high confidence bits is fowd , no monopulse estimate will

be found in the reply data block. This is the “no azimuth’! case mentioned

in Section III-6. The azimuth completion bit in the target record is initially

set to ‘IO!] and is mchanged wtil a valid reply (i. e. , a reply with a monopulse

estimate) is received. Each valid reply is examined and subjected to certain

tests, described below, which either leave the completion bit unchanged or

set it to “1”. Once the completion bit is set to 1t1‘’, no further azimuth pro-

c es sing *kes place by channel management. As with range and altitide, sur -

veillance processing emmines all replies in order to extract a position update,

using criteria different from those of channel management. I

h order to expkin the selection rules used by transaction update,

with regard to azimuth, it is necessary to discuss the mechanism of azimuth

measurement briefly. ~rther details may be found in Reference 1. The

. DABS antenna subsystem forms two beams (sum and difference beams) from
,

which a signal is derived which depends in a unique way on the azimuth of.
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the target relative to the antenna boresight direction at the time. This

1!monopuls e signal ,, is eventually digitized to produce an 8-bit number, con-

tained in the DABS reply da~ block in the “monoPulse esti~te” field. At

the time of reply detection, the reply processor also samples the reading of

the antema shaft encoder, entering the value in the 14-bit field, “antenna

boresight azimuth. “ The ktter field represents the boresight pointing direction

in “azimuth units” ( 1 azimuth unit is approtimtely equal to O. 0220).

h order to convert the 8 -bit monopuls e estimate into a target azimuth

angle rebtive to boresight, a calibration table is maintained, called the off-

boresight azimuth lookup table, or “loOkup table” for brevity. The table is

entered with monopulse estimate and returns a signed 16 -bit word represent-

ing off-bore sight azimuth h azimuth wits. The table is maintained, and

occasionally changed, by performance monitoring, on the basis of measure-

ments on special transponders installed for tie purpose. Normally, a mono-

pulse estimate value of about 128 (the mid -point value) will correspond to a

zero value of off-bore eight azimuth. However, smsll variations are expected

to occur which can be corrected by adding a qwntity called the “tible offset

value 11to the mono pulse estimate, before entering the lookup table. The table

offset value is also maintained by perfOr~nce mOnitor~g. AS in Reference

1, the sum of the mono pulse e stifite, contained in a valid reply, and the

current value of the table offset value will be denoted by SIG.

When processing the azimuth information of a valid reply from a target

whose azimuth completion has not yet been established, transaction update .

c ompares the value of SIG with two parameters, MBL and MBH, which
,
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represent the lower and upper limits of the useable portion of beam (for

monopulse purposes) in the same units as SIG. These parameters are adjust-

able internal system parameters. High values of SIG correspond to positions

to the right (i. e., clOckwise) of boresight, hence the corresponding targets are

still in the leading hlf of the beam. Targets will respond with successively

lower values of SIG as the beam scans past and eventmlly beyond them.

If the value of SIG, for the given reply, lies .between the values of the

parameters, i. e.,

MBL ~ SIG s MBH ,

then the monopulse measurement will be accepted by channel management and

an off-bore sight azimuth will be determined by reference to the lookup table.

Moreover, the azimuth completion bit will be set to “1”, and the off-boresight

azimuth added (algebraically) to the antenna bore sight azimuth (right-justified

in a 16-bit word) to produce the actual target azimuth. finally, this azimuth

is placed in the aircraft’s target record, overwriting the previous contents

of the last likely azimuth field. It will be recalled tkt last likely azimuth is

used by target list update to sense the passage of a target behind the antenna

beam. I

If SIG is smaller than MBL, i. e. ,

SIG < MBL ,

then the target is out of the useable portion of the beam and falling further be -

hind. In this case there is no hope of obtatiing an azimuth measurement in

the current scan, as none has yet been -de, hence azimuth completion is set
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to 1,1f, to inhibit further attempts. Also, to insure that the target will be re -
d

moved from the active target Ii st upon the next update of that list, a ficti -

tious brget azimuth is computed and entered in the last likely azimuth field. b

The fictitious value is obtained by setting off-boresight azimuth equal to a

negative value representing at least the trailing-edge half beamwidth point.

The value used is a system parameter which must be set in conjwction with

the rule for computing cutoff azimuth (Section I-5) to fore e the removal of

the target by target list update.

The remaining case,

SIG > MBH ,

represents an early acquisition of the target, with respect to antenna boresight.

To obtati a better measurement, further interrogation of this target is deferred

until the next DABS period, since it is expected that the antenna will scan

through only a fraction (e. g. , one -fourth) of its beamwidth from the start of

one DABS period to the start of the next. To implement the delay, azimuth

completion is mcknged but target completion is set to ‘!1 !!. This inhibits

further scheduling until target list update, recognizing the combination:

azimuth completion = ,,011, target completion -- ‘!1 11, resets target completion

to “o”. The sitmtion is analogous to the ~nagement of range completion

for targets not responding to the surveillance transaction interrogation.

The only case not yet mentioned is the one in which all planned and

dynamically prepared transactions are executed and an acceptable azimuth

has not yet been obtained. The advance of the current transaction indicator

will reveal that no more transaction records exist, but the azimuth completion
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bit is still “O”. In an attempt to measure azimuth, a new transaction record

is prepared, in a =nner analogous to the d~amic preparation of transaction

records described in SectiOns ~-9 and U-11 belOw. The current transaction indica-

tor will be set to the new transaction and, if an acceptable azimuth is not then

obtained, the process will be repeated util the target is removed from the

active target list, on the basis Of its Original last likely azimufi.

The new transaction record is the simplest possible kind. It is a

s=ndard transaction, using an unsynchronized surveillance interrogation paired

with a surveillance reply (unsynchronized, Of course). Thus, the interrogation

bits F, L, S and RL are all set tO “O”, and IT is set tO “1”. Further) altitude

is requested (AI= ’’O”) and MSRC, CP and CB are arbitrarily set to “O”. The

lockout fields, DL and AL, are cOpied frOm the recOrd Of the last transaction

executed.

HI- 9. ATCRBS Identity Request Protocol

The ATCRBS identity of a DABS-equipped aircraft will be as signed by

ATC in the same way that it is assigned for an aircraft equipped only with an

ATCR BS transponder. When not locked out to interrogations by ATCRBS

interrogators, the DABS transponder will reply to Mode A ATCRBS interrq -

gations with this as signed identity code. Discretely-addressed DABS interro-

gations will normally elicit replies containing altitude, coded in a 12-bit

field exactly as for an ATCR BS MOde C rePIY. PrOvisiOn ‘s been ‘des

however, to allow altitude to be replaced by the 12 -bit ATCRBS identity code

in a DABS reply, under ground interrogator control. The AI bit of an
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unsynchronized surveilbnce or CO--A interrogation controls the contents

of altitude /identity field in the corresponding reply, and the significance of

this field is identified in the reply itself by a bit, also denoted AI. b either b

context, AI= !!o,L signifies altitude, while l!l” denotes ATCRBS identity.

Under ordinary circumstances, ATC can ask a DABS sensor to

request and report the ATCRBS identity of a particular target, presu-bly

to confirm or establish a correlation between that identity and other target

identifiers, such as DABS address. Such a request from ATC will result in

the setting of an ATCRBS identity request bit (also called AI) in the hrget’s

surveillance file record, from which it is copied into the target record when

one is next generated by transaction preparation. As explained in Section ~-4,

transaction preparation will then proceed to formulate an “A -transaction, “

specifying an uns~chronized interrogation with AI set to “ l”. This trans -

action record will follow the surveillance transaction record, so that the

requested ATCRBS identity will be dowlinked only after target altitude has

been obtained. The A-transaction, when present, is desi~ated priority. Any

further standard unsynchronized transactions prepared for the target trans -

action block will specify AI = ‘IO!! in the interrogations.

After transaction preparation inserts an A -transaction in the target I

transaction block, it then resets to “O” the ATCRBS identity request bit in

the target record. This step is necessary, since the AI bit in the target

record is, used by transaction update to regulate the response to a pilot request

for permission to do-link ATCRBS identity, as explained in the following

discussion.
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Aside from voice radio, the main charnel available to the pilot for

reporting emergencies is the ATCR BS identity report. The standard codes

,,77xx11 (emergency) and !!76xx!! (radiO failure) -y be supplemented by

other code assignments to provide a dedicated channel with a small vocabulary

for emergency purpOses.

To initiate the transfer of an emergency code of this kind, the pilot

must tike either of two actions which will result in the setting of the A bit

to “1” (instead of its norml value of “O”) in subsequent surveillance or

Comm-B replies. The actions are:

1)

2)

Setting either “77XX” or ,,76XXII into We ATCRBS ~Ode ~heel~

will set the A bit, which will remain set until the ATCRBS

code is changed.

~shing the ‘Ialert button” on the DABS transponder control panel

will directly set the A bit (regardless of the current ATCRBS

code). In this case, the A bit will be reset to “O” as soon as

the transponder decodes and accepts an interrogation requesting

ATCRBS identity.

In any case, an alert light will be displayed to the pilot as long as the trans -
I

ponder is conditioned to put A = ,!1,, in appropriate replies.

Transaction update checks every non -ELM reply for a pilot request

to downlink ATC RBS identity. On finding A = ,11!! in such a reply, a further

test is made to see if the AI bit in the target record is set to “O”. If the

target record bit is ‘IO”, and only then, transaction update will arrange for

an interrogation to the target requesting ATCRBS identity. This prOcess is
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described as the “dynamic preparation ,, of an A _transaction, and whenever it

●

occurs, the target record AI bit is changed to “1”. The setting of AI to “1”

in the target record then inhibits further response to a pilot-initiated ATCR BS
b

identity request in the current scan. Delivery of the interrogation of a

dymmically prepared A-transaction will itself turn off the pilot!s request,

if made by means of the alert button, as in case 2) above. In case 1),

if the ATCRBS code wheels remain set as described, replies will continue

to have A = “1”, perhaps for a duration of wny scans. In each of these

scans the A bit will be sensed in the surveillance transaction reply and an

A -transaction till be prepared which till be executed next, and presu-bly

transfer ATCRBS identity in the reply. For the rest of the scan (i. e. , while

the target remains in the beam), the A bit will be ignored.

To prepare an A -transaction, transaction update checks the next

transaction record after the current transaction in the target transaction block.

If there is another transaction, and if it contains an uns~chronized surveil-

lance or Comm-A interrogation, the AI bit is simply set to “1” in this (and

only this) transaction record (it could already be “1”, if ATC hsd made a

similar request). If a transaction cannot be modified in this way, a new

transaction record will be prepared and inserted before any others already I

present in the transaction block. The new transaction will be of the un-

synchronized, priority, standard type, pairing a surveillance interrogation

with a s,urveillanc e reply. The interrogation bit settings are exactly the .

same as those listed at the end of the preceding Section (for extra interro -
*

gations attempting to measure azimuth), except that AI will be set to “ 1”. >



.

If the attempt to obtain ATCRBS identity is unsuccessful, regardless

of the source of the original request, the sensor will try again on the aeti

scan. To assure this, data link processing tests for this case, and sets

AI = “1” in the surveilknce file record of the target if an unfilled request

has occurred. It is because of this possibility that channel mnagement

always gives A-transactions priority status.

HI-10. The Pilot Button Channel Protocol

Whenever an acceptable reply is received to an interrogation which

contained a Cornm-A message, it is assumed that the message was

received by the transponder and delivered to the appropriate on-board device

for display (the device address is internal to the ~ message field). The

reply itseM constitutes a ,!technical ac~owled gment’ I that the link and its

terminal equipment has functioned properly. In some cases it is imPOrtant

for the ground to know that the pilot hs actually been made aware of the

message and to obtain from him a definite response in acknowledgment. A

particular bit within the W field, called AR, is dedicated to this function,

and any Comm-A message which arrives at the transponder with the internal

AR bit set (to !! 1(t) is ~derstOOd to demand a pilot-generated acknowledgment.

Only Comm-A messages have this property (see Reference 2 for details on
I

the internal structure of the ~ message field).

The DABS transponder itself provides the pilot with a “pilot button”

for tie acknowledgment of messages arriving with AR = “ 1”. This “button”

is capable of generating any of three messages, “yes” (will cOmply), “nO”

(cannot comply), and latest!!, a ~Pecial-PurPose input not used in response to



an acknowledgment request. The state of the pilot button controls the two-bit

PBUT field, present in all surveillance and Comm-B replies. The coding .

for PBUT is as follows:

1) 1,001! Inactive .

2) !!011! Camot comply

3) “lo” Will comply

4) “11” Request test transmission

The normal state of the pilot button is inactive, with “00” in the

PBUT field of all appropriate replies. As soon as the transponder decodes a

Comm-A interrogation which requests pilot acknowledgment, the PBUT field

is cleared of any previous setting, so that PBUT will read “00” in the immediate

reply, and after a one - second deky, a light on the pilot button will convey

the request to the pilot. After reacting to the uplink message, the pilot will

push either “yes” or ‘trio ‘!, which will cause the corresponding code to be

entered into the PBUT field of subsequent surveillance and CO--B replies.

The pilot’s acknowledgment is thus downlinked as soon as the transponder

receives an appropriate interrogation.

Messages demanding acknowledgment can originate with the local IPC

processor, or with any ATC facility served by the sensor. It will be observed

that the pilot button chnnel for acknowledgment contains no identifier of the

message betig acknowledged, and that the pilot!s response will be fowd in

replies by sensors other than the sensor tbt uplinked the original message.

For this reason each sensor broadcasts the PBUT field value, if “01” or “1O”,

to all ATC and IPC facilities with which it communicates. The special PBUT .4

message includes, of course, the DABS identity of the sending aircraft.
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Because of the POs sibility of downlink failure, the PBUT field cannot

be reset to “00” by the transponder after a reply is transmitted containing a

pilot ac~O~ledgment. Instead, the ground must clear this field deliberately,

and this is the function of the

and Comm-A interrogations.

sensor, on its Own hitiative,

l!clea~ PBUT,, bit, c p, preSent in SUrVeillance

This clearing action will be undertaken by any

after receipt of a ,,non-zero!l PBUT val~e. If

me pilot pushes !Ttest’1 for reasons of hls own (and not discussed here), anY

sensor noting this value will generate a special “test request” repOrt, send it

tO the local IPC facility, and attempt to clear the PBUT flleld in the transponder.

Iri order to “clear PBUT”, which becomes the responsibility of trans -

action update, it is only necessary to set CP = !!11!~ a suitable interrogation Of

a pending transaction. My stindard transaction will suffice, and if One Or

more of these await execution in the current scan, the transaction record of

the first of these will be modified so that the CP bit will be “1” in the trans -

mitted interrogation. Only one transaction is modified, and if no stindard

transaction is pending, no further action is taken by transaction update.

The rules of operation of transaction update are therefore very simple.

The resulting character of the pilot acknowledgment channel deserves some

further comment. At present, only mes sages addressed to the IPC display

are expected to -ke use of the AR bit and the PBUT response charnel. Other

messages may request and receive acknowledgment in other ways, using

Comm-B rep~es. At any one time, only one agency of contrOl, either IPC

or ATC, should be in a position to issue co~nds to an aircraft which require

acknowledgment through the PBU T channel. It devolves upon this agency
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not to send a commnd before the receipt of acknowledgment to a previous

commnd, unless it is prepared to deal with possible ambiguity regarding .

the non - specific pilot acknowledgments. The POs sibility of ambiguity is mini-

mized by several features of the design, including the following:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Receipt of a message requesting actiowledgment clears out

any old PBUT message, thus ending the generation of “old”

responses, even if they have not been successfully domlinked.

A new message will not light up the pilot button i-ediat ely, but a

built-in delay of about one second must elapse before the button

is armed, i. e., responsive to new inPut.

One or more sensors till be interrogating each aircraft, and

at least one sensor will provide multiple interrogations each

scan. Thus PBUT, once set by the pilot, should find its way to

the gromd within a scan time.

Sensors are required to send output messages, such as the pilot

button message, within a fraction of a scan of their decodkg from

a reply, hence the overall channel from pilot to original source

should, respond promptly.

The auto-tic clearing of PBUT by the sensor will usually result

in almost i-ediate resetting by the sensor which reads tie “nOnL

zero” PBUT in a surveillance transaction reply, and clears the

field in the ensuing spchronized transaction.

r
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6) If a sensor reports PBUT but fails to deliver the clear PBUT

message in the same scan, the censor does not remember its

failure and pkce CP = “ 1” in the first interrogation of the next

scan. With sev,eral sensors operating independently, and with

a string of commands being issued relatively rapidly, such

behvior co~d result in the clearing of an unread PBUT response.

If PBUT is not cleared by another sensor, the non-zero value will

be sensed next scan and another attempt made to clear it.

HI-11. The Comm-B Channel

The DABS transponder provides a dati link between the ground and

a number of on-board devices, through the on board !Iwire link!!. At least

three classes of on-board devices are expected to be employed: displays for

the pilot, pilot-message input devices, and on-board sensors. Displays, such

as the IPC display, are controlled from the ground by means of Comm-A

messages. The display device address is contained within the Comm-A message

field (~) itself, and a sequence of Comm-A interrogations may be employed

to convey a longer (intermediate-length) mes sage. The direct dul of the single -

segment Comm-A uplink meseage is the ground initiated Comm-B message

request, which is used to read out an on-board sensor. The pilot need not be aware
I

of this activity, and the desired device is addressed by means of the ~RC

code included in the interrogation itself. This type of Comm-B message is,

like the single -segment Comm-A message, complete in a single transaction.

h either case, the reply constitutes teckical acknowledgment of the message

or message request contained in the interrogation and, in the latter case, it

also includes the desired message.
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In the third category, the Comm-B for-t is used to transfer the

contents of a pilot-activated message input device. This use of the Comm-B

reply is referred to here as the “CO--B cha~el, ” and it emplOys a prOtoc Ol

distinct from the simple procedure which suffices for the other devices. The

reason a more elaborate protocol is needed is that the pilot initiates the

message, while the ground retains full control of the link. There is no way

the pilot can independently and directly address the ground. Thus,, the pilot

must first -ke the ground aware of his desire to send a message, since he

can neither send a reply without an interrogation, nor include his message in

a reply on his own initiative. A single bit, the B bit, is reserved in the

surveillance and Comm-B reply for-ts for this purpose. The pilot originates

a message on his input device and pushes an appropriate “send” button. The

transponder reacts by setting B = ,11,, in subsequent replies of the types de-

scribed. The sensor must look for the setting of the B bit, recognize a new

do~link message request, and arrange to transfer the message. This ~ sk

is the responsibility of transaction update, whose operation is discussed below.

After the message is received, a third transaction is used to send a “clear

CO--B !! comfind, informing the pilot and his input device that the exchnge

is complete. This last step, which constitutes technical acknowledgment Of

the message transfer, is accomplished by setting a special bit, CB, to “ 1”

in a later interrogation of the surveillance or Comm-A types.

Unlike the transfer of PBUT, only one sensor my exercise the pro -

tocol just outltied for any given aircraft at a particular time. T~t sensOr

will be the one which, at the time in question, fihds the primary bit set to ’11’!
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in the surveilbnce file record of the corresponding target. The primary

bit is updated for each target on every scan by network management, and

elaborate precautions are taken to avoid the possibility of a duplicate assign-

ment of primary sensors. The primary bit is copied into the target record

by transaction preparation, hence transaction update is always aware of the

current value of this indicator for any target it is processing.

If the pri-ry bit is !,0!! for some target, then the B bit in that tar -

get’s replies will be ignored in the current scan, and none of the Comm-B

prOtocol will be executed. If the primary bit is set for a given target, then

transaction update will check the B bit of any reply from that target and also

maintain. the currency of a state variable called Cornm-B state. Comm-B

stite is represented by a two -bit field in the target record, which stands for

one of the three states:

1) hactive

2) Comm-B pending

3) Clear pending

The CO--B state variable is used by transaction update to keep track of

its progress through the three transactions involved in such a Comm-B ex-

change, and to prevent unnecessary repetition of its actions. When the tar-

get has left the beam, the value of Comm-B state is copied into the target’s

active message list header by data link processing. On the next scan this

field is re-copied into the target record by transaction preparation, providing

continuity and scan-to -scan memory for CO--B channel activities. It is

possible and desirable to begin a scan with a clear Comm-B co ~nd, if the
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cbnnel was left uncleared last scan, since no other sensor is independently

trying to manage the message transfer. This feature contrasts the PBUT
*

protocol described in Section U- 10. .

The normal Comm-B state is inactive. If, in this state, transaction .

update detects ~ = !I1 ,, in ~ given rePIY, and the targetls primary bit is set

to allow Comm-B activity, then a transaction record will be modified or

dynamically prepared to attempt to comply with the pilot’s request in the

same scan. First, the Comm-B sbte is changed to “Comm-B pending, “

which will inhibit any new reaction to B bit settings in future replies until

this message is received. Next, transaction update will search the target

transaction block for a pending stindard, unsynchronized transaction with a

surveilbnce reply. If one of these is found, it is changed to specify a Comm-B

reply. The interrogation message bit RL is changed to “1”, MSRC is set to

!!OOOO!! (source device is pilotrs option), and the other transaction record

fields are modified to reflect these changes. Thus, transaction type will be

adjusted, chawel time changed to the value used for long replies, and the

Comm-B entry indicator set to a special value, referred to as “PILOT”,

to identify this Comm-B transaction (to data link processing) as a dytimic

response to a pilot request.

If no sui~ble transaction record is found, transaction update will

generate one for the purpose, inserting it into the target transaction block

between the kst pending standard transaction and first pendizg ELM trans -

action, if any. The new transaction will be of the unsynchronized standard

type, with corresponding values of transaction tecord fields, including
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normal priority. The interrogation message bits include RL = “1” and WRC =

.
!!oooo,!, as befOre, the additional values F = L = S = AI = l!O” and IT = “1”,

while the lockout fields are copied from the record of the current transaction.
.

The CB bit must be ’10” , and CP is also set to “O”.

If the Comm-B transaction provided in response to the B bit is not

successfully executed while the target is still within the beam, this fact will

be recognized by data link processing when it evaluates the replies. Data link

proces sing will then provide a Comm-B request, identified as pilot-initiated,

in the active message sublist. This request will be recognized, along with

gromd requests for Comm-B message transfers, in the next scan. A gro~d

request will be distinguished by the presence of a non-zero MSRC code field,

which identifies the device in question. Pilot-initiated requests will have

~RC = “0000”, even if they are acquired by transaction preparation from the

active mes sage lists. It should be noted that only one of these can be pending

at any one time.

Whenever a Comm-B reply is received, transaction update will

check the MRC code that was included in the interrogation (retained in the

transaction record). If this code indicates a pilot-initiated exchange, and if

the sensor is presently primary for this aircraft, then transaction update will

prOceed with the protocol. Comm-B s~te, which must kve been “Comm-B

pending”, is changed to “ clear pendtig!!, and a clear Comm-B co —nd is

prepared. The B bit h any reply from this target will continue to be ignored

.
mtil a clear comma nd is delivered.

,
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The clear Comm-B commnd is executed by setting the CB bit to

,,1,! in an appropriate interrogation. Any surveillance or CO--A interrogation

-y be used, hence transaction update will search for a suitable transaction,

among those pending for the target, and change the corresponding CB bit to

,11!, in the first of these transactions only. If no suitable transaction is found,

none is dynamically prepared. In this case transaction preparation will

note the !rclear pending!! COmm-B stite on the neti scan, and set CB = “1”

in the surveillant e transaction for that scan.

If a transaction record is dynamically modified by transaction update

to include the clear CO--B com-nd, it will automatically be the neti

pending transaction, since only ELM transactions lack the C B bit, and these

are always placed after all standard transactions in the target transaction

block. Moreover, this relative placement is ~changed by the dmamic

addition of transactions under any of the rules discussed above.

The final step of the protocol occurs when a pri-ry sensor receives

a reply to an interrogation which contained a clear Comm-B co _nd. Upon

finding these conditions satisfied, transaction update will change the CO--B

state to inactive and the mes sage transfer is complete. This reply, which

provides technical acknowledgment of the receipt of the clear com-nd, can ‘

also have B = “ 1‘1, which indicates another Comm-B mes sage request from

the same or another device. U this is the case, Comm-B state is changed

tistead to COmm-B pending, and the Protocol rePeats, s@rting wifi the

attempt to transfer the new downlink message.
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m- 12. Extended Length Mes sage Protocols

When messages are transferred by means of the Comm-A and Comm-B

formats, each single message segment is treated as a complete exchange, in-

cluding a technical acknowledgment. Even the so-called “intermediate length

message ,! is sent by means of a sequence of Comm-A interrogations, each

of which must be successfully received by the transponder before the next

segment can be sent. Similarly, a pilot-initiated message could consist of

a string of Comm-B segments, but each would have to be received on the

ground and acknowledged (by a clear Comm-B command) before the request

for transfer of another segment can be sent to the ground.

For long messages, the ELM formats are used for greater efficiency

of transfer. Up to sitieen message segments are sent as part of a single

transaction, with a single technical acknowledgment of the group. If some

of the segments were not received successfully, a new transaction will be

executed which contains only the previous failures, and so on mtil the exchange

is complete, If the message requires more than sixteen segments it is broken

up into 16 -segment blocks, and each block is treated as a separate ELM.

Only the primary sensor executes the ELM protocol described here.

The detiils of the protocol differ somewhat, depending upon whether I

the transaction is an uplink or a downlink ELM. The interrogations Of an uP-

ltik ELM are all Comm-C interrogations, of which three kinds are distin-

guished by their RTC codes, as follows:

1) RTC = “00” - The first interrogation of the ELM, which

delivers a message segment, and initializes the transponder

for reception of the message. No reply is elicited.
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r ““””““””
2)

3)

RTC = “01” - Intermediate interrogations which deliver

message segments, each identified by a segment number in the

SNC field. No replies are elicited.

RTG = “1O” - Final interrogation of the transaction, which

delivers a message segment and elicits the only reply of the

transaction.

If the message contains M segments, they will be numbered O through M-1,

and arranged for delivery in backwards order (starting tith segment M-1 and

ending with segment O). This procedure allows the transponder ta determine

the expected number of segments by =king use of the contents of the SNC

field of the initializing segment. The single reply is a Comm-D reply, with

bit K set to ‘!1”, and containing a ,!Cumulative technical acknowledgment”

(CTA) in the message field, MD. The first M bits of MD are used to acknow-

ledge receipt of the corresponding uplink segments. If message segment

number O is received and successfully decoded, the first bit of the MD field

will be set to “ll! in the reply (otherwise ,,O!I), and so On Up to the Mth bit,

which corresponds to message segment M-1.

The fioal interrogation, together with the corresponding CTA reply,

is called the ‘Icollector!l transaction, and it is included in the -in portion ‘

of a schedule by roll-call scheduling. The other interrogations form part of

the precursor, as discussed in Section II-5. R 011-call scheduling may not

schedule all of the intermediate interrogations (those with R TC = ‘tO1‘r) 1

specified in the uplink ELM transaction record if channel time is inadequate. ,1

However, if the transaction is scheduled at all, the collector till be included. 1
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The initializing segment always informs the transponder of the length of the

actml message, and clears the transponder CTA field.

Segments which are undelivered during the first transaction attempted

. will be included in subsequent transactions, regardless of whether they were

transmitted but not received, or whether they simply were not sent for lack

of time. The responsibility of con strutting these subsequent tran sacti,ons

rests with transaction update. If the message is still incompletely delivered

when the target leaves the beam, data link processing will arrange for the

first attempt on the next scan, while transaction update will again handle

subsequent transactions.

When transaction update processes the Comm-D reply of an uplink

ELM transaction, it examties the first M bits of the MD field, where M is

the length of the ELM, conbked in fie transaction recOrd. For every “ 1”

in that subfield, transaction update makes an kdication of completion of the

corresponding message segment. This is accomplished by setting a “delivered”

indicator in an appropriate portion of the transaction record. Segments mrked

!Ideliveredll till be ignored by subsequent operations Of rO1l-call scheduling.

When all segments are delivered, the transaction is marked “complete”,

and it can then be removed from the ELM sublist by data link processtig.

So long as the ELM remains incompletely delivered and mexpired, it remains

in the active message list with the original length, although some segments

are -rked “delivered”.

If the initializing interrogation is not rec eived and the tran spender

replies to the collector, the CTA field in that reply will indicate all zeroes.
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This will be the result of a previous “clear Comm-C” co remand, as discussed

below. In this case transaction update does nothing, leaving the transaction

a candidate for repetition. If the initializtig segment and one or more others

are successfully received, these will be marked “delivered” and not included ,.

in subsequent transactions devoted to this ELM. Subsequent transactions Of

this kind will contain no interrogation with the RTC code “00”. When the

ftial segment is received, if others remain wdelivered the transaction record

will be modified by changing to f!1ott the ,RTC code of the b st (lowest -numbered)

remaining undelivered segment, which then becomes the collector in the neti

transaction for tiis ELM.

When the message is either delivered or expired, the corresponding

entry will be removed from the ELM sublist by data link processing, which

will then formulate a clear Comm-C command, addressed to this target, and

ins ert it ahead of any other ELM transactions on the subli st. Channel mnage -

ment never generates clear Comm-C commands on its o- initiative. As a result,

the most extensive up~nk ELM activity that cm take place in one scan is the

delivery of a clear CO--C transaction and tie subsequent delivery (with one

or more transaction) of a new uplink ELM. The clear COmm-C co —nd

is a simple transaction pairing a single Comm-C interrogation with a single

Comm-D reply. This interrogation also clears out the CTA field of the ‘

transponder, setting all sixteen bits to “O”. The contents of the reply to a

clear Comm-C com-nd is arbitrary (the reply itself constitutes technical

acknowledgment of the com-nd), hence transaction update has no processing
.

to carry out on this reply, limiting cofiormance testing to the F and L bits. .

.
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Domlink ELM transactions originate when the ELM “sent button” is push-

ed, setting the D bit to ‘! 1” in subsequent replies which contain fiis bit (w-

s~chronized surveillance and Comm-B replies). If the sensor is PrimarY,

data link processing (not channel management) responds by placing a downlink

ELM request in the active message list fOr the target. The number of seg-

ments in the pendtig message is contained in the DCOUNT field (four bits in

length) of the reply which had the D bit set.

The downlink ELM transaction consists

tion which elicits a string of Comm-D replies,

of a stigle Co--C interroga -

each of which contains a message

segment. The interrogation, identified by RTC = “1 1“, SNC = “0000”, specifies

which do-link message segments are to make up the reply string. This is

done by setting to ,,1II one or more of the first sixteen bits of the interrogation

message field, MC, which corre spend to message segments in this context.

The actual number of replies to be authorized is fixed by roll-call scheduling

on the basis of available channel time. In the origiual transaction record, as

generated by transaction preparation, the MC field will have as mny “ 1“s

as there are segments in the downlink message request. When transaction

update examines the replies, it knows how many to expect because the number

scheduled has been preserved by roll-call scheduling. For each successfully

received reply, which containe its own mes sage segment number in the SN~

field, transaction update will change the corresponding MC bit to “O” in the

transaction record and reduce the length field, in that record, by one. Roll-

call scheduling, next time it operates, will then see a request for a smiler

number of segments, each still identified by a ,11,, in the transaction record
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MC field. Note, that if all requested segments are not actually scheduled in

a given transaction, then the MC fields of the actual interrogation and the .

transaction record will not agree. When all replies are received, after one

or more scans, dab link processing will remove the transaction from the

active message list and insert a ,,Clear Comm-D, r command for execution in

the next scan, in analogy to the close-out of an uplink ELM exchange.

Downlink ELM replies are sent in rapid succession by the transponder

and, since each is a long reply, an excessive number of these replies could

deplete the transponder power supply. To prevent this, channel management

must keep track of the number of downlink replies requested for each target

in each scan. This number must not be allowed to exceed 32 and hence trans -

action update must check the accumulated number of replies against the

number requested, and truncate the latter if necessary to keep the totil within

this con straint.

HI- 13. Transaction Block and Active Target List Header Update

The various tasks which make up the proces sing of accepted replies, !
I

described in the six preceding Sections, are largely independent and insensitive I

to order of execution. However, if the PBUT protocol is exercised after the I

reaction to the A and B bits, it will occasionally happen that a dynamically I
I

inserted transaction can carry a clear PBUT command when no pending stan - !

dard transactions was available. In many cases a pending transaction can be

modified, or a new transaction added, to serve several functions simultaneously.

The final step in transaction update proces sing of a reply is the setting
I

.

of the current transaction indicator. If the transaction is to be repeated the
I
I

I
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indicator is wchanged. This includes the case of a failed surveillance trans -

action with no more re-ining tries in We current DABS period. If the trans -

action is successful and another, perhps just added dynamically, is pending,

then the current transaction indicator will be mde to petit to this neti trans -

action. If all transactions have been completed, including any which -Y bve

been added to obtain an azimuth measurement, then the target completion bit

will be set, and the target transaction block will soon be removed by target

list update. In this case, of course, both range and azimuth completion will

also be indicated. In the special DABS schedule mode “synchronized, withOut

reply processing, ,, there are no rePlies but transaction update prOceeds as if

all transactions were successful.

When transaction update has processed all replies, the active target

list will consist of the same target transaction blocks as before, but the blocks

themselves will usually have been modified. Some blocks will be mchanged

(when the old transaction is to be repeated), others will indicate a new pending

transaction and still others will indicate target completion. Therefore. from

the point of view of roll-call scheduling, which will neti process the list (unless

the DABS period hss ended) the active tirget list ks changed, and the list

header must therefore be updated. The proces sing involved here is identical

to tkt carried out in the same circumstance by target list update. Whenever

a target transaction block is modified, the charnel time estimte sums must be

changed by subtracting the old channel time esti=te and adding in the new one,

. if any. Uplink ELM pointers, length and ckmel time estimtes are updated

in an obvious way, including the modification resulting from partial delivery
.
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of such an ELM. This header updating must be carried out even if the DABS

period has ended, since target Ii st update will only modify the active target

list header in the case of additions and deletions of target transaction blocks.

It is expected that transaction update can accomplish both reply processing

and active target list header update in a single pass t$rough the list. An

illustrative flowchart is given in the nefi Section.

~- 14. Algorithms and Flowcharts

Transaction preparation is illustrated in the flowcharts of Figures

23 through 33. The fir st flowchart shows a version of the loop for fetching

new targets from the surveillance file. The algorithm is entered with a new

azimuth limit, enew , and the last step is to save this value as cold. The

startup procedure is not shown, hence tie algorithm always starts with the

two azimuths, cold and enew, which define the boundaries of &e required

between-limits search on earliest likely azimuth, It is also assumed that

the surveillance ffle is not empty, so that tie target pointer used by this

program is initially set to me address of the first target which fafled to be

accepted in the last operation of the algorithm. The earliest likely azimuth

of the indicated target is stored in the variable, e.

The value of e is tested against the new enew, and if e> @new it means

there are no targets in the azimuti wedge in question. h this case no target ‘

transaction blocks are prepared, enew replaces cold and tie operation is

complete.

For each tar get that does lie within the limits of azimuth, a CIOsur e

bit is set in the surveillance ffle and a target transaction block is prepared.

I
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The closure bit denies access to this target!s surveillance file record by

otker DABS functions while channel management is cone erned with the air-

craft. The bit is reset by data link processing after the target has left tie

beam.

Target transaction block preparation itself is expanded in the

subs equent ten flowcharts. When transaction block preparation is complete

for one target, the target pointer is advanced to the n=t target, in order of

increasing earliest likely azimuth, the value of which replaces the old

contents of 6. The loop continues with tke test on his new value of e. It

should be noted fiat the surveillance file record contains a “roU-call

tiibitl’ bit, controlled by network management to limit the surveillance

load of the sensor. Transaction preparation will bypass any record witi

this bit set, and the track its elf will be maintained on data obtained from

another sensor.

Target transaction block preparation is outlined in Figure 24. All

survei~anc e file data on the target is avaibble at fiis time, including We

active message list for this target. The step “initialize entry indicators”

causes potiters to be set to the first entries on the Comm-A, Comm- B

and ELM sublists of the active message list. H a sublist is emPtY Or ,

exhausted, tie pointer will so indicate. When a message from one of these

sublists is ticluded in a transaction, the value of this pointer (or index) is

copied into We entry indicator field of ,fie transaction record.

Target record preparation, expanded in Figure 25, takes place first,

foflowed by preparation of the surveillance transaction (Figure 26). H

ATCRBS identity has been requested, an A-transaction is prepared (Figure 27).
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and if the synchro bit is set, an S-transaction (Figure 28) is also prepared.

Additional standard transactions are prepared (Figure 29) until tie COmm-A

and Comm-B sublists are exhausted.

The preparation of each of these standard transactions involves one

or more of the steps labeled “DL procedure, “ “A procedure” and “B

procedure. “ The DL procedure is invoked if a DA~S lockout transition

is indicated by tie corre spending control bit and lockout state. The A and

B procedures cover the inclusion of Comm-A messages and Comm-B

message requests, when appropriate. The tiree procedures are shown

in Figures 30, 31 and 32.

The final step, shown in Figure 33, covers the inclusion of ELM

transactions. @ly one uplink ELM (not counting clear commands) trans-

action record is ever prepared for a single target, and a check for this is

implicit in the last test of Figure 24. The ELM sublist wfll never con-

tain more than one clear Comm- C, one clear Comm-D, and one dowfiink

ELM at any given time.

Figures 25 through 33 require no further comment, except that

target record and transaction record fields are referred to. by number as

they appear h the lists of Section HI-4.

The target list update subfunction is flowcharted in Figure 34.

Ite input is the old active target list and the set of target transaction blocks

obtained from the transaction buffer. The latter is referred to here as the

‘!new target list. ‘‘ The range-ordering operation is not shown in detail, but

is indicated as a preliminary ordering of the new target list (NTL) and a
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fetch of the neti target for the new active target list (ATL) from eitier the
4

old ATL or the NTL. This ordering of the new list and tke merging of new

and old targets to form the ,new ATL is a standard merge-sort procedure,.

using a masked range delay word, as e~lained in Section ~-5.

New targets always have the surveillant e transaction pending, which

is a priority transaction. Therefore, the only ATL header field requiring

updat e in this case is the priority charnel time sum.

Each old target is tested for continued visibility by comparing its

last likely azimutk (eLu ) against the current cutoff azimuth (6 cut). When

targets are deleted for this reason, the ATL header fields representing

channel time sums must be corrected. The charnel time estimate of the

pending transaction is subtracted from the appropriate sum or sums. The

ensuing range completion test is explained below.

For targets which are still within the beam, target completion is

tested, and if range and azimuth are also complete, the target w~ be

deleted from the old ATL and added to tie released target list (RTL), along

with targets no longer visible. No ATL header update is required, since

completed targets are not included when the ATL header update is performed

by transaction update.

H target completion is set, but eitker range or azimuth is incomplete,

then target completion is reset tO t!ol! and fie channel time estimate added tO

the relevant ATL header field(s), since this target is about to be restored to‘
.

the list., These targets, along with new and incomplete targets are merged

F into the new ATL. After such a merge, or a deletion, the next target is
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chosen from either the old ATL or the new target list, as appropriate, and

the program continues until all targets are processed. Details covering

the situations where one (or both) of the input lists is empty are omitted

here.

When a target is’ removed from the ATL because it has fallen behind

the beam, a special test is made to single out the case in which range com-

pletion is not set and the DABS lockout transition indicator is set. This is

the case of a target which requires at least two successful transactions to

achieve the desired effect with respect to DABS lockout. The first interro-

gation must have DL = ‘lOO’; while the second (and all subsequent) must have

DL = Iloll!. Data link processing always looks for the lockout transition

indicator in the target record, and when it finds the bit set, data link

processing will change the DL field in the surveillance file to “O 1“ to

prevent repetition of this lockout sequence. Note that transaction preparation

only initiates this protocol if the transition indicator is set and also DL = “00”

in the surveillant e file. H no interrogations were successful (no range com-

pletion), this activity of data lifi processing must be i~ibited, and to

accomplish this the transition indicator in the target record is reset to

zero. Next scan, transaction preparation will again find DL = “00!’, with

the transition indicator set, in the surveillance file where it has not been

changed.

Figures 35 through 45 illustrate the operation of transaction update.

The first flowchart, Figure 35, shows an algorithm for passing through the

active target list, assessing each reply to a scheduled interrogation and
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simultaneously updating the relevant ATC header fields. Roll-call scheduling

leaves behind an indication of which transacting were actually 9cheduled so

that transaction update will know what replies to expect.

The lamination of a reply and the resulting update of the corresponding

target!s transaction block are shown as “reply assessment, “ arid this step is

expanded in the remaining ten flowcharts. There are firee posgible outcomes

of reply assessment:

1) The game transaction will be repeated (perhaps with some

modification in tie case of an ELM),

2) The transaction was completed and a new transaction ig now

pending for the target, or

3) All transactions have been accomplished (for the present DABS

period, at least) and the target completion bit has been set.

The algorithm sorts out thege three cases and makes the appropriate

updates of the channel time sums and uplifi ELM fields in tke ATL header.

The final step is the update of the first target range delay field in the ATL

header, when required. The flagging of the gituation when the first target

on the old ATL becomes completed, and the identification of the target re -

plactig it are not shown specifically, but these steps can obviously be ,

carried out along with reply assessment in a single pass through the ATL.

The first act of reply assessment is the appraisal of replies, sorting

them into accepted, not accepted and missing categories, as illustrated in

Fi&re 22. This is she- in flowchart form in Figure 36, in which the

procedures to be followed after the sorting are summarized. These

procedures are e~anded in subsequent flow charts. Conformance testing)
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a straightforward checking of reply bits, is not e~anded fur~er. It is

described in detail h Section HI-6.

The missing reply procedure is given in Figure 37. ~ tie ~ransactiOn

is not a surveillance transaction no action is taken, which causes the trans -

action to remain pending for execution. k particular, the current trans -

action indicator is not changed. Surveillance transactions are repeated

until a total of (NTRY + 1) attempts have been made, with reinterrogation

to all but CIOSe -in targets taking place at high power. AS explained in Part ~>

final authori~ for the use of high power rests with roll-call schedding. When

the allotted numbek of attempts has been made, target completion is set, the

high power flag removed, and the !fremaining tries!’ counter reset.

When a reply is not accepted, the transaction is usually repeated,

shown in Figure 38 as no furfier action. Synchronized transactions, however,

are not repeated in this cas ~ and it is assumed that the transaction (including

uplink message and control information delivery) was successful, since a

reply was actually received. No attempt is made to efiract information from

such a reply. Although not shown e~licitly on the flowcharts, in fie case of

a synchronized schedule mode, wifiout reply PrOc es sing, transaction update will

designate an replies as “not accepted. t! alfiough nO reply data blocks are ,

generated. This has the effect of treating all the corresponding transactions

as if they were successful.

The more involved procedure for accepted replies begins with Figure

39. For standard transactions, range completion processing is shown in

detail, but azimuth completion is deferred to Figure 40. The ATCRBS
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identity request protocol is given explicitly, but tie “modification or addition”

of a transaction for this purpose is not furfier ewanded. Full details are

given in Section In-9.

The Comm-B channel protocol is also summarized, and expanded in

Figure 41. The PBUT response is shown, but the details of setting the CP

bit in an appropriate transaction are skipped (see Section HI- 10).

The treatment of ELM transactions is summarized ti Figure 42,

with e~ansions in Figures 43 and 44. The final step in reply assessment,

-c ept for the case of repetition of the transaction, is the update of the

current transaction indicator, shown in Figure 45.

The detailed flowcharts of Figures 40 through 45 are self-explanatory

and fiey follow exactly Me “protocols described in the corresponding Sections.

Symbols and abbreviations used in the flowcharts are collected below.

Transaction preparation (Figures 23 through 33):

6 New azimuti limit received with enabling command
new

e
old

Previous value of enew, saved frOm last actiOn
of the algorithm.

e Earliest likely azimuth of a given target.

AI ATCRBS identity request bit (target record)

s Synchro bit (target record)

AML Active message list

NTRY System parameter r egdating interrogations
per DABS period.

PPM~R System parameter, r e gdating the power
programming of close-in targets.
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CTSS, CTSL System parameters representing charnel
time estimates for individual transactions.

DL DABS lockout bits (target record)

AL ATCRBS lockout bit (target record)

Target list update (Figure 34):

NTL

ATL

RTL

e
LLA

e
cut

Transaction update

UELM

DELM

CTE

CTI

SIG

MBL, MBH

eoff
e
half

e
bore

New target list

Active target list

Released target list

Last likely azimuth of a

Cutoff azimuth received

.

given tirget

witi enabling command.

Figures 35 tirough 45):

Uplink ELM transaction

Downlink ELM transaction

Channel time estimate of a given transaction

Current transaction indicator

Monopulse signal

System parameters bounding usable portion
of mono~lse characteristic.

Off-bore sight azimuth

Half-beamwidth

Boresight direction

.

<
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7ENTER

AT C-43-23

Set closure bit in

surveillance file

1 record

aPnepare a target

transaction block

+

I Move pointer to next 1
target in surveillance

file and load its earliest

likely azimuth into 9

0EXIT

Figure 23. Transaction Preps ration
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ATC-43-24

7ENTER
(Initialize Entry Indicators)

7Prepare an extra

Standard Transaction

1

Prepare an S-Transaction

msublists empty or exhausted?

Y I

>

.

e

Prepare an ELM Transaction

&

w

Is the ELM sublist

empty or exhausted ?

Y

Figure 24. Target Transaction
Block Preparation



Copy data from the surveillance file

into target record fields ( 1) through (9)

Set fields (11) (12) and (13) equal to “O”

Enter the value of NTRY into field (15)

Copy the Comm-B state variable from the

active message list header into field (16)

Target record fields

are listed in

Section III-4

+

1s the predicted range of this Set field

target less than the value of D (14) to “1”
PPMINR ?

(enable)

Y I

Figure 25. Target Record
Preparation



AT C-43-26 1

Set fields:

(1) to ‘ipriority”

(3) to “yes”

(7) to !for’

(9)
to !,1!!

(12) (13) and (17) to “O”

Copy data from surveillance file into

fields (10) and (11)

Transaction

Record fields

are listed in

Section III-4

+

IS Comrn-B state Set field

!Iclear pending’! ? 3 (18) to “1”

Set field

(18) to “O”

[1A procedure

I

I
J..

Set field (4) according Figure 26.

to nature of tran sac tion
Preparation Of
the Surveillance
Transaction
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AT G-43-27

.

,

.

.

~

Set fields:

(1) to !tpriori~”

(3) to !!no!!

(7) to ,,011

(9) to ‘Ill!

(12) to “o”

(13) to “1”

(17) and (18) to”o”

Copy data from surveillance file into

field (11)

Set AI bit tO ,~orj in ~rget record

Transaction Record

fields are listed in
Section III-4

+

[1
—

DL procedure

J

A procedure
n

4

B procedure 11

Setfield(4) according

to nature of transaction

bEXIT
Figure 27.

Preparation of the
A-Transaction
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TENTER

Set fields:

(1) to “priority”

(2) to the value of C TSS

(3) to “not!

(7) to ,!0!!

(9)
to 111!1

(12) to “l”

(17) to “o”

(18) to “O”

Copy data from the surveillance file

into ~leld (11)

1

Transaction Record w
fields are listed in
Section III-4

DL procedure

I

I

I Set field (4) according to

AT C-43-28

nature of transaction

i

b Figure 28.

EXIT
Preparation of the

S-Transaction
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+

Set fields:

(3) to t!nol!

(7) to IIot!

(9)
to ,,1,,

(12) (13) (17) and (18) to ‘Io”

I Copy data from surveillance file into

field (11)

Transaction Record
fields are listed in
Section III-4

+

A procedure
[

+

II B procedure
[i

I I Set field (1)

to !Inormal” I
w

Set field (4) according to

nature of transaction
1----- .—— ——.—.

I AT C-43-29

Figure 29.

Preparation of
Etira Standard
Transactions
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I ATC-43-30 I

ENTER

v

Is the DABS lockout

transition control bit

(in the target record) set ?

Y

I

Is the DABS lockout field

(DL) in the surveillance file

‘>

Copy the DL field from

the surveillant e file into

field (10) of this trans-

action record

–1
Set the DL field (10) of this

transaction record equal to

,!01,,

oEXIT Figure 30.

DL Procedure

(DABS lockout transition control)
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AT C-43-31

QENTER

<->3‘-
Y Set field

Is the Comm-A sublist

empty or e~austed? (8) to 1’0”

l—

w

Set field (8) to “1”

Copy the message field

(~) from tie Comm-A

sublist into field (19)

and copy fie entry

indicator into field (5)

Advance entry indicator

—---~

Figure 3 L A Procedure

(hclusion of Comm-A message)
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ATC-43-32

T
ENTER

+

Is the Comm-B sublist Set fields:

(14)t0 “o”

(2) to the
I

value of CTSS

Set fields:

(14)to “1”

(2) totievalueof CTSL

Copy the MSRC field from

the Comm-B sublist into

field (15) and COPY fie

entry indicator into

field (6)

Advance entry indicator

I

Figure 32. B Procedure

.

.

(kclusion of Comm-B message request)
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I

I

J
Set fields:

(1) to “normal”

(2) to value of CTSL

(3) to “no”

(7) and (8) to “1”

Copy information from the ELM

3ublist into field (6) and copy tie

retry indicator into field (5)

Copy information from We ELM

sublist into fields (9) (10) and

(11) -- once for a DELM or

clear command, and once for

each segment of an uplink ELM

Set field (4) according to

nature of transaction

Advance entry indicator

Note: field (2)

will be ignored

by roll-call sched-

uling for a DELM

transaction

ELM Transaction Preparation
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AT C-43-34a

2
Range order the targets on the NTL

,

header

Fetch first target for the new ATL

~date first target range delay

*

> time estimate

to priority
N

charnel time
sum in the A TL

Subtract channel Y Has this target fallen
header

time estimate G

from appropriate

channel time N

sum in the ATL
v

D

Y

w I

Y

I

! Add channel

Figure 34a. Target List Update
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Y

R e set the DABS

lockout transition

control bit tO “O”

Delete this target

from the old ATL, and

add it to the RTL

+

Add the charnel

time e stimte to

the appropriate channel

time sum in the ATL

header

Reset the target

completion indicator

to “incomplete”

PMerge this target

into the new

ATL

Fetch the next target I

for the new ATL

+

N Have the old ATL and

the NTL lists been

etiausted ?

I

b
Y

EXIT

Figure 34b. (Target List Update)
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AT G-43-35a I

,

Subtract channel

time estimte from

charnel time sum(s J

and remove U ELM

data and pointers

(if appropriate)

from the ATL

header

r

1
I

I

>

v

Was this transaction

Y

‘1

Adjust data and pointers
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uB Figure 35a. Transaction Update
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+
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the new currenttransaction to the

appropriate charnel time sum(s)

in the ATL header, and enter

UELM data and pointers if

appropriate

+

Fetch the next target

on the ATL

I

I

Y

Reset the first target

range delay field in

the ATL header
,

Figure 35b. (Transaction Update)
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Figure 36. Reply Appraisal



AT C-43-37

of NTRY

Reset the hi-power

flag, if “on’jto

Set the target

completion bit

!,off!l

Reset “remaining
J

N
tries” to the value

J

oEXIT

(Transaction will not

be repeated)

Y

v

B

N

programing control E
bit set to “enable”

Y

v

Set hi-power

flag &

Figure 37. Missing Reply Procedure
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repeated )
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AT C-43-38

,

.

nized transaction?

Y (Transaction will

be repeated)

w P

Update the current

transaction indica-

tor (CTI)

6EXIT (Transaction will not

be repeated)

Figure 38. Not-accepted Reply Procedure
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ELM

procedure

EXIT

N
Is this a standard

G

Y

I

AT C-43-39a

*

Is this a sur,veil -

iance transaction?

Y

oSet the range

completion bit

w

Copy the range correction into

the RCOR field (10) of the target

record

Compute ALEC and append it

to the target record

I

I

?

?

Figure 39a. Accepted Reply Procedure
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m AT C-43-39b

Was this a valid reply?

(i. e. , a good reply tith an

azimuth mea surement )

Y

,

.

*

IS the A bit equal tO

111!!in this reply?

Y

B

N J
I

__—..,__—.
1 1’

Set AI = “1” in the target record,

field (9)

Modify or prepare a transaction H

I to serve as an A-transaction
I LuB

Hgure 39b. (Accepted Reply Procedure)
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ATC-43-39C

.

...

&

I

N Is the primry bit in

the target record set

b

v

Is PBUT equal to “00”

N

v

Set the CP bit equal to “1”

in a subsequent transaction,

if possible

I

U@ate tie CTI
II

oEXIT

Figure 39c. (Accepted Reply Procedure)
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Ftable offset value to the mono-

1 pulse estimate in the reply

4

I

Set the target Y
IS SIG > MBH ?

completion

bit to “1” NI

oEXIT

TC-43-40

+

Is SIG > MBL ?

Y

v

T

Find 60ff , by entering the

off-bore sight lookup table

+

e + - %alf~th the va Iue of SIG off

I

I
J

&w

Compute target azimuth and

enter into last likely azimuth

field (4) of the ~rget record,

‘. ‘. ‘ 6LLA Off + %ore-e

Set the azimuth completion

bit

Fi~re 40. Azimuth Procedure

,
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m TC-43-41

Clear Pending B Pending

I
‘

* Imctive +
\

N Does this reply contain

a pilot-initiated Comm-B

message?

Y
Y

Change the Comm-B
Cbnge the Comm-B

3 state to Clear Pending
state to Inactive Modify a transaction, if

possible, to carry CB=”l”

in the interrogation

v

e

t
Y

I

N

J“
Change the Comm-B

state to B Pending

Modify or add a trans - >

action to transfer the

CO--B message

L

EXIT

Fi~re 41. Comm-B Procedure
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TC-43-4Z

7
ENTER

+

L? ‘
Is this an UELM
uplink ELM

Procedure
transaction ?

(Clear co— nds)-

2

—

i

>

wEXIT

Fi~re 42. ELM Procedure
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TC-43-43

L

&

9ENTER

w

Obtain length(M) of this ELM from

the transaction record

E=mine first M bits of the MD field

of this reply. For each “1” indicate

delivery of the correspondtig

message segment in transaction

record.

I

v

Have all the message

segments now been delivered ?

N

Y

+

Update CTI

v

Has the message N

segment in the collector b ‘

just been delivered ?

Y

v

Change the RTC code of the

last redelivered message

segment to “1O”
3

~pre 43. UELM Procedure
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-

ENTER

Change the bit corresponding to this

reply in the MC field (in the trans -

action record) to ‘lO!!, and reduce

the contents of the length field by 1

/
w

\

oEXIT

YI

TC-43-44 I

w
If all redelivered segments in this

X1

~

interrogation, will the total number

of replles requested in fils DABS

Y

I Make appropriate reduction I

I in the number of replies to be

requested if this transaction I I
is repeated in the current DAB

period
1

/

Figure 44. DELM Procedure uEXIT
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~

Indicate completion of this

transaction and append

pointer(s) to reply data block(s)

Advance tie C TI to the next

transaction record

N Has tie set of transaction

records for this target been

Y

v

Set the target

completion bit

N

+

Adds stindard transaction to

attempt another azimuth

measurement and point the 9

CTIto it

Fi@re 45. Current Transaction Indicator Update
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APPENDIX A

THE ISOLATION PROBLEM

Suppose that it is required to provide isolation between the replies

of two targets which are included in a schedule cycle. Let the targets be

at ranges p ~ and p ~ from the sensor, and let the distance between them

be P12 . The fllrst target emits a reply of duration R ~ , beginning at time

El , and the second starts its reply at time E2. Then, if

E2-(E1tR1)~p12/c ,

the two replies will not overbp at any point in space or time, since the

wavefront representing the leading edge of the second reply will always be

contained within the expanding spherical shell bounding the first reply. If

the aircraft are at the same azimuth and elevation, relative to the sensor,

then

In general, p 12 exceeds the mgnitude of the range difference, but the

excess is limited hy the nature of the antenna beam, since the targets must
I

be simultaneously illuminated. As we shall see below, the scheduling algorithm

auto~tically provides adequate isolation to satisfy the inequality

EZ - (El tR1) ~ (l/c) [Pl -P~ I ,

hence it is only necessary to add an extra delay, 6, to the sbcond interro -
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gation t~ accomt for the “crOss -range” cOmPOnent

P,2-[P, -P~i.

The worst-case geornet,ry usually corresponds to two targets at close

range, one at high elevation and one near the horizon, since any DABS antema

will have a fan beam. For example, a target at 45 degrees of elevation can

have a range of nearly ten miles, and thus, be more the seven miles from

another aircraft, also at range ten miles, on the sensor’s horizon. The

spacing is only exceeded in the azimutkl direction by a pair of very long

range targets on opposite sides of a relatively wide beam. To handle all

cases with a minimum of c amputation, a fixed minimum delay is introduced

in the second interrogation whenever isolation is required. This deky is an

adjustable system parameter whose nominal value is 25 psec, corresponding

to a spacing of about four tiles. If the second transaction is msynchronized,

then this delay is added to the interrogation time which would otherwise be

used. If the second transaction is synchronized, then a subepoch delay will

already have been introduced, and any additional delay will have to be added

in multiples of the subepoch value. Thus, the algorithm tests the subepoch

deby, to see if it is already adeqwte for isolation, and then iteratively adds

delay in units of the subepoch value, until the isolation delay parameter is ‘

exceeded.

h order to prove our assertion about the amount of isolation produced

by the scheduling algorithm, we suppose that two consecutive reply listening

period start times, as normally scheduled wit~ln a cycle, are L1 and L2 .

,

,
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The first reply will actwlly arrive at some time> L 1 t K 1 Y so fiat K 1 will

be the range correction for the first target. The duration of the first listening

period will be R ~ t G1 , where R ~ is the reply length and G1 is the range

guard provided for the first target. This range guard will be brger than the

largest anticipated value of K1 by the amount, d, the departure frOm Perfect

range ordesing allowed of the active target list. Since the scheduler normally

places listening periOds in cOntiguOus POsitions, we .~ve

Lz= L1t R1t G1 .

Let the range delays for the two targets be D1 and D2 . ‘cCording

to the approximate range ordering principle, we must bve

D12D2 -d.

The one-way propagation time for the first target is

pl = ~ (D1t K1 -AT) ,
T

hence, the first reply was transmitted at time

‘1 =L1t~(K1-D1t AT)

If the second reply arrives at L2 t K2 , then itS emissiOn time’s

E2 = L2 D tAT)t~(K2- 2

=L1t R1 t G1 t+ (K2-D2t AT) .

Now we can compute:

E2-(E1t R1)=Glt3 (K2-D2-Klt Dl) .
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The right-hand side of this equation can be rewritten in two ways. First,

we write

G1t~(K -D2-K1+D1)
2

=G1- K1tK2t% (D1+K1-D2-K2)

= G1-K1t K2 t (l/c) ( P1 - P2)

If PI 2 p 2 (the usual ~a”se), then we ~ve

E2 - (El tRl) = (1/c) I PI .- P2~ +“G1 - K1 t K2

>(1/c)lpl-p21

since G1 exceeds K1 and K2 ,is net “negative.

Itis” possible to: k%’e P ~ < Pz and still bve aPProxi~telY .de~reaei~g
,
I
1. orderifig.. ~f range: delay, since the uncer~intY in range fQr the secOnd
1;
~
1. COUM be large, producing. a s-11 value of range delay., ..In tiis case

and we write

G1 t~. (K2-D2-Klt D1)

=G1t D1-D2 t~(D2t K2-D1-K1)

=G1t D1-D2 t (l/c) (P2 -Pi)

=G1t D1-D2 t (l/c) IP1 -P2[

Now G1 exceeds d, and

D1-D2 ~-d ,

hence

‘2
- (E1t Rl) Z(

as before.

tar get

/c)l P1-P2J
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